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Abstract

Mars’ dust cycle and the radiative-dynamical impacts of atmospheric dust were investigated by assimilating Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) temperature and dust observations into a martian global climate model. Dust plays a key role in Mars’ climate by interacting with solar and infrared radiation, thereby modifying atmospheric dynamics and winds, which themselves lift and transport dust. The 2018 Global Dust Storm (GDS) provided an opportunity to investigate how dust affects martian surface temperatures, polar dynamics, and the dust cycle.

The 2018 GDS was found to warm the martian surface by 0.9 K. The effects were highly spatially heterogeneous, with net warming from enhanced backscattering of surface infrared emission at low thermal inertia regions, while elsewhere blocked incident solar radiation caused net cooling. Comparisons with the 2001 GDS and free-running simulations show that GDS geographical structure is key in determining the surface temperature impact.

Martian dust lifting and deposition were shown to have a consistent interannual pattern, except during planetary-scale dust storms. Dust lifting patterns correspond to regular dynamical features including baroclinic waves, low-level jets, and CO₂ sublimation flow. Regional dust storms affect southern seasonal cap-edge dust lifting by enhancing the meridional circulation, causing increased sublimation. The 2018 GDS increased dust lifting over high-topography regions like Tharsis, but inhibited northern wave-related dust lifting. Southern high-latitude winds were found to be highly sensitive to the precise thermal structure in MCS temperature observations, with direct impacts on dust lifting.

The 2018 GDS was found to alter the elliptical structure of Mars’ polar vortices via the GDS’ effect on stationary topographic planetary waves, proving the link between these waves and vortex morphology. Enhanced GDS heating also significantly accelerated the destruction of the southern vortex. These results show the asymmetrical effects of an equinoctial GDS on the polar vortices, which govern tracer transport into polar regions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I confirmed this definitely in 1909 by direct observation of the Martian continents, as I found that these more or less transparent yellow or reddish veils – less red than the continents, incidentally – were very frequent; even more so than the white clouds. I found moreover that they were most often seen near perihelion, when the solar heat, half as great again as at aphelion, produced stronger winds, so that the yellow particles and the lighter sand and dust would be more easily picked up from the Martian deserts.

Antoniadi (1975)

The planet Mars and its atmosphere have long been the subjects of fascination and scientific research. The English astronomer William Herschel first deduced both Mars’ axial obliquity and, by the observation that the stars next to the planet showed no change in brightness as they passed its outer disc, the fact that its atmosphere must be thinner than our own (Herschel, 1784). As telescopic resolving power improved, subsequent astronomers noted the appearance and disappearance of yellow clouds on Mars’ surface, correctly interpreted by French astronomer Eugène Antoniadi as sand and mineral dust lofted from the surface (Antoniadi, 1975). The advent of the space age and missions to Mars by the United States and the Soviet Union dramatically improved human understanding of the planet and its atmosphere, and it can now be stated that Mars is, after our own, the single planet most
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studied by human beings, with multiple past and ongoing missions from various countries and organisations dedicated to exploring it.

As our knowledge of the martian atmosphere has improved, so has our appreciation for the importance of mineral dust in its meteorology. Given the planet’s aridity, dust plays a central role akin to that of water in our own atmosphere: on the one hand, it is a substance with a cycle, able to be lofted from the surface via various lifting mechanisms, transported around the globe by winds, and redeposited by gravity and scavenging by ice clouds. On the other, it is also a radiatively active element, affecting Mars’ temperature structure and consequently its atmospheric dynamics. Martian storms are not water vapour clouds and rain; they are dust storms which can range in size from the smallest terrestrial nations to the largest, and can encircle the planet in a deep cloud of dust for months at a time with enormous effects on the atmospheric system. In many ways Mars’ atmospheric dynamics would be very recognisable to Earth meteorologists, and yet martian weather can largely be related to how much dust there is in the sky. Mars’ similarities to our own planet, from its similar axial obliquity to its roughly similar size and distance from the Sun, together with its deep differences, from its utter aridity to its much sparser atmosphere and alien CO₂-related processes, make it an ideal natural laboratory for the study of meteorology as the field moves beyond its birthplace on Earth. Mars’ well-preserved surface – free of the effects of tectonic activity – offers us insights into the deep past of its climate, and its current state can enhance our understanding of how planetary and atmospheric systems work outside the familiar context of our own planet, including specifically the kinds of impacts atmospheric aerosols can have on planetary atmospheres. And not least, the study of the martian atmosphere and the role of dust has eminent practical uses as humanity continues its robotic and possible future human exploration of our closest neighbour.

Our understanding of the martian atmosphere and the role of mineral dust within it has been facilitated by two basic tools: observations and numerical models. The former
offer insights into the actual state of the atmosphere, while the latter provide explanatory and predictive power by symbolic representation of the atmosphere using mathematics. Observations from Mars orbit and the martian surface have revealed the significant radiative effects of suspended atmospheric dust (e.g. Gierasch and Goody, 1972; Hanel et al., 1972; McCleese et al., 2010; Smith, 2004; Zurek et al., 1992), helped characterise the seasonal variations in dust loading reflective of the dust cycle (e.g. Fenton et al., 1997; Lemmon et al., 2015; Martin, 1986; Martin and Richardson, 1993; McCleese et al., 2010; Smith, 2004), and improved understanding of the behaviour, distribution, and atmospheric effects of dust storms (e.g. Cantor et al., 2001; Guzewich et al., 2019; Kass et al., 2016; Leovy and Zurek, 1979; Martin, 1984; Szwast et al., 2006; Wang and Richardson, 2015; Zurek and Martin, 1993), among many other insights. In parallel, numerical modelling of the martian atmosphere, including with Mars global climate models (MGCMs) has (for example) led to greater understanding of the radiative-dynamical impacts of dust (e.g. Haberle et al., 1993; Medvedev et al., 2011; Read et al., 2016; Wilson, 1997; Zurek and Haberle, 1988), replicated and helped explain the observed seasonal dust cycle (e.g. Kahre et al., 2005; Mulholland et al., 2015; Murphy et al., 1995; Newman et al., 2002a), and provided insight into the evolution and broader impacts of dust storms (e.g. Barnes et al., 1993; Basu et al., 2006; Murphy et al., 1990).

As well as using observations and numerical modelling by themselves, it is also possible to combine the two with the use of a method known as data assimilation. This method is described in detail in Chapter 3 of this thesis, but in short it is a way to integrate observational data into a numerical model to obtain the best fit between the two. Data assimilation is a standard technique in terrestrial meteorology for both research and forecasting. As a method, data assimilation has numerous advantages, among which are the ability to fill in the gaps of sparse observational data using a realistic numerical model rather than interpolation, and the representation of a more realistic atmospheric state than in models without assimilation.
Applied to the martian atmosphere, data assimilation has helped to characterise the dynamical effects of dust loading, including from Global Dust Storms (GDS) (e.g. Lewis and Barker, 2005; Montabone et al., 2005; Mulholland et al., 2016), analyse the structure of Mars’ polar vortices (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016), and investigate dynamical features more generally including thermal tides and planetary waves (e.g. Battalio et al., 2016; Greybush et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2016). Given the high sensitivity of the martian atmospheric state to the dust distribution and the current inability of models to predict specific dust events, data assimilation is therefore a highly useful tool to investigate specifically the dust cycle, the radiative-dynamical impacts of dust, and the interplay between the two.

This thesis uses data assimilation in a numerical model of Mars’ atmosphere to investigate the martian dust cycle and the radiative and dynamical impacts of suspended dust. Observations from the Mars Climate Sounder provide data for six consecutive full martian years, including a year containing the 2018 Global Dust Storm. Assimilation of these observations therefore provides an excellent opportunity to identify interannual similarities and differences in the dust cycle, and to investigate the effects of a real Global Dust Storm on planetary dynamics and surface processes. The research questions addressed in this thesis are discussed below.

1.1 Research questions

This thesis addresses three main research questions:

RQ1. How do Global Dust Storms affect Mars’ surface and near-surface temperature environment?

RQ2. Where and when does dust lifting and deposition occur on the martian surface, how does this vary between martian years and during a Global Dust Storm, and what dynamical processes are responsible?
1.1 Research questions

RQ3. How do Global Dust Storms affect Mars’ polar vortices?

These research questions are outlined in greater detail in the following parts of this section. Previous literature is discussed and the specific hypotheses pertaining to the work presented in this thesis are set out.

1.1.1 RQ1. How do Global Dust Storms affect Mars’ surface and near-surface temperature environment?

The hypothesis leading into the work in this thesis was that the 2018 GDS would be shown to cause net surface cooling, due to the reduction in radiative flux reaching the surface. Famously, early orbital observations of a martian Global Dust Storm helped inspire the concept of nuclear winter, which postulated that massive aerosol loading from a global nuclear conflict on Earth would cause dramatic cooling at the surface and in the lower atmosphere (Turco et al., 1983). Previous observations of the planet’s surface during Global Dust Storms have indicated that these events cause temperatures to cool during the day and warm during the night (e.g. Gurwell et al., 2005; Guzewich et al., 2019; Hanel et al., 1972; Ryan and Henry, 1979; Smith, 2004), due to the blocking of incident solar radiation and enhanced backscattering of surface infrared emissions respectively. For the 2001 GDS the globally-averaged surface temperatures from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer, which were all measured at two local times due to the spacecraft’s orbit, show an average surface cooling (Smith, 2004). Modelling assuming the scenario of Global Dust Storm-scale dust loading has predicted a significant decrease in net incident surface radiation (e.g. Read et al., 2016), implying overall cooling. The work described in Chapter 4 uses an assimilated MGCM, with temperature and dust observations from the Mars Climate Sounder, to investigate the daytime, nighttime, and diurnally averaged effects of the 2018 Global Dust Storm on surface and near-surface temperatures by comparison to a relatively clear martian year. The surface temperature difference maps, globally-averaged values, and values at specific locations are
compared to observational data including from the Mars Climate Sounder. The results are interpreted in terms of dust optical properties as used in the MGCM, martian surface properties, Global Dust Storm structure, and the effects of true diurnal averaging (as opposed to diurnal averages using primarily two local times).

1.1.2 RQ2. Where and when does dust lifting and deposition occur on the martian surface, how does this vary between martian years and during a Global Dust Storm, and what dynamical processes are responsible?

For the work on this RQ, the hypothesis was that both regional and global-scale dust storms would have a significant impact on dust lifting and deposition in the martian atmosphere, increasing both due to enhanced near-surface wind speeds and atmospheric dust loading respectively; meanwhile, the high interannual similarity of martian atmospheric dynamics would result in high interannual similarity in dust lifting and deposition. Investigations of the dust cycle, and dust lifting processes in particular, have long been a staple of martian atmospheric research. Previous work has used free-running MGCMs and revealed the seasonal variation of dust lifting by near-surface winds (e.g. Basu et al., 2004; Kahre et al., 2006, 2005; Newman et al., 2002a,b) and its high geographical heterogeneity (e.g. Chapman, 2018; Montabone et al., 2005; Mulholland et al., 2013, 2015). Free-running simulations have also identified specific dynamical features thought to be related to dust lifting via high near-surface wind speeds, such as subtropical zonal jets linked to the Hadley circulation (Joshi et al., 1997), the western boundary current (Joshi et al., 1995), enhanced wind speeds during a Global Dust Storm (Montabone et al., 2005, using an assimilated MGCM), and baroclinic wave activity at mid-high latitudes and around the seasonal CO$_2$ ice caps (e.g. Hinson et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2019). Baroclinic wave activity has
been corroborated by observations of frequent dust storm activity at both polar cap edges throughout the martian year (e.g. Cantor et al., 2002; Guzewich et al., 2015, 2017; Hinson and Wang, 2010; Hollingsworth et al., 1997; James et al., 1999; Wang, 2007; Wang and Fisher, 2009; Wang et al., 2005), which may also be linked to sublimation flow activity (Chow et al., 2019). The work presented here is the first use of a multi-year assimilated MGCM dataset to identify dust lifting and the less-often discussed deposition patterns; the use of six years of observations allows investigation of interannual variability in these processes, and for the identification of seasonal and geographical lifting and deposition patterns across martian years. It also allows study of how the 2018 Global Dust Storm affected lifting and deposition, as well as the smaller regional storms which occur regularly during the perihelion season (Kass et al., 2016). This study compares the identified lifting patterns to patterns in dynamical phenomena, including baroclinic wave activity, thermal tides, zonal and meridional jets, and the dynamical effects of dust storms, to attempt to provide the fullest picture yet of how specific dynamical phenomena are related to modelled dust lifting. The multi-annual record of modelled lifting and deposition is compared to a temporally overlapping dataset of observed dust storm activity, and similarities and differences in the two are interpreted. Later in this thesis, specific high near-surface wind features at southern high latitudes are investigated in further detail, due to their divergence from previous modelling work. These features are characterised and compared to existing observational data and modelling work. The possible causes of these features and the likelihood of their being physically real phenomena are discussed, along with a broader discussion on the effects of processing temperature data prior to assimilation on the modelling of southern cap-edge wind speeds.
1.1.3 RQ3. How do Global Dust Storms affect Mars’ polar vortices?

The starting hypothesis for this work was that the 2018 GDS would cause significant disruption to both of Mars’ northern and southern polar vortices via diabatic and dynamical heating. Like Earth, Mars has coherent polar vortices: areas of colder air around the poles, strongest during winter and circumscribed by powerful zonal jets. These high winds can act as a barrier for atmospheric tracers and be modulated by planetary waves, making the polar vortices arguably the dominant dynamical feature in the polar regions. The last few years have witnessed an increase in investigation of these features, primarily through the analysis of free-running (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2016; Rostami et al., 2018; Seviour et al., 2017; Toigo et al., 2017) and assimilated (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016) models. Particularly of interest has been the distinct morphology of the polar vortices as compared to their terrestrial counterparts, with much discussion of their elliptical shape (e.g. Rostami et al., 2018; Waugh et al., 2016) and their annular structure (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2015; Rostami et al., 2018; Seviour et al., 2017; Toigo et al., 2017; Waugh et al., 2016). This latter characteristic, which should be dynamically unstable (Seviour et al., 2017), has been attributed to the effect of latent heating over the poles from the condensation of atmospheric CO$_2$ (Rostami et al., 2018; Toigo et al., 2017). The elliptical shape has been speculated to be linked to topography and/or inhomogeneous deposition of CO$_2$ ice (Rostami et al., 2018). The effects of dust on the polar vortices has also been investigated: a regional-scale storm was found to significantly shift the northern vortex off the pole (Mitchell et al., 2015), while a simulated high dust loading meant to resemble a northern winter solstitial ($L_s=270^\circ$) Global Dust Storm appeared to disrupt the northern vortex for a period of tens of sols (Guzewich et al., 2016). Meanwhile, Mars Climate Sounder observations during the 2018 Global Dust Storm show the southern vortex completely displaced onto the nightside of the planet (Kleinbühl et al., 2020). The work in this thesis used an assimilated MGCM to study the effects of the specific 2018 event to investigate the effects of an equinoctial Global Dust Storm.
on polar dynamics, which has not been previously done. Both the southern and northern polar vortices are investigated, and both diurnally-averaged and diurnal results are presented. The use of assimilation allows the incorporation of both temperature and dust observational data, making it an especially valuable tool for studying the polar atmosphere; this is the first dedicated study of martian polar vortex dynamics assimilating Mars Climate Sounder data. The storm also acted as a form of natural laboratory allowing investigation of causes behind the elliptical shape of the vortices, and a hypothesis explaining this shape is presented.

1.2 Thesis outline

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces basic concepts relevant to the study of Mars, including timekeeping and the martian calendar, the geographical structure of Mars, and the composition and basic properties of the atmosphere. It then discusses the relevant aspects of the atmosphere including the thermal structure and dynamics. The crucial role of suspended mineral dust is described: the cycle of lifting by winds and deposition, and the effects of dust on atmospheric temperatures and dynamical processes. Lastly, Mars’ dust storms are discussed, including the uniquely martian phenomenon of the Global Dust Storm and the impacts of these events on the entirety of the martian weather and climate.

Chapter 3 lays out the tools used in this thesis to investigate the research questions. First, the Mars Global Climate Model (MGCM) is described: its basic dynamics, its parametrizations of martian atmospheric processes, and its structure. The concept of data assimilation is then introduced and discussed in detail, and the assimilation scheme used in this thesis is explained. The observations from the Mars Climate Sounder which were assimilated for this work are introduced and described. Lastly, the experiments performed for the work in this thesis are outlined.

Chapter 4 addresses RQ1 by discussing the 2018 Global Dust Storm and its effects on martian surface temperatures, using results from the assimilation. The surface and near-
surface air temperatures from the year of the storm and a relatively clear year are compared to ascertain the temperature impacts of the storm. The direct effects of the high dust loading and the impact of surface properties are discussed in the context of the results. The assimilated MGCM results are then compared to assimilated MGCM results from the 2001 Global Dust Storm, which had a similar geographical and seasonal extent to the 2018 event. These results are then compared to surface temperature observations from orbital spacecraft, ground-based telescopes, and in situ landers and rovers for the 2018 event and earlier Global Dust Storms in order to assess the veracity of the assimilated MGCM results. This chapter addresses RQ1.

Chapter 5 takes a multi-annual look at how dust is lifted from and deposited at the surface in both the Global Dust Storm case and in non-storm years. Predicted dust lifting and deposition in the assimilated MGCM are calculated using MGCM variables. Patterns in geographical and seasonal dust lifting and deposition are examined over six martian years, including the year of the 2018 Global Dust Storm. Dynamical mechanisms linked to the high wind speeds necessary for lifting in the MGCM are identified, including thermal tides, baroclinic planetary waves, and zonal and meridional wind features. This climatology of lifting and deposition is compared to an observational record of martian dust storms. This chapter addresses RQ2.

Chapter 6 focusses on dynamics at the martian poles, and is divided into two sections. The first section examines how the 2018 Global Dust Storm affected the martian polar vortices in both hemispheres. The structure of the vortices during the storm and in a clear year in the assimilated MGCM are compared to analyse what the impacts were, and are related to the meridional circulation and planetary wave activity. The modelled annular morphology of the vortices during clear years is explained in terms of these mechanisms. This section addresses RQ3. The second section focusses on a dust lifting feature around the southern seasonal polar cap identified in Chapter 5, linked to modelled high near-surface wind speeds. These wind speed features are characterised and possible explanations for their presence in
the assimilated MGCM are presented, tied to a broader discussion about the effects of how best to process polar temperature data before assimilation and the effects on modelled polar near-surface dynamics. This section addresses RQ2.

Lastly, Chapter 7 presents a summary and some conclusions on the thesis work as a whole. The results presented in Chapters 4-6 are discussed in the context of the research questions posed in this chapter. Themes running throughout the work are expressed and directions for possible future work are outlined.
Chapter 2

Dust in the martian atmosphere

This chapter presents an introduction to the most important aspects of the martian atmosphere and the role of atmospheric dust. The fundamentals of Mars’ atmospheric composition and orbital parameters, the martian atmosphere’s basic thermal structure and atmospheric dynamics, spacecraft observations of the planet, the atmospheric dust cycle, and the phenomena of dust storms and global dust storms are all discussed. This chapter is intended as a background for the work later presented in this thesis, and more specific and detailed discussions of previous research in the context of the results in this thesis are discussed in the introductions of Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

2.1 Background

Mars is often referred to as a sibling of Earth and indeed, the two share many similarities, as shown in Table 2.1. Both are rocky planets of comparable sizes (Mars has roughly half the radius of Earth), at comparable distances from the Sun, with very similar rotation rates and axial tilts. Water is present on both, though in vastly different column abundances. Both have atmospheres with recognisable features; for example, winds, seasonal variations, and clouds (seen on Mars in Fig. 2.1). Mars has a comparable thermal Rossby number (representing the
balance between the inertial force of the thermal wind and the Coriolis force) and Ekman number (representing the atmospheric “friction”), allowing for similar large-scale dynamical features like the presence of baroclinic wave activity (e.g. Read et al., 2017, and references therein).

Table 2.1 Comparison of planetary and atmospheric parameters of Mars and Earth. Numbers are from the NSSCA NASA Goddard Planetary Fact Sheets unless otherwise specified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANETARY</th>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Earth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial radius (km)</td>
<td>3396.2</td>
<td>6378.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semimajor axis (AU)</td>
<td>1.524</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation period (hrs)</td>
<td>24.6229</td>
<td>23.9345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial obliquity (deg)</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>23.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital eccentricity</td>
<td>0.0935</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital period (days)</td>
<td>686.98</td>
<td>365.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface gravity (m/s²)</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>9.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATMOSPHERIC</th>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Earth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. surf. temp. (K/C)</td>
<td>~210/-63</td>
<td>288/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface pressure (Pa)</td>
<td>~610</td>
<td>101400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H₂O col. abundance</td>
<td>~10-100 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, there are also marked differences. Mars is a cold, dry, desert planet with no vegetation, no oceans, and no liquid water. Fig. 2.2 demonstrates that liquid water is unstable at typical martian surface pressures (~610 Pa) and temperatures (average ~210 K, or -63°C). Mars also has a much thinner atmosphere than our own, with an average surface pressure a mere 0.6% the value of Earth’s. These two factors contribute to the low thermal inertia of the martian atmosphere, with a radiative relaxation timescale of ~1 sol (Read and Lewis, 2004). This timescale represents the characteristic time needed for the temperature to be brought back to equilibrium by radiative means only, meaning that on Mars radiative effects are very
important even over short time periods. This is in contrast to a terrestrial tropospheric radiative timescale of \(\sim 10\) days, an order of magnitude greater than the characteristic timescale of air motion in the troposphere (Salby, 2011); that is, the time needed to restore equilibrium by dynamical means. This renders the effects of air motion much more significant in Earth’s troposphere, as temperature changes will be brought to equilibrium by circulatory changes (i.e., wind) far more efficiently than by radiative effects.

2.2 Composition, element cycles, and seasonality

Mars’ atmosphere has a composition marked by very different chemical abundances to that of our own. Earth’s atmosphere is composed of predominantly nitrogen and oxygen (together 99%), with carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)) present in trace amounts. On Mars, CO\(_2\) constitutes 95% of the atmosphere, with the remainder consisting of nitrogen (3%) and other gases in trace amounts. However, Mars contains even more CO\(_2\) than that which is present in the atmosphere, much of it locked up in the form of ice. Atmospheric CO\(_2\) seasonally condenses
Fig. 2.2 Pressure-temperature diagram showing the triple point of water and the approximate surface pressures and temperatures on Mars. Reprinted with permission from Haberle et al. (2001).

onto the surface, mostly around the poles (Leighton and Murray, 1966), leading to variations of up to tens of percent of the atmosphere on a regular, repeatable basis (Kahre and Haberle, 2010).

Mars’ atmosphere contains far less H$_2$O than Earth, and the surface holds no liquid water, but it still possesses a water cycle involving vapour and ice. Despite its dryness, the martian atmosphere does possess trace amounts of water vapour, with greater amounts in the northern hemisphere due to the sublimation of the northern CO$_2$ ice cap (Smith, 2004). Water-ice clouds are also present, while being far thinner than their Earth counterparts, and are present in an equatorial belt during the aphelion season (the “aphelion cloud belt”) and over the poles during their respective autumn/winter seasons (the “polar hood clouds”) (Montmessin et al., 2004). Atmospheric dust can act as nuclei for cloud formation; for example, the southern pole experiences more polar hood cloud activity than the north due to the dusty southern summer preceding it (Cantor et al., 2010). Most of the water on Mars, however, is probably locked up in the form of ice in the polar caps and in the martian subsurface. The polar caps
consist of both CO$_2$ and water ice and have both a permanent and a seasonal component, with the latter subliming during local summer (Smith et al., 2001). Subsurface ice appears to be present throughout the planet (Mitrofanov et al. 2004), but its exact abundances and distribution remain poorly known.

While Mars experiences seasonal variations and has a similar axial tilt to that of Earth, the greater eccentricity of its orbit makes these seasonal effects more extreme. Mars dates are usually expressed in terms of areocentric longitude ($L_S$), and one Mars year is a complete cycle between $L_S$=0 and $L_S$=360°, equivalent to 668.6 martian sols or 687 terrestrial days (almost two terrestrial years). This eccentric orbital cycle can be seen in Fig. 2.3. The Mars Year (MY) notation is commonly used, with $L_S$=0 of MY 1 beginning on April 11, 1955 (Clancy et al., 2000). The aphelion season ($L_S$~0-180°) corresponds to northern hemisphere spring-autumn, and is characterised by relatively dust-free skies and low storm activity; the perihelion season ($L_S$~180-360°) corresponds to northern hemisphere autumn-spring, and is relatively dustier with greater dust storm activity (Smith, 2004).
2.3 Thermal structure, circulation, and dynamics

Mars experiences differential solar insolation due to its axial obliquity, with the equator receiving more heat than the poles. At equinox Mars has a roughly symmetrical zonally-averaged temperature profile. This consists of a warmer equatorial atmosphere sloping smoothly down into colder poles (Smith et al., 2001), as seen in Fig. 2.4.a. The central plateau visible in Fig. 2.4.a represents a barotropic region of the atmosphere, where contours of constant pressure and constant temperature are parallel. This makes the equatorial region relatively stable to disturbances and thus quiet in the sense of weather and wave activity, with an absence of vertical shear in wind speed (Salby, 2011). For the rest of the year, however, Mars’ axial tilt and eccentric orbit cause this symmetry to be broken, with the most pronounced asymmetry present at the solstices. This asymmetry is especially extreme around the northern winter solstice $L_S=270^\circ$, when the planet is closest to the sun (see Fig. 2.3). At solstice, maximum temperatures can be found extending from the summer pole to mid-latitudes, with temperatures decreasing smoothly towards the winter pole, as visible in Fig. 2.4.b.

The asymmetric heating experienced by Mars, with the equator/summer pole receiving the most solar insolation, gives rise to a meridional circulation which acts to transport heat towards the poles/winter pole, as described theoretically by Held and Hou (1980). On Earth this meridional circulation takes the form of Hadley cells, two roughly symmetrical thermally direct circulatory cells which transport heat from the equator to $\sim 30^\circ$ poleward (Salby, 2011), a situation which roughly occurs on Mars as well around the equinoctial period (Fig. 2.5.a). However, the solstitial asymmetry in insolation results in a solsticial circulation consisting of a dominant cross-equatorial Hadley cell extending from the summer mid-latitudes to the winter mid-latitudes, with a significantly weaker Hadley cell also present at high latitudes (Fig. 2.5.b). A major difference is that Mars’ lack of strong atmospheric stratification allows the meridional cells to extend far higher in the atmosphere than they do on Earth (Read et al.,
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Fig. 2.4 Zonally averaged temperatures and zonal winds in a Mars GCM at (left) northern spring equinox ($L_S=0$) and (right) northern winter solstice ($L_S=270^\circ$), with a logarithmic vertical axis representing pressure and log-pressure height. The contours at the bottom represent zonal-mean surface pressure. Reprinted with permission from Read et al. (2015).

2015). It is this depth of circulation that helps explain observed warming of the atmosphere above the winter pole, as visible in Fig. 2.4.b. The high asymmetry in thermal forcing at the winter solstice, enhanced by increased dust loading in the southern hemisphere and together with thermal tide effects, allow for the formation of a pole to pole Hadley cell able to transport heat above the north pole around northern winter solstice (Wilson, 1997). Despite the lower global dust loading around southern winter solstice, however, the magnitude of polar warming over the southern pole is comparable (McDunn et al., 2013).

Many key large-scale dynamical features can be derived from consideration of the gross thermal structure of the martian atmosphere and meridional circulation. Air masses originating near the equator rotate more rapidly than those at higher latitudes; therefore, the conservation of angular momentum implies that air masses moving poleward from the equator travel faster in the direction of planetary rotation (relative to the surface) at higher latitudes, causing the zonal jets visible in Fig. 2.4 (Read and Lewis, 2004). The sloping of the temperature structure at mid-high latitudes results in intersecting pressure and temperature
contours, unlike in the equatorial regions. There, for example, a hot air mass displaced upwards into a colder region also experiences a reduction in pressure, thus bringing it into equilibrium; this is a barotropic region, such as the equatorial atmosphere during equinox in Fig. 2.4.a. When pressure and temperature contours intersect, however, disturbances can propagate; a hot air mass can move into a colder region without experiencing a change in pressure, allowing it to continue propagating. This is because a temperature gradient is present on a given surface of constant atmospheric pressure, thus enabling meridional heat transport in the form of waves, analogous to convection (this behaviour is therefore sometimes referred to as “sloping convection”). This condition of intersecting temperature and pressure contours is known as baroclinicity, and these propagating waves are called baroclinic instabilities (Holton, 2004e). In practice, they constitute much of what on Earth is considered “weather” in the mid-high latitudes. On Mars, such instabilities also occur, as visible in pressure data from the Viking landers (Collins et al., 1996) and have important effects on the circulation (Read et al., 2015); for example, they are associated with a certain type of “frontal” dust storm found at high latitudes (e.g. Wang et al., 2005). Evidence of such
Fig. 2.6 Labelled topographic map of Mars using data from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA). Altitudes are relative to the areoid. Reprinted with permission from Souness and Hubbard (2012).

weather systems crossing the equator has been seen in pressure data from the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) (Haberle et al., 2018), and high-resolution pressure measurements from the Insight lander will likely lead to greater understanding of these and other atmospheric phenomena (Banfield et al., 2020). Also modelled and observed via their effects on polar hood clouds are stationary (non-travelling) waves, forced by Mars’ extreme topographic variations and therefore especially strong at northern mid-high latitudes, where as Fig. 2.6 shows there is huge longitudinal variation in elevation (e.g. Haberle et al., 2019; Pollack et al., 1981).

Mars’ poles show distinctive dynamical and radiative features, related to the unique phenomenon of a CO$_2$ atmosphere that undergoes seasonal collapse and reinflation due to the cold temperatures of the planet. This seasonal pattern can be identified in surface pressure data, such as from the Viking landers (e.g. Hourdin et al., 1993). As mentioned above, Mars’ poles show the presence of seasonal CO$_2$ ice coverage; this has been observed to demonstrate a high degree of interannual repeatability in latitudinal extent throughout the orbital cycle, though with longitudinal variability in structure as it grows or recesses (Calvin et al., 2017;
As CO$_2$ sublimation or condensation occur, there are associated dynamical features. The condensation flow at both caps has been modelled to be very weak, while the sublimation flow is much stronger particularly at the southern cap (where insolation is stronger during cap recession due to Mars’ orbital eccentricity), reaching up to 10 m/s (Chow et al., 2019). There is observational evidence for this near-surface flow in the streaks left behind by subsurface jets which rupture the surface as the ice cover sublimes (Aye et al., 2019). Higher up in the atmosphere, Mars also displays strikingly distinct polar phenomena. Like Earth, Mars has polar vortices, areas of cold isolated air at the winter pole circumscribed by a strong zonal jet. Fig. 2.7 shows the potential vorticity structure of the terrestrial and martian polar atmospheres. Potential vorticity is a variable related to the rotation and static stability of the atmosphere, and is conserved under adiabatic processes, making it a useful diagnostic for polar dynamics; a greater magnitude of polar vorticity indicates a stronger polar vortex. Fig. 2.7 shows that Mars’ polar vortices present a very different structure to their terrestrial equivalents, with a characteristic annular morphology and a notable ellipticity in the northern vortex (Mitchell et al., 2015). This shape is not instantaneously coherent however, but the averaged result of smaller coherent regions which show high variability on the timescale of a sol (Waugh et al., 2016). This distinctive annular shape is thought to be due to the uniquely martian phenomenon of condensing CO$_2$ ice at the poles, which releases latent heat thereby disrupting the vortices over the poles themselves (Rostami et al., 2018; Toigo et al., 2017) thus allowing the seasonal persistence of this otherwise barotropically unstable structure (Seviour et al., 2017).

### 2.4 Orbital observations

Satellites have been in orbit around Mars since the 1970s, with the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) (1997-2007) and the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) (2006-present) being the most relevant to modern martian atmospheric research and this thesis. They have recently
Fig. 2.7 Polar stereographic plots of winter-averaged Lait potential vorticity for (left) Mars on the 350 K isentropic surface (∼40 km) and (right) Earth on the 850 K isentropic surface (∼30 km) for (top) the northern hemisphere and (bottom) the southern hemisphere. Note the difference in scales. Contours represent topography. Reprinted with permission from Mitchell et al. (2015).
been joined by the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) which, has been collecting data since 2018 with its NOMAD (Patel et al., 2017; Vandaele et al., 2015) and ACS (Korablev et al., 2017, 2015) spectrometers; TGO’s orbit means it can measure over a range of local times, which should enhance future understanding of diurnal variability in the martian atmosphere. From Mars orbit, satellite instruments are able to retrieve useful quantities including atmospheric temperature, aerosol content, and chemical species (e.g. Urban et al., 2005). This section concentrates on the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) aboard MGS and the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) aboard MRO, as both have mature data products which were available throughout the writing of this thesis. MCS data, which was assimilated for the results presented in this thesis, is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.

2.4.1 MGS/TES

MGS is in a sun-synchronous orbit, meaning that observations are taken at two martian local times, roughly 02:00 and 14:00 (Smith, 2008). The TES instrument provided close to continuous global nadir coverage of the martian atmosphere for 6 years, or 3 martian years. Its main product was atmospheric temperature profiles with a vertical resolution of approximately 10 km from the surface to an altitude of 35 km, and a horizontal resolution of 9-20 km (Smith, 2004). Significantly less frequent limb observations also allowed for the extension of temperature profiles to approximately 65 km above the surface (Smith, 2004). Retrieval of temperature profiles allowed for calculations of the zonal temperature structure and the general circulation of Mars (Conrath et al., 2000).

Nadir observations from TES also allowed for the retrieval of atmospheric aerosols, specifically dust (Smith, 2004; Smith et al., 1999b). This was in the form of column-integrated dust opacity, with a well-mixed assumption for the retrievals, offering no information on the vertical distribution of the dust (Smith, 2004). The coverage of aerosol opacity was not as extensive as for temperature, due to the retrieval algorithm requiring a minimum
orbital observations, resulting in a lack of coverage in regions with a surface temperature below 220 K (Smith, 2004). This resulted in a solar-latitude varying dust opacity coverage, visible in MYs 24-26 and part of MY 27 in Fig. 2.8. TES column integrated dust opacities are available for 3 MYs.

2.4.2 MRO/MCS

Like MGS, MRO is in a sun-synchronous orbit, making limb observations at 03:00 and 15:00 local time (Kleinböhl et al., 2009). The MCS instrument has been providing limb profiles of the martian atmosphere for over 5 martian years, including of temperature, water ice, dust, and condensates (McCleese et al., 2007). MCS limb observations can be used to retrieve temperature profiles up to 80 km above the surface, with a vertical resolution of 5 km and a horizontal resolution of approximately 5 degrees in longitude and latitude, roughly the resolution of most martian GCM grids (McCleese et al., 2010).

In addition to temperature, MCS profiles allow retrieval of pressure and vertical profiles of dust opacity and water ice opacity (Kleinböhl et al., 2009). Dust in particular can be retrieved with a vertical resolution of 5 km, from approximately 8 km to 40-50 km above the surface (Kleinböhl et al., 2009), giving a significant dataset of vertical dust profiles to be used for analysis and data assimilation (the latter concept is described in Chapter 3). Fig. 2.8 shows that despite some gaps in coverage (due to technical problems), dust opacity coverage in the MCS years (starting in MY 28) is generally near-continuous and global. A newer retrieval algorithm since the original retrievals outlined in (Kleinböhl et al., 2009) has been developed recently, in order to improve on the previous retrieval’s assumption of spherical symmetry. These new 2D retrievals have significantly improved retrievals in the polar regions, where the spherical symmetry assumption falls down (Kleinböhl et al., 2017).
Fig. 2.8 Zonally averaged pressure-normalised infrared dust optical depths from Martian Years 24 to 34, using data from TES, Mars Odyssey’s Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS), and MCS. Reproduced with permission from Montabone et al., Multiannual Climatology of the Martian Atmospheric Column Dust Optical Depth, Mars Climate Database (http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mars/dust_climatology/index.html.)
2.5 Atmospheric dust

The key radiative element in the martian lower and middle atmosphere is mineral dust. Mars’ aridity contributes to an environment rich in dust, with a background visible atmospheric aerosol optical depth (OD) of 0.1-0.2 even during clear conditions which can increase up to 5 during periods of heavy dust loading (e.g. Fenton et al., 1997; Martin, 1986; Martin and Richardson, 1993). Mars has been estimated to have a dust-settling rate of approximately 20,000 kg km\(^{-2}\) per year, implying significant loading to replenish it (Pollack et al., 1979). On Earth, with exceptions, aerosol does not tend to vary significantly beyond a background level of <0.1 OD, with large increases often attributable to either moist air or the burning of biomass (Holben et al., 2001). Dust interacts with solar (0.3-4 µm) and thermal (4-25 µm) radiation in important ways, through scattering and absorption. Scattering of solar radiation cools the surface under large dust events (e.g. Sagan et al., 1973), but also acts to warm the atmosphere at night by scattering thermal radiation emitted from the surface (Read and Lewis, 2004). Significantly for the atmospheric temperature structure, dust absorbs solar radiation and re-emits in the infrared, causing local atmospheric warming (Gierasch and Goody, 1972). Mars’ short radiative timescale means that these thermal forcing effects are extremely significant for the general circulation, and the dust distribution therefore represents the main source of uncertainty and interannual variability in the martian atmosphere.

2.5.1 Properties

Given the crucial radiative role played by atmospheric dust in the martian atmosphere, it is important to understand its radiative properties. These properties are determined by the physical characteristics of the mineral dust, its size distribution, and its atmospheric distribution, and while our knowledge of these characteristics has improved since the first Mars missions, they are often still poorly constrained. The physical characteristics in particular often have a high degree of wavelength-dependency, making retrieval a difficult
and ill-constrained problem to solve. The current best estimates used in the Open University’s Mars climate model (discussed in Chapter 3) are from Wolff et al. (2006) and Wolff et al. (2009). Using combined rover and orbiter observations, they found that the mean effective dust particle radius ranged from 1.3 to 1.8 µm, though with spatial and vertical variability apparent. According to Mie scattering theory, this implies the strongest interaction occurs with wavelengths of ~1-2 µm, i.e. solar radiation.

Wolff et al. (2006) and Wolff et al. (2009) also extracted scattering properties over a range of wavelengths, visible in Fig. 3.1, where $Q_{eef}$ is the efficiency of the dust in extinguishing the light beam, $\omega$ represents how much the particles scatter light, and $g$ is a measure of the asymmetry of the scattering. It can be seen that all three depend strongly on the incident wavelength. At the same time, even minor differences in these values as used in climate models can have an enormous effect on radiative heating rates; for example, $g$ affects the degree of backscattering of radiation and thus the amount of solar radiation which enters the atmosphere (see Madeleine et al., 2011, for further discussion).

The main metric used to measure dust in the atmosphere is column dust optical depth (CDOD), which consists of the sum of the scattering and absorption optical depths, and is usually measured in the infrared due to the lower scattering rates (see Fig. 3.1). This provides a representation of the total amount of dust in a column of the atmosphere, from the top to the surface. Another commonly used metric is density-scaled opacity (DSO), which is the opacity (optical depth) divided by the atmospheric density. This metric has the value of being proportional to the dust mass mixing ratio (the ratio of dust mass to atmospheric mass) (McCleese et al., 2010).

### 2.5.2 Distribution

Detailed observations from the TES instrument have revealed the seasonal patterns of dust opacity in the atmosphere, roughly divisible into two distinct seasons: a “clear” season
Fig. 2.9 Dust scattering parameters at solar wavelengths from Ockert-Bell et al. (1997) and at infrared wavelengths from Forget (1998) (grey line), and at all wavelengths from Wolff et al. (2006) (black line). Background dashed curves represent normalised black body spectra for (left, solar) 5870 K and (right, Mars) 210 K. Reprinted with permission from Madeleine et al. (2011).
between $L_S=0-180^\circ$, and a “dusty” season between $L_S=180-360^\circ$, when most dust storm activity occurs (Smith, 2004). This regular pattern is visible in observations from the martian surface such as from the Viking landers (Colburn et al., 1989) and the Mars Exploration Rovers (Lemmon et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2006), and from orbit as seen in the column dust opacity measurements in Fig. 2.10; this pattern has also been replicated in modelling work (e.g. Kahre et al., 2006; Newman et al., 2002a). The presence of this pattern can be ascribed to the orbital obliquity of Mars, discussed previously: the period of increased dust opacity corresponds to Mars’ warmer perihelion season, when solar insolation is greatest, intensifying the circulation and increasing dust lifting activity. However, amid this regular pattern there is also an interannual variability in dust optical depth, most pronounced in the dusty season (Smith, 2004). A lot of this variability can be ascribed to the variable activity of local and regional dust storms (Kass et al., 2016). The source of the greatest interannual variability however, visible in the extremely high dust opacities between $L_S=180-270^\circ$ of MY 25 in Fig. 2.10, is the global dust storm (GDS). Spatially, the dust opacity remains fairly constant during the clear aphelion season but experiences significant variability due to dust storms in the dusty season. However, recent observations from MCS indicate a more complex picture around the poles, with apparent exclusion of dust inside the polar vortex, especially at the south pole (McCleese et al., 2017). This is despite the presence of water ice high above the pole, which implies transport by the mean meridional circulation.
Fig. 2.10 Zonally averaged dayside measurements from TES over three MYs of, from top to bottom: column dust optical depth, ice optical depth, and water vapour column abundance. Data is binned in $L_S$ bins of $\sim 5^\circ$. Reprinted with permission from Smith (2004).
The vertical distribution of Mars’ atmospheric dust remained for a long time unobserved from orbit, until measurements from the MCS instrument revealed a more complex vertical structure than previously assumed. Conrath (1975)’s observations of the 1971 GDS led him to develop an analytical vertical profile based on a theoretical treatment of the predominant vertical transport mechanisms affecting dust: gravitational sedimentation and vertical eddy mixing. This profile assumed a “well-mixed” region of constant dust opacity, typically extending up to ~10-20 km, followed by a monotonic decrease in dust opacity with height. Profiles based on this assumption have subsequently been the standard for Mars climate models, as discussed in Chapter 3. However, the MCS instrument revealed the surprising existence of “detached dust layers” (DDLs), persistent regions of local dust opacity maxima located high above the surface (McCleese et al., 2010) and visible in Fig. 2.11, particularly in the plots corresponding to northern spring/summer. These layers have been seen at heights of 15-25 km in the tropics, contradicting the well-mixed assumption and indicating the presence of physical processes unaccounted for in the Conrath theory. The existence of DDLs was subsequently confirmed using limb observations from the TES instrument, spotting the tropical DDLs at heights of 20-30 km as well an even more elevated “upper dust maximum” at 45-65 km altitude (Guzewich et al., 2013a), and by the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) aboard MRO (Smith et al., 2013). The behaviour of these layers has also been examined, showing high diurnal variability (Heavens et al., 2011b) which cannot be reproduced by current modelling (Navarro, 2016; Navarro et al., 2014). This diurnal variation is also not geographically fixed, suggesting that variable mechanisms are at work (Heavens et al., 2014). While DDLs are found throughout the martian year, they are most commonly found in the tropics during Mars’ aphelion season, when dust storm activity is at a minimum (Heavens et al., 2014).
Fig. 2.11 Log$_{10}$ zonally-averaged nightside density-scaled dust opacities from MCS for MY 29. Reprinted with permission from McCleese et al. (2010).
2.5.3 The dust cycle

Mars has a dynamic dust cycle consisting of lifting processes, transport processes, and removal processes. The various dust lifting processes which occur are parametrized in martian GCMs via two general mechanisms: near-surface wind stress (NSWS) and dust devils. NSWS acts to either directly lift particles for suspension in the atmosphere or to suspend them through the process of saltation, where heavy particles are briefly carried and dropped to cause lifting of finer particles (Kok et al., 2012), as illustrated in Fig. 2.12. Saltation in particular helps to explain the presence of the fine ~1.5 micron particles in the atmosphere, as the presence of inter-particle attractive forces makes such fine particles harder to directly lift than larger particles which rapidly fall out of suspension (Read et al., 2015). Indeed, numerical studies have suggested that the typical particle size found in the atmosphere would be unable to be lifted by typical martian wind speeds, emphasising the importance of saltation (Shao and Lu, 2000). NSWS lifting appears from modelling of radiatively active dust to have a positive feedback relationship with the circulation, with increased NSWS lifting causing atmospheric warming and intensifying the circulation, leading to further lifting (Murphy et al., 1995; Newman et al., 2002b). NSWS lifting is associated with dust storm activity, both from modelling work (e.g. Basu et al., 2004; Kahre et al., 2006; Newman et al., 2002a,b) and from observations that dust storms are far more prevalent during Mars’ perihelion season, when the increased solar insolation intensifies the circulation (e.g. Smith, 2004; Wang, 2007; Wang and Richardson, 2015, see 2.5.4 below for more detail). Dust devils, by contrast, appear to be linked more to the constant background haze of dust on Mars (e.g. Kahre et al., 2006).

Dust is transported throughout the atmosphere by several known mechanisms. Spatially, the martian circulation determines where lifted dust is taken, with the mean meridional circulation transporting dust horizontally and vertically. On a more spatiotemporally local scale, most NSWS lifting is associated with dust storms, and so lifted dust travels with the
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Fig. 2.12 Illustration of saltation causing suspension of particles. Reprinted with permission from Read et al. (2015), after Greeley and Iversen (1985); refer to those for further explanation of labels.

storm, with several known “storm tracks” existing (Colaprete et al., 2005); regional and global dust storms are also capable of great vertical transport of dust (Clancy et al., 2010). Dust devil lifting often takes place within the planetary boundary layer (PBL), allowing entrained dust to avoid the higher wind shears above the PBL and contributing to the martian haze. Vertically, convective eddy mixing in the PBL allows lifted dust to move upwards and enter the free atmosphere above the PBL. Topographic winds from volcanoes have also been predicted to play a role in vertical dust transport, based on the observation and reproduction by model of a spiral dust cloud over Arsia Mons (Rafkin et al., 2002). Modelling of non-radiative dust tracer transport has suggested a balance between vertical mixing forces and the mean meridional circulation, with the latter gaining dominance at solstice and the former at equinox (Barnes et al., 1996).

More recently, the discovery of DDLs has spurred investigation of further possible transport mechanisms. One widely proposed mechanism is the buoyancy caused by solar heating
of already suspended dust; this warming of the dust produces a concurrent local atmospheric warming, lifting the dust higher into the atmosphere. This self-lifting phenomenon has been observed as a mechanism of vertical aerosol transport on Earth, but the first to propose its presence on Mars was Fuerstenau (2006), as an explanation for the great height of martian dust devils. Subsequently, it has been invoked as a mechanism for the formation of DDLs in theoretical work by Rafkin (2012) and modelling work by Spiga et al. (2013) and Daerden et al. (2015). Rafkin (2012) proposed that self-lifting could cause a form of non-local deep dust transport, with dust rapidly rising in discrete updrafts in contrast to the slower, diffuse process of turbulent mixing in the PBL. While the modelling work differs slightly in the proximate cause of the suspended dust, it shares a fundamental idea that self-lifting of suspended dust allows discrete dust clumps to penetrate the top of the PBL, where they are then subjected to wind shear thus forming the observed dust “layers”. However, these proposed mechanisms have not been observationally verified as of yet.

2.5.4 Dust storms

Dust storm activity is correlated with the perihelion season, which sees a greater number and size of dust storms than the aphelion season, as visible in Fig. 2.14. Dust storms can range greatly in size, from local (∼10^5 km^2) through regional (∼10^6 km^2) (e.g. Fig. 2.13) to global storms able to significantly impact the circulation of the whole planet (Martin and Zurek, 1993). While the annual occurrence of the dusty season is itself regular, it experiences significant interannual variability when it comes to the actual locations, size, and timing of the storms (Kass et al., 2016). However, some regularities have been discerned. Kass et al. (2016) identified three recurring species of regional dust storm during the dusty season. “A” storms occur early in the season and encircle the southern hemisphere; “B” storms occur near the south pole and last through \( L_S = 270^\circ \); and “C” storms occur late in the season, some time after the end of the “B” storm, and show the most interannual variability. The “A” and
“C” type storms appear to originate in northern midlatitudes, consistent with observed lifting and storm creation by baroclinic eddies in this region (e.g. Wang et al., 2013, 2005), before crossing the equator and growing to their full scale in the southern hemisphere. “B” storms, on the other hand, originate from dust lifting near the polar cap edge, where the temperature contrast produces greater winds for dust lifting (Guzewich et al., 2017). Regional storms have been observed to contribute to the redistribution of dust throughout the martian surface (Cantor, 2007). Analysis of optical imagery of regional storms has estimated a dust loading of between 173 and 1200 kg km$^{-2}$ per sol (Cantor et al., 2001). Interestingly, there appear to be spatial and temporal thresholds on the radiative and dynamical impacts of non-global dust storms, with local storms causing little perturbation to the background atmosphere and regional storms only having significant impacts if the storm has a duration of 10 sols or greater (Toigo et al., 2018). A regional “C” storm in an assimilated model of TES temperature and dust retrievals for MY 26 (the MACDA dataset (Montabone et al., 2014)) appeared to have significant dynamical impacts, shifting the northern polar vortex equatorward by 10° (Mitchell et al., 2015).

Each regional storm type has a chance to become a global dust storm (GDS) (visible in Fig. 2.15), but the necessary and sufficient conditions to take place are an open topic of debate. They occur infrequently, approximately every 3 or 4 martian years in recent times, last months, develop rapidly, and are capable of lifting dust to heights of 60-80 km (Clancy et al., 2010). Their presence can raise the global dust from a background dusty season average visible optical depth of 0.6-1 to 3-4 (Smith et al., 2002). Proposed mechanisms for their formation include a feedback between southern dust loading and the suppression of northern baroclinic activity (Haberle, 1986), the presence of an activation threshold for high dust lifting which is only sometimes met (Basu et al., 2006), the redistribution of surface dust to create varying lifting thresholds throughout the planet (Mulholland et al., 2013), and
Fig. 2.13 Close-up of a small regional-scale dust storm as observed by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s Mars Color Imager (MARCI) over Utopia Planitia at 53.6° N, 147.9° E during late northern winter. Orographic water ice clouds are also visible in the bottom of the image. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS.
Fig. 2.14 Large (regional-scale) dust storms observed by the Mars Global Surveyor’s Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) (MY 24-28) and MARCI (MY 28-30) from MY 24 to 30. Orange indicates no storms seen, black indicates a northern hemisphere originating storm, and green a southern hemisphere originating storm. Brackets indicate the beginning and duration of each storm, while gaps indicate gaps in coverage. Reprinted with permission from Wang and Richardson (2015).
intrinsic chaotic interactions in the martian climate system (Ingersoll and Lyons, 1993), to name a few.

The radiative effects of regional and global dust storms are significant. The first global dust storm to be observed in detail by an orbiter was the 2001 (MY 25) GDS, which was seen by the TES instrument to cause daytime atmospheric temperature rises of over 40 K in the southern hemisphere and an increased amplitude of the thermal tides (Smith et al., 2002), while decreasing the surface temperature by 20 K at the storm’s peak by cutting off solar insolation (Gurwell et al., 2005). The specific effects on the thermal tide and wave activity have been found to be highly dependent on the exact zonal dust distribution, which is as important as the global dust optical depth for the purpose of understanding the dynamical effects of global dust storms (Guzewich et al., 2014). Other effects have been modelled for equivalently high dust loadings, such as the intensification of the mean meridional circulation (e.g. Barnes et al., 1993; Wilson, 1997), the enhancement of the solstitial pause in (mostly
northern hemisphere) baroclinic wave activity (Lewis et al., 2016; Mulholland et al., 2016), atmospheric superrotation (Lewis and Read, 2003), and disruption of the northern polar vortex (Guzewich et al., 2016). Near surface wind speeds from an assimilated model of the MY 25 GDS were found to be consistently higher than climatological values (Montabone et al., 2005). TES observations during the MY 25 GDS showed enhanced thermal tide activity, particularly in the wavenumber 1 and 2 modes (Guzewich et al., 2014), as well as accelerated recession of the southern seasonal CO$_2$ cap (Piqueux et al., 2015) and visible alteration in surface thermal inertia and albedo implying large-scale dust redistribution (Szwast et al., 2006). MCS observations during the 2007 (MY 28) GDS showed enhanced polar warming over the northern winter pole (McDunn et al., 2013), as well as evidence of enhanced hydrogen escape from the dust heating (Heavens et al., 2018).

The more recent 2018 (MY 34) GDS was the most-observed such event in history, with numerous orbiters and rovers able to measure its various effects. It thus represents an unprecedented opportunity to better understand the behaviour and impact of such phenomena. MCS observations of the MY 34 GDS show it lasting from approximately $L_S=186^\circ$ to sometime between $L_S=270-281^\circ$, with a peak atmospheric temperature of 238 K at $L_S=207^\circ$ (Kass et al., 2019), and covering approximately 75° S to 45° N at its greatest latitudinal extent, as seen in Fig. 2.16. The MY 34 GDS was noted as having a remarkably similar spatiotemporal structure to the MY 25 GDS with similar effects on the temperature structure (Kass et al., 2019), as well as significantly enhanced dynamical heating at high latitudes of both hemispheres (Shirley et al., 2019). The spatiotemporal extent and surface effects of the MY 34 GDS are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. MCS observations of this event and the MY 28 GDS also showed a significant role for episodic and spatially heterogeneous dusty deep convection and large plumes in the initial growth and spread of the GDS (Heavens et al., 2019). For the MY 34 event, MCS observations also showed a southern polar vortex shifted completely onto the nightside of the planet (Kleinböhl et al., 2020), confirmed by Mars
Express (Hernández-Bernal et al., 2019), indicating a substantially strengthened meridional circulation. On the ground, MSL measured significant changes in ground and air temperatures (Guzewich et al., 2019), unprecedented lofted dust particle sizes of up to 4 µm (Lemmon et al., 2019), and persistent post-GDS surface pressure changes possibly indicating changes to the northern and southern seasonal CO₂ ice caps (Juarez et al., 2019). Observations from the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter’s NOMAD (Aoki et al., 2019) and ACS (Fedorova et al., 2020) instruments, coupled with modelling (Neary et al., 2020), suggest that the GDS heating induced much higher water vapour transport than in years without a GDS, lending support to the idea that GDS enhance escape of hydrogen from the atmosphere into space.
2.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced the most pertinent features of the martian atmosphere and the role of dust aerosol within it. Suspended mineral dust is the key radiative component in Mars’ arid, thin atmosphere, and has significant impacts on dynamics and the global energy budget. By absorbing and scattering electromagnetic radiation at solar and infrared wavelengths, dust helps determine the thermal and wind structure of Mars’ atmosphere. Periods of high dust loading, such as those induced by Global Dust Storms, therefore have major effects on almost every other aspect of the atmosphere; from surface and atmospheric temperatures to global dynamical processes, including at the poles, to the distribution of other elements such as water vapour. As well as being an important radiative component, dust is also governed in its distribution and behaviour by the very dynamical processes it can affect: it can be lifted by near-surface winds and transported around the planet by the global circulation before sedimenting back onto the surface, altering surface properties such as albedo and thermal inertia as it does so. This interdependence between the spatiotemporal dust distribution and atmospheric dynamics makes understanding their relationship a nonlinear problem, ripe with feedbacks. Observations have been able to better constrain the dust distribution and its effect on atmospheric temperatures, including that of regional and global-scale storms. Numerical modelling has provided insight into the mechanisms behind the observed distribution, such as dust lifting and its link to the seasonal cycle of observed opacity, and has been able to provide understanding of the dynamical changes which result from dust’s radiative impacts.

The results presented in this thesis aim to combine the power of these two investigative techniques through the method of data assimilation, described in detail in the next chapter. Incorporating actual dust and temperature data into a numerical model of the atmosphere enables investigations into how the real martian atmosphere behaves under the high dust loading caused by the 2018 Global Dust Storm. Chapter 4 investigates how this event affected surface and near-surface air temperatures across the planet, with comparisons to observational
data from various sources; Chapter 5 broadens this investigation to near-surface wind speeds and associated wave activity; and Chapter 6 focusses on how the storm affected dynamics over both poles. Data assimilation also allows study of how the dust cycle itself, via lifting and deposition, is linked to the large-scale atmospheric dynamics. Chapter 5 examines dust lifting and deposition over multiple martian years, including that of the 2018 Global Dust Storm; and Chapter 6 narrows this focus to potential lifting mechanisms around the southern seasonal ice cap.
Chapter 3

Methodology: modelling and data assimilation

This chapter discusses the methodology employed in this thesis. First, the utilised numerical model of the martian atmosphere is described, with special attention paid to the parametrization and treatment of atmospheric dust aerosol: its radiative properties, implementation as a tracer, and spatiotemporal distribution. Next, the concept of data assimilation is introduced and the specific data assimilation scheme used for this thesis is described in detail. Lastly, the orbital data from the Mars Climate Sounder used in the data assimilation scheme is described, and the experiments conducted in this thesis are introduced.

3.1 The Mars Global Climate Model (MGCM)

An invaluable tool for studying the atmosphere on Earth emerged during the twentieth century in the form of “global climate models” (GCMs), four-dimensional numerical models of the atmosphere. Leovy and Mintz (1969) first adapted the UCLA terrestrial GCM to Mars conditions, and further work on Mars GCMs was conducted at NASA Ames (Haberle et al., 1993; Pollack et al., 1981). Later, the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD) in
France developed their own Mars GCM (Hourdin, 1992; Hourdin et al., 1993), a joint effort between the Universities of Oxford (Joshi et al., 1994; Lewis and Read, 1995) and Reading (Collins et al., 1995, 1997) in the UK developed a GCM for Mars with a spectral dynamical core, and the GFDL in Princeton, USA developed their own Mars GCM, sharing physics with the NASA Ames model (Wilson and Hamilton, 1996). A joint effort between the University of Oxford and the LMD resulted in a Mars GCM (Forget et al., 1999) subsequently adopted and adapted by the Open University. The model used in this project is the version of this joint model with a spectral rather than a grid-point dynamical core, as opposed to most other Mars GCMs; this model, also known as the UK version of the LMD Mars GCM, will be subsequently referred to in this thesis as “the MGCM”.

The MGCM is a four-dimensional numerical model of the martian atmosphere consisting of a dynamical core, which solves the primitive equations of fluid dynamics in the atmosphere, and physical parameterisations of processes such as radiative effects, CO$_2$ condensation, dust lifting, gravity waves, and more. The model grid itself is described in greater detail in Section 3.1.3.

### 3.1.1 Dynamics

The dynamical core of the MGCM consists of a spectral solver of the “primitive equations” of large-scale atmospheric motion using truncated series of spherical harmonics, based on a model developed at the University of Reading by Hoskins and Simmons (1975). It uses $\sigma$-coordinates to represent vertical height, where $\sigma$ is the quotient of pressure at a given model layer and the pressure at the surface, $\sigma = p/p_s$. This allows the vertical layers to track the planet’s topography.

What follows is a brief overview of the primitive equations of atmospheric motion, following Holton (2004b,c). There are three fundamental conservation principles to consider in formulating the primitive equations.
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The first conservation principle is the conservation of momentum. Newton’s second law of motion can be recast for motion in a rotating coordinate frame, such as a roughly spherical planet. Assuming that the only “real” forces (i.e., not “pseudo-forces” due to the rotating reference frame, like the centrifugal and Coriolis forces) acting on the atmosphere are the gravitational force, frictional forces, and the pressure gradient force leads to the formulation

\[ \frac{DU}{Dt} = -2\Omega \times U - \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p + g + F_r \]  

where \( U \) is the vector of velocity relative to the planet’s rotation, \( \Omega \) is the velocity vector of the planet’s rotation, \( \rho \) is the atmospheric density, \( p \) is the atmospheric pressure, \( g \) is the effective gravitational acceleration vector (including the centrifugal pseudo-force), and \( F_r \) is the vector representing frictional acceleration. In other words, the acceleration of an air parcel is equal to the sum of the planet’s rotational force, the pressure gradient force, the effective gravity force, and frictional forces (Holton, 2004b).

While it is possible to formulate the full momentum equation in the vertical dimension, the MGCM is a hydrostatic model, meaning that its primitive equations are formulated under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium,

\[ \frac{\partial p}{\partial z} = -\rho g \]  

where \( z \) is altitude. Analysis of the full equations of vertical momentum and consideration of the fact that pressure drops exponentially with height allows a scale analysis to be performed. A scale analysis in this context means that the pressure gradient term can be scaled by a constant factor composed of the surface pressure and the height at which the atmospheric pressure halves; this analysis reveals that for large-scale air motions modelled by a GCM, vertical pressure perturbations are negligible and so the vertical pressure gradient can be represented by Equation 3.2 as simply decreasing with atmospheric density. In other words, the air pressure at any point in the atmosphere is determined by the weight of the column of
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air above it (Holton, 2004b). This allows further simplification of the momentum equation 3.1, as the vertical momentum component can be replaced with equation 3.2. As an aside, this assumption means that vertical velocity \( w \) cannot be directly calculated in the MGCM; there are however other ways to indirectly diagnose vertical velocity, such as from the thermodynamic energy equation. Note that non-hydrostatic formulations of the primitive equations are also possible and used in some GCMs, though not currently for Mars.

The second conservation principle is conservation of mass. For a fluid like an atmosphere, the equation that expresses this is called the continuity equation. This relationship can be expressed in either an Eulerian sense (from a fixed reference frame where air masses move through) or a Lagrangian sense (following the air masses themselves). The MGCM, like most GCMs, uses the former, so the Eulerian equation will be presented. For a fixed volume, the net mass flux into the volume from all directions must equal the rate of mass increase per unit volume (Holton, 2004b). This is formulated mathematically as

\[
\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{D\rho}{Dt} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{U} = 0 \tag{3.3}
\]

The third conservation principle is conservation of energy. The first law of thermodynamics states that the total energy of an isolated system is constant, but can be transformed between heat and mechanical work. From this simple consideration and incorporating the continuity equation 3.3, the thermodynamic energy equation can be derived:

\[
c_v \frac{DT}{Dt} - \frac{p}{\rho^2} \frac{D\rho}{Dt} = Q \tag{3.4}
\]

where \( c_v \) is the specific heat at constant volume, \( T \) is temperature, and \( Q \) represents the rate of heating per unit mass from radiation, conduction, and latent heat (Holton, 2004b). Here, \( c_v \frac{DT}{Dt} \) represents the change in energy of the air mass, and \( \frac{p}{\rho^2} \frac{D\rho}{Dt} \) represents conversion between heat and mechanical energy.
It is also assumed that the atmosphere is spherical (allowing the neglect of certain curvature terms in equation 3.1); that it is shallow relative to the radius of the planet i.e. \( h \ll a \) where \( h \) is the height of the atmosphere and \( a \) is the radius of the planet, allowing resolved vertical motions to be considered as negligible compared to resolved horizontal motion; and that the atmosphere is composed of an ideal gas which follows the relation

\[
p = \rho RT
\]

where \( R \) is the gas constant per unit mass. The equations 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 together constitute the primitive equations of meteorology for an atmosphere on a rotating planet; together with the other assumptions mentioned, they enable the numerical modelling of a hydrostatic, shallow, spherical atmosphere composed of an ideal gas, as used in the MGCM.

As mentioned above, the MGCM uses a “spectral” dynamical core to solve the primitive equations in the horizontal dimensions in spectral space, via a series of spherical harmonics, rather than on a finite-difference spatial grid. One major advantage of this method is that it avoids the problem faced by finite-difference models of grid lines converging at the poles, which can create instabilities in the polar regions. There are ways of avoiding this on finite-difference models, such as shifting the poles to locations where instabilities will cause fewer issues, or creating alternative model grid shapes; for a spectral model, however, these problems are entirely avoided. The MGCM dynamical core solves an alternative formulation of the primitive equations stated above, with four variables: vorticity (a measure of rotation), divergence (a measure of velocity), temperature, and the logarithm of surface pressure (Hoskins and Simmons, 1975). These values are calculated in spectral space for each timestep before being transformed into the real space of the physical grid, where physical tendencies of zonal and meridional winds \((u,v)\), temperatures, and surface pressures are applied. If data assimilation is also being performed (see Section 3.3 below), this subsequently takes place.
Lastly, a Robert filter is applied to dampen non-physical oscillations that can appear when timestepping, and grow explosively if not filtered (Robert, 1966).

The dynamical core uses a finite difference grid in the vertical dimension, with variably spaced $\sigma$-layers which follow the MGCM topography. The model grids are described in greater detail later in Section 3.1.3.

### 3.1.2 Parametrizations

As well as resolved atmospheric dynamics, the MGCM also has a number of routines to represent various important physical processes related to the Mars atmosphere, from radiative processes to dynamical phenomena which are not resolved by the coarse MGCM grid and therefore have to be “parametrized” - represented by simpler, often empirically-based routines which interact with the large-scale flow. Certain routines are essential for the proper operation of the MGCM as a reasonable simulacrum of the martian atmosphere, such as the basic diabatic heating sources of solar insolation, dust, and atmospheric CO$_2$, the seasonal cycle of solar insolation, the sublimation and condensation of atmospheric CO$_2$ onto the seasonal ice caps, and basic representations of convection from the surface. Other routines can be adjusted or turned off for certain purposes when running the MGCM, such as Mars’ water cycle and various chemical and photochemical processes. For this thesis, “essential” is meant in the sense of providing a reasonable state for the large-scale atmospheric flow on Mars. While radiatively-active water ice clouds can have an impact on atmospheric dynamics (Steele et al., 2014a) for example, many of the basic dynamical phenomena associated with Mars can be replicated without a water cycle, such as the polar warming above the winter pole (Wilson, 1997) and the basic morphology of the mean meridional circulation (Haberle et al., 1993). In addition, data assimilation of temperature measurements from orbiters can allow the MGCM to better represent the temperature structure of the real martian atmosphere - which is known to include water-ice clouds - without the need for a water cycle in the MGCM. For this reason
and to better isolate the effects of atmospheric dust, the simulations discussed in this thesis are all conducted without a water cycle.

**Radiative transfer**

The MGCM’s radiative transfer schemes model how electromagnetic radiation interacts with the atmosphere. The most important components affecting radiative transfer in the martian atmosphere are atmospheric CO$_2$, dust, water ice, and CO$_2$ ice, with negligible contributions from water vapour and chemical species such as ozone (Forget et al., 1999). While the MGCM contains parametrizations for CO$_2$ surface sublimation/condensation and snowfall (see Forget, 1998), it does not currently contain radiatively active CO$_2$ ice clouds. This section therefore focusses on CO$_2$ gas and mineral dust.

Radiative transfer in the MGCM is calculated in five bands, which can be divided into two categories: shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW). The former accounts for solar wavelengths in the wavelength bands 0.1-0.5 µm and 0.5-5 µm. The latter accounts for thermal wavelengths in the wavelength bands 5-11.6 µm, 11.6-20 µm, and 20-220 µm.

The 11.6-20 µm wavelength band is especially important given the composition of the martian atmosphere, which is overwhelmingly CO$_2$ gas; this band is therefore further subdivided into a central peak, where CO$_2$ absorption is greatest between 14.2-15.7 µm, and two less absorbing wings on either side of the central peak (Hourdin, 1992). In addition, non-local thermal equilibrium (NLTE) effects are taken into account for high altitudes above 0.1 Pa (Lopéz-Valverde and López-Puertas, 2001).

After gaseous CO$_2$, atmospheric mineral dust is the key radiative component in the martian atmosphere, absorbing and scattering both SW and LW radiation. Atmospheric dust is also notoriously difficult to characterise radiatively from orbit, given its broad spectral response and uncertain composition and shape. While there is evidence of non-spherical dust particles (e.g. Petrova, 1999; Smith and Wolff, 2014), the MGCM assumes sphericity
both for computational ease and in order to make use of the best available datasets of dust radiative properties, which assume sphericity (e.g. Wolff et al., 2006).

The dust radiative properties in the MGCM at each of the five wavelength bands are determined by the particle effective radius, \( r_{\text{eff}} \). This is related to the dust opacity in a given model layer, as described later in Section 3.2, and therefore can vary with time and spatial location (including altitude). The \( r_{\text{eff}} \) value in each model gridbox at each timestep is used to look up the specific radiative properties at each wavelength band, from values calculated by Wolff et al. (2006) and Wolff et al. (2009). These radiative properties determine the dust-related radiative transfer for that gridbox at that timestep.

The three key properties (the “single-scattering parameters” approximated from the full phase function) needed to characterise radiative response for an aerosol in a two-stream approximation radiative transfer model (as used in the MGCM) for a particular wavelength \( \lambda \) are the extinction efficiency factor \( Q_{\text{ext}} \), single scattering albedo \( \omega \), and asymmetry factor \( g \). Briefly, \( Q_{\text{ext}}(\lambda) \) defines how efficient the aerosol is at absorbing and scattering radiation at wavelength \( \lambda \); \( \omega(\lambda) \) is the ratio of scattered to extinguished radiation at wavelength \( \lambda \) (higher \( \omega \) means a “brighter” aerosol, with more incident radiation being scattered); and \( g(\lambda) \) indicates the degree to which the aerosol forward or backscatters incident radiation at wavelength \( \lambda \), with positive values indicating forward scattering, negative values backscattering, and 0 completely isotropic scattering. The values of these three parameters with wavelength at various \( r_{\text{eff}} \) are shown in Fig. 3.1 (Madeleine et al., 2011), together with the values calculated by Wolff et al. (2006) assuming \( r_{\text{eff}} = 1.5 \mu \text{m} \).

With the radiative properties calculated at each gridbox for the relevant timestep, SW and LW heating rates can then be calculated. The MGCM uses a two-stream approximation for radiative transfer, meaning that radiative fluxes are only computed in two directions: above and below the gridbox. This is a standard assumption for GCMs to minimise the complexity of the equations and to reduce the computational cost of radiative transfer calculations. The
Fig. 3.1 Single-scattering parameters $Q_{\text{ext}}$, $\omega$, and $g$ for different $r_{\text{eff}}$ values of mineral dust, including values for $r_{\text{eff}} = 1.5m$ from Wolff et al. (2006), from Madeleine et al. (2011). Dotted lines represent the normalised blackbody emission spectra for (left peak) the Sun (5870 K) and (right peak) Mars’ (210 K) emission temperature. The vertical dashes represent the midpoints of the five wavelength bands used in the MGCM’s radiative transfer scheme.
MGCM specifically uses the generalised radiative transfer scheme described by Toon et al. (1989), which is generally accurate to within 10% and robust up to very high aerosol loadings of $\tau \geq 10$ (Toon et al., 1989) (where $\tau$ is column optical depth at solar wavelengths), an important feature for Mars given the phenomena of Global Dust Storms.

**Tracer transport**

Atmospheric tracers are discrete elements or collections of elements that are transported within the atmosphere, and can include CO$_2$ gas, dust, water vapour and ice, and chemical species. Radiatively active tracers can influence the atmosphere through radiative heating and cooling, whereas passive tracers are simply transported by the circulation and do not radiatively affect their surroundings. For the purposes of this thesis, the most important tracer is dust, which is set to be radiatively active in every simulation considered.

Tracer advection in the MGCM is performed by a semi-Lagrangian transport scheme which uses MGCM winds at each physical timestep, as implemented by Newman et al. (2002a). This kind of scheme is widely used in numerical weather prediction; as it does not necessarily ensure mass conservation, the method described by Priestley (1993) is also implemented to ensure mass conservation at the end of each timestep.

Gravitational sedimentation of tracers is also included in the MGCM, through a conservative 1D advection scheme (Hourdin and Armengaud, 1999). Sedimentation velocities are calculated through balance of the downward gravitational force and the upward frictional drag, the latter given by Stokes’ Law as modified for Mars’ thin atmosphere (Rossow, 1978).

The transport of dust tracers specifically involves transport of a dust particle size distribution, with effective radii $r_{\text{eff}}$ determined by layer opacity, mass mixing ratio, and number density; the latter two are the variables transported in the two-moment scheme used by the MGCM. This distribution and the two-moment scheme are described in greater detail in Section 3.2.
Convection

Dry convection in the lower layers of the atmosphere is parametrized in a simple way through a process called convective adjustment. Mars’ thin atmosphere means that the surface and near-surface atmosphere frequently become warmer than the atmosphere above. This is an unstable situation, and leads to convection, where heat is rapidly transported upwards by turbulent mixing. Formally, an unstable atmosphere is defined in the MGCM where $\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial z} < 0$, where $\theta$ is the potential temperature:

$$\theta = T \left( \frac{p_0}{p} \right)^{R/c_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

where $R$ is the gas constant per unit mass and $c_p$ is the specific heat at fixed pressure. When this criterion is met in the atmosphere, the convective adjustment parametrization mixes the relevant unstable layers (including any relevant tracers), and imposes a new temperature profile satisfying the adiabatic lapse rate.

The version of the MGCM used in this thesis also contains a more recent parametrization which incorporates convective thermal plumes (Colaïtis et al., 2013). These plumes have been shown to occur in high resolution large eddy simulations of the martian atmosphere, but are not capable of being resolved at standard GCM resolutions. The parametrization therefore models the effects of updrafts and downdrafts on transport within Mars’ planetary boundary layer (PBL), allowing for rapid transport of heat, momentum, and tracers to the top of the PBL (Colaïtis et al., 2013). The parametrization does this by explicitly modelling the organised turbulent structures which occur in the PBL and can transport mass and energy, as opposed to the convective adjustment scheme which simply represents the mixing effects of an unstable temperature profile. This is done by representing each MGCM column within the PBL as the sum of three component columns: an environment column representing the background state, an updraft column, and a downdraft column. The values for mass flux at each layer in each column are then calculated using empirical values derived from large
eddy simulations. For updrafts, vertical velocities are calculated to determine the strength of the updraft, highest where buoyancy is strongest (i.e. where there is a strongly unstable layer near the surface due to a higher surface temperature than the near-surface atmospheric temperature), and mass fluxes are calculated accordingly. Downdrafts are more difficult to parametrize directly from buoyancy, and so a prescribed ratio of updraft to downdraft mass fluxes (0.8, based on large eddy simulations) is used to calculate downdraft mass flux, and a potential temperature profile (again based on large eddy simulations) is set to reproduce a reasonable profile for turbulent transport in the PBL (Colaïtis et al., 2013). Because of this simplified downdraft model, only updraft tracer transport is calculated by the parametrization. Fig. 3.2 shows wind speeds in the MGCM with and without this parametrization; it can be seen that its inclusion can increase globally-averaged near-surface wind speeds by up to 2 m/s.

Moist convection from latent heating of H₂O, an important process for cloud formation on Earth, is neglected in the MGCM due to the aridity of Mars’ atmosphere (see Chapter 2).

**CO₂ sublimation and condensation**

The seasonal condensation and sublimation of CO₂ ice on the martian surface is an important process with no terrestrial equivalent. The MGCM contains a parametrization for this process based on atmospheric and surface temperatures. When the temperature of either the surface or the atmosphere falls below the relevant CO₂ condensation temperature ($T_{CO₂}$), condensation occurs and CO₂ ice is formed. CO₂ ice created in the atmosphere can fall through the layers below under the force of gravity (snowfall); if it passes through a layer where $T > T_{CO₂}$, it can sublimate into gas again. If it doesn’t sublimate before reaching the surface, CO₂ ice is deposited onto the surface. Likewise, surface CO₂ ice can sublimate when $T > T_{CO₂}$. The MGCM also calculates the corresponding pressure changes at the surface from CO₂ condensation, which reduces surface pressure, and sublimation, which increases it. The
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Fig. 3.2 Globally-averaged near-surface wind speeds in a reanalysis of MY 33 for the MGCM (black) with both a realistic surface roughness map and the Colaïtis et al. (2013) thermal plume scheme; (blue) with a uniform surface roughness map and the Colaïtis et al. (2013) thermal plume scheme; (green) with a uniform surface roughness map and without the Colaïtis et al. (2013) thermal plume scheme.
presence of surface CO$_2$ ice alters the surface albedo and emissivity in the MGCM. Further details of the parametrization can be found in Forget et al. (1998).

**Other physical processes**

**Surface roughness** The version of the MGCM used in this thesis (v6) includes realistic surface roughness maps, based on orbital rock abundance data as measured by the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (Hébrard et al., 2012). Surface roughness is effectively a measure of the drag on near-surface winds, and inclusion of a realistic map therefore has a significant impact on near-surface wind speeds compared to a model with a uniform surface roughness. This can be seen in Fig. 3.2, where its inclusion leads to an increase in globally-averaged near-surface wind speeds of up to 1 m/s. See Chapter 5 for more details.

**Surface thermal inertia and albedo** The MGCM includes detailed thermal inertia and albedo maps derived from orbital measurements from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (Putzig et al., 2005).

**Resolved and subgrid topography** The MGCM uses topographic data from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument, which provides topography down to a spatial resolution of $\sim$4 km (Kreslavsky and Head, 2000), and a vertical resolution of 13 m (Smith et al., 1999a). This extremely high resolution dataset is then filtered to match the coarser resolution of the MGCM grid. However, subgrid-scale information about the topography is also included via its effect on gravity wave drag, using the parametrization of Lott and Miller (1997).

**Gravity waves** Mars’ extreme topography forces gravity waves: changes in buoyancy which can propagate to high altitudes in the atmosphere and have a significant effect on dynamics via their vertical transfer of momentum (e.g. Medvedev et al., 2011). These are
parametrized in the MGCM via their drag on modelled lower atmosphere winds (see above), and via higher-up momentum transfer through gravity wave breaking (Baines and Palmer, 1990; Miller et al., 1989). Full details of the gravity wave parametrization in the GCM are described in Collins et al. (1997). There have also been observations of the possible effects of non-orographic gravity wave activity, such as from large dust events and PBL activity (e.g. Heavens et al., 2020); these are not parametrized in the MGCM however, as it is challenging to constrain their phase from currently available observations.

**Boundary layer diffusion** Mars’ PBL undergoes extreme diurnal variation in depth and strength, making a good parametrization important for accurately representing dynamics and transport in the bottom of the atmosphere. Similar to most terrestrial GCMs, PBL dynamics in the MGCM are parametrized with a turbulent mixing scheme mathematically represented as

\[
\frac{\partial a}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} K \rho \frac{\partial a}{\partial z}
\]

(3.7)

where \(a\) is a variable to be mixed (e.g. \(\theta, u, v\)), and \(K\) is a modelling-derived value different for each variable \(a\). See Forget et al. (1999) for further details of the implementation.

**Soil model** The MGCM contains an 18-layer soil model which assumes vertically homogenous soil (Hourdin et al., 1993). Together with the surface albedo and thermal inertia maps, these soil properties determine the surface temperature through their mediation of radiative flux.

### 3.1.3 The model grid

The MGCM uses two different spatial grids and one vertical grid. The spatial dynamics, as described previously, are calculated in spectral space but are transformed to two different
spatial grids, one finer and one coarser. The finer grid is needed for the calculation of nonlinear terms in the primitive equations, in order to avoid the problem of aliasing during the spectral-spatial transformations (Hoskins and Simmons, 1975). The coarser grid is to calculate the (linear) physical tendencies of surface pressure, zonal and meridional winds, and temperature, which interact with the MGCM physics, before being converted back into spectral space to provide tendencies for the dynamics. The finer grid is defined in terms of a truncation of a spherical harmonic series; the higher the wavenumber at which the truncation occurs, the higher the resolution of the grid. The simulations considered in this thesis were all run at spectral resolution T42, which corresponds to a spatial dynamics grid of 64 latitudes by 128 longitudes, or an approximate resolution at the equator of 2.8°. Some of the variables used in this thesis are derived directly from this finer grid: specifically, the zonally- and diurnally-averaged mean meridional circulation (MMC), vertical velocities, and potential vorticity (PV).

The coarser spatial grid (the “physics grid”) deals with linear physical variables, and standard model variables are output to this grid. For a spectral resolution of T42, this grid has a resolution of 48 latitudes by 96 longitudes, or approximately 3.75° at the equator. This grid is shown in Fig. 3.3. Due to the equal spacing of the grid at all latitudes, higher latitude gridboxes represent a smaller area of the martian surface than lower latitude gridboxes.

Where relevant, area weighting is applied to model variables to ensure consistency.

Finally, the dynamics and physics share a common vertical grid which uses \( \sigma \) coordinates, as described above. The advantage of \( \sigma \) coordinates is that they inherently follow topography. This is especially important on Mars, where topographic variations across the planet are enormous. The coordinate system is calculated relative to a standard defined surface reference pressure of 610 Pa, which is the surface pressure of the Mars geoid or “areoid”. From this, approximate altitudes above the areoid can be calculated with the relation
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Fig. 3.3 Gridbox boundaries and areas for the MGCM physics grid at spectral resolution T42. Black contours represent topography, and are used throughout this thesis. All longitudes are east longitudes, and this is maintained throughout the rest of this thesis.

\[ z = -H \ln(\sigma) \]  

(3.8)

where \( H \) is the scale height of the martian atmosphere, the height at which the surface pressure drops by a factor of the natural log base \( e \) (approximately 10 km). For this thesis, the MGCM was run with a vertical resolution of 50 vertical layers (“L50”). As mentioned, these are unevenly spaced in altitude in order to ensure better representation of the lower atmosphere, where the surface interacts with the atmosphere and there is greater variation in height of factors of interest such as heat/momentum/tracer transport. Fig. 3.4 shows the location of the model layers in an L50 run of the MGCM. Note that the upper three layers of the MGCMs are “sponge layers”; these damp vertically propagating waves in order to reduce unphysical temperature and pressure perturbations due to reflection from the model top, as would be the case with a non-damping upper boundary.
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Vertical layer locations for L50 resolution

Fig. 3.4 Vertical layer approximate altitudes and $\sigma$ values for the MGCM with 50 vertical layers. The bottom plot presents a close-up of the bottom kilometre of the atmosphere.
3.2 Representing dust in the MGCM

This section provides an overview of how atmospheric dust is represented in the MGCM. First, the size distribution of dust particles within the model is described, and terms for describing opacity are defined. Next, the various ways of representing the spatial distribution of dust in the MGCM are discussed. Finally, the vertical distribution of dust, and different methods for representing this, are described and shown.

3.2.1 Size distribution and opacity

As mentioned above, dust is transported in the MGCM in the form of two tracers: mass mixing ratio ($q$) and number density ($N$). It is also possible to have a static dust distribution which is not transported by model winds; some examples of fixed spatial and vertical distributions are discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively, but for the purposes of this thesis radiatively active, freely-transported dust was present in every considered simulation, and this case is the setup that will be described in this section.

The dust distribution in the MGCM is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution, with the dust mass mixing ratio $q$ given by

$$q = \frac{4}{3} \pi \rho_p N \left(\frac{r_{\text{eff}}}{1 + \nu_{\text{eff}}}\right)^3$$

(3.9)

where $\rho_p$ is the density of the dust particle, assumed to be 2500 kg m$^{-3}$, characteristic of basaltic minerals (Philpotts and Ague, 2009) which are believed to be a significant part of the mineral composition of martian dust (e.g. Toon et al., 1977); $N$ is the dust number density; $r_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective particle radius (as observed from spectroscopy); and $\nu_{\text{eff}}$ is the variance of $r_{\text{eff}}$, set as a constant 0.5. The size distribution of the dust population can be predicted in any gridbox at any model time with just the two tracers $q$ and $N$. This can then be related to
the effective radius $r_{\text{eff}}$, which is the actual value used in the radiative calculations, by the following:

$$r_{\text{eff}} = \left(\frac{3}{4} \frac{q}{\pi p_N} \right)^{1/3} \left(1 + v_{\text{eff}}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

which is a rearrangement of equation 3.9. Therefore, through the transport of the two tracers $q$ and $N$, the dust particle size distribution can be calculated at each gridbox and timestep and fed to the MGCM’s radiative transfer scheme.

In the MGCM run with radiatively active dust transport, as with the simulations presented in this thesis, the dust opacity at each model layer is not prescribed but instead defined in terms of the tracer $q$ with the relation

$$d\tau = \frac{3}{4} \frac{Q_{\text{ext,vis}} q}{g p_p r_{\text{eff}}} dp$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where $d\tau$ is the dust extinction at 600 nm, $Q_{\text{ext,vis}}$ is the extinction efficiency of dust at 600 nm according to the look-up tables used by the radiative transfer scheme (see above), and $dp$ is the relevant pressure layer. For clarity, $d\tau$ is henceforth referred to as “dust opacity”.

In this version of the MGCM, the vertical sum of $d\tau$ in each atmospheric column is finally scaled to match a given spatial column dust optical depth distribution; this is described in Section 3.2.2. For further details of the two-moment tracer transport scheme in the MGCM, the reader is referred to Madeleine et al. (2011).

In this way, dust in the MGCM is both able to be transported by the model winds and also affect the atmosphere radiatively, making it a more accurate representation of real martian atmospheric dust than when using prescribed particle sizes and dust opacities. The vertical distribution which results from this freely-transported radiatively active dust is discussed further in Section 3.2.3, and compared to other ways of representing the dust population.
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3.2.2 Spatial distribution

This version of the MGCM (v6) requires the input of spatial map of column dust optical depth (CDOD) - the extinction opacity of a column of dust in the atmosphere at 600 nm. Specifically, the MGCM uses CDOD as normalised to the surface reference pressure of 610 Pa; this allows for comparison of dust loading across Mars’ extreme variations in topography. There are several different ways of representing this, the main methods being with an analytically prescribed function; with an observationally-derived time-varying map; and by data assimilation of orbital observations of CDOD.

Before the advent of high-volume orbital dust observations with the TES instrument aboard Mars Global Surveyor (see Chapter 2), measurements of dust in the martian atmosphere were relatively sparse and piecemeal. Observations came from varied sources including orbital spacecraft (e.g. Fenton et al., 1997; Gierasch, 1974; Hanel et al., 1972; Toon et al., 1977), \textit{in situ} landers (e.g. Colburn et al., 1989; Tomasko et al., 1999), and ground-based telescopes (e.g. Clancy et al., 2000; James et al., 1999; McKim, 1996; Zurek and Martin, 1993). The radiative and dynamical importance of atmospheric dust was apparent even from early orbital data (e.g. Pollack et al., 1979), and so its inclusion in some form in early MGCMs was necessary. Early MGCMs therefore often used analytically prescribed distributions to describe the spatial dust distribution. These distributions were simple and generic enough to be easy to incorporate into the model without making possibly spurious assumptions about the real spatial distribution, while still reproducing observed aspects of the large-scale circulation, much like early cloud models in terrestrial GCMs. One example is the “Viking scenario”, based on measurements from the Viking orbiters, which prescribed CDOD with the relation

$$\tau = 0.7 + 0.3 \cos(L_S + 80^\circ) \quad (3.12)$$
where $\tau$ is the CDOD at 700 Pa (a reference pressure used for the dust distribution in previous versions of the MGCM) (Lewis et al., 1999). While $\tau$ is a column integrated property, a prescribed reference pressure (commonly the planet’s mean surface pressure) is often used to normalise $\tau$ within the MGCM in order to enable easy comparison of the spatial dust distribution across Mars’ extreme topographic variations. A more recent and complicated example is the “MGS scenario”, an analytical prescribed scenario based on the first full year of observations by TES. This scenario prescribes CDOD variation with both $L_S$ and latitude, with the northern hemisphere remaining relatively dust-clear even as the southern hemisphere experiences its seasonal increase in CDOD during southern summer (Lewis et al., 2001), and has been used in a number of modelling studies (e.g. Acker et al., 2002; Bingham et al., 2004; Newman et al., 2003; Toigo et al., 2012).

With the advent of high volume CDOD measurements from TES and the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS), a new form of representing the spatiotemporal CDOD distribution emerged: dust maps for specific martian years. The maps which can be used in runs of the MGCM are based on observations from TES, MCS, and the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) instrument aboard Mars Odyssey, which are filtered and then spatially krigged to fill in the spatiotemporal gaps in observations (Montabone et al., 2015, 2020). These maps have been frequently used in modelling studies (e.g. Chapman et al., 2017; Holmes et al., 2015; Neary and Daerden, 2018; Spiga et al., 2017; Steele et al., 2014b) as they provide a far more realistic CDOD distribution than the older prescribed functions, particularly when investigating specific time periods in the martian atmosphere as opposed to more general climatological studies.

Finally, it is also possible with the MGCM to directly read in the CDOD retrievals from TES and MCS and assimilate them (Lewis et al., 2007). The technique by which this is performed is described in detail in Section 3.3. The advantages of this technique are that it allows coupling of the MGCM dust fields to observations, and it is also frequently performed
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Together with assimilation of temperature observations, resulting in more realistic dust and temperature structures. Various modelling studies have either directly used this technique in the MGCM (e.g. Lewis et al., 2016, 2007; Montabone et al., 2005; Mulholland et al., 2016) or used the Mars Analysis Correction Data Assimilation (MACDA) dataset, a run of the MGCM with CDOD and temperature assimilation (Montabone et al., 2014) for various purposes (e.g. Battalio et al., 2016; Mitchell et al., 2015; Read et al., 2016; Tabataba-Vakili et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016).

Fig. 3.5 compares CDOD at 610 Pa as averaged between $L_S=120-150^\circ$ for the MGS scenario, the MY 34 CDOD map (Montabone et al., 2020), and an assimilation of MCS CDOD in MY 34. There is evidently far better agreement between the map and the assimilation than there is between either with the MGS scenario, which appears to underestimate CDOD. Note also the unphysically precise latitudinal banding in the MGS scenario. There are some differences between the map and the assimilation, though, especially at southern high latitudes where the assimilation seems to show a clearer atmosphere. There was a lack of southern high-latitude observations from MCS at this period in MY 34; in the map, this gap was filled with spatially krigged values from lower latitudes, while in the assimilation this was not assumed to be the case.

3.2.3 Vertical distribution

The vertical dust distribution in the martian atmosphere can have noticeable effects on the modelled circulation (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2013b). The MGCM allows for both prescribed vertical distributions and for freely-transported dust.

Up until relatively recently, there was a paucity of observations of Mars’ vertical atmospheric dust structure. MGCMs therefore had to assume a prescribed distribution to include within their dust representations. The most commonly used throughout MGCMs is the Conrath distribution, based on temperature observations made by Mariner 9 during the 1971
Fig. 3.5 CDOD at 610 Pa as averaged between $L_\text{S}=120$-$130^\circ$ for (top) the MGS scenario, (middle) the MY 34 CDOD map of Montabone et al. (2020), and (bottom) an assimilation of MCS CDOD in MY 34.
Global Dust Storm and consideration of the sedimentation rate of dust particles (Conrath, 1975). This distribution takes the basic form

\[ q = q_0 \exp \left( \nu \left( 1 - \frac{p_0}{p} \right) \right) \]  

(3.13)

where \( q \) is the dust mass mixing ratio at a given pressure level \( p \), and \( q_0 \) is the dust mass mixing ratio at a standard pressure level \( p_0 \) (commonly 700 Pa). \( \nu \) is a parameter which describes the relative importance of dust diffusion and gravitational sedimentation, and thus controls the shape of the dust profile: namely how rapidly the dust mass mixing ratio decreases with altitude (Conrath, 1975; Lewis et al., 2001). The actual formulation implemented in the MGCM is a modified version of equation 3.13, which allows a desired cutoff altitude to be set; this modified distribution resembles the Conrath distribution for high cutoffs, but is designed to more closely resemble Viking observations for lower cutoffs (see Lewis et al., 1999). Various versions of the Conrath distribution have been used for many modelling and assimilation studies (e.g. Haberle et al., 2003; Kuroda et al., 2005; Medvedev and Hartogh, 2007; Pollack et al., 1990; Steele et al., 2014b; Toigo et al., 2012).

A parallel development has been the use of models with dust transport, where the vertical dust distribution is determined by model dynamics rather than prescribed \textit{a priori} (e.g. Basu et al., 2004; Kahre et al., 2006; Murphy et al., 1990; Newman et al., 2005; Pankine and Ingersoll, 2002; Wilson, 1997). The advantage of such methods is that they don’t make assumptions about the dust distribution, and can allow for radiative feedback effects as dust is both transported and radiatively active, making them especially useful for studies of the dust cycle. However, purely free-running models still have some issues accurately reproducing the observed temporal and spatial distribution of dust in the atmosphere, in particular the interannual variability of specific dust events including Global Dust Storms (Kahre et al., 2017). The MGCM allows dust transport, as described above, while also scaling CDOD to match a desired spatial dust distribution. This enables a freely-transported vertical dust
distribution together with spatio-temporal CDOD distributions that agree with observations. This mode is the one that was used for the simulations considered in this thesis.

Finally, recent observations along Mars’ atmospheric limb from MCS (Heavens et al., 2011a) and TES (Guzewich et al., 2013a) have revealed a far more complex vertical profile than previously assumed, particularly during the aphelion “clear” season. So-called “detached dust layers” have been discovered at high altitudes, indicating a vertical dust distribution with two maxima (near the surface and at the location of the detached dust layers) rather than a monotonically decreasing profile as assumed by Conrath-type functions. Representing this in MGCMs is an area of ongoing research. Some modelling studies have incorporated new analytically prescribed profiles based on these observations (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2013b). Other efforts have attempted to parametrize the convective transport processes that are thought to be responsible for creating detached dust layers (e.g. Vals et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018). And lastly, there are also ongoing efforts to incorporate realistic vertical dust distributions via assimilation (e.g. Navarro, 2016; Ruan, 2015), including by the author (Streeter et al., 2018). For the work in this thesis, however, the more mature method described in the previous paragraph is used.

Fig. 3.6 compares dust density-scaled opacity (DSO) for the cases of a Conrath-type prescribed dust profile, a freely-transported vertical dust distribution, and assimilated MCS dust profiles. DSO normalises actual dust opacities relative to the atmospheric pressure, allowing better investigation of elevated dust features (Heavens et al., 2011b). The freely-transported and profile assimilation cases agree with each other better than with the Conrath-type profile, both spatially and vertically. However the presence of detached dust layering is clearly visible in the profile assimilation at 20-30 km above the tropics, and not in the freely-transported case, showing that current MGCM parametrizations are not able to reproduce this phenomenon.
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Fig. 3.6 Zonally-averaged dust DSO as averaged between $L_s=120-130^\circ$ for (top) a Conrath-type prescribed vertical dust distribution (dust top 55 km), (middle) MY 34 freely-transported dust, and (bottom) assimilated MY 34 MCS dust profiles.
3.2.4 Dust lifting

An “online” dust lifting calculation, where lifted dust mass is calculated as a routine in the MGCM itself and can determine the model spatiotemporal dust distribution, is available in some previous versions of the MGCM (e.g. v5) but not in the version used in this thesis (v6), which assumes a constant vertical diffusion of dust from the surface at all points not covered by CO$_2$ ice. An “offline” derivation of lifted dust is also possible, meaning using standard MGCM outputs to calculate lifted dust mass after the fact, and was used for some of this work. See Chapter 5 for more details.

3.3 Data assimilation

Data assimilation is a statistical technique for combining data about a system and a numerical model of the system to produce the best possible estimate of the system’s state (e.g. Kalnay, 2012; Lahoz et al., 2010; Talagrand, 1997). As such, it is a technique which has evident applications in the fields of meteorology and climate science, which increasingly rely on complex GCMs for operations and research. Data assimilation, particularly for use in providing a “best estimate” initial atmospheric state for terrestrial weather forecasting, has been an area of active meteorological research since the 1950s/60s (Berghörsson and Döös, 1955; Gandin, 1963). For other planets however, such as Mars, the major use of data assimilation is the ability to reconstruct a “best estimate” atmospheric state and its four-dimensional evolution for further study. This reconstruction of the past meteorology is called a “reanalysis”.

Until relatively recently, only Earth had the volume of atmospheric data required for data assimilation; this has changed with the increasing number of orbiters observing Mars (Lewis, 2010). Lewis and Read (1995) and Banfield et al. (1995) were the first to propose the idea of assimilating satellite data into Mars atmospheric models, in anticipation of observations.
from the ultimately unsuccessful Mars Observer mission. While both recognised the possible advantages of data assimilation in reconstructing atmospheric states from sparse data, these studies took different technical approaches. One main branch following Lewis and Read (1995) uses the “analysis correction” (AC) scheme of Lorenc et al. (1991), a form of variational data assimilation based on the “successive corrections” scheme developed by Berghóðsson and Döös (1955), Cressman (1959), and Barnes (1964). By contrast Banfield et al. (1995) used a simplified form of Kalman filtering, a form of sequential data assimilation. More recent sequential approaches have instead opted for a technique known as ensemble Kalman filtering (Evensen, 1994), developed from ensemble-based approaches to the problem of dynamic prediction and error (e.g. Hoffman and Kalnay, 1983).

### 3.3.1 The value of data assimilation

Aside from assimilation, one option for dealing with large atmospheric datasets is through simple binning and mapping of the data. This technique is valuable for obtaining information on seasonal or annual scale atmospheric features, such as via zonal-mean temperature profiles (e.g. Smith, 2004) and aerosol profiles (e.g. McCleese et al., 2010). Some valuable outputs from this include the presence of a “clear” and a “dusty” season each martian year, and the asymmetric zonal temperature profiles resulting from Mars’ eccentric orbit. Simple binning combined with basic statistical interpolation has also been used for the construction of a continuous, global column dust opacity climatology from orbiter data for over eight martian years (Montabone et al., 2015).

This binning and mapping approach is very useful for examining long-scale meteorological trends in the martian atmosphere. However, it is less useful for examining short-scale (spatial and temporal) and transient dynamical phenomena of the kind which can be examined in a GCM; for example, dust storms, dust lifting activity in general, wave activity, and diurnal variability. The main reason for this is the spatial and temporal separation between the
discrete observational measurements. The MGS and MRO spacecraft are in polar orbits rather than areostationary (the martian equivalent of geostationary) orbits; this allows greater coverage of the globe, but also means that no area on Mars has continuous orbital coverage. Therefore, variables such as dust opacity at a given location may change significantly between observations. This makes it difficult to capture the details of transient processes like dust storm evolution and wave activity from just orbital observations. Another reason for this difficulty is the fact that only a few variables are currently retrieved from Mars orbit, most commonly temperature, aerosol opacity, and chemical abundances. A key variable which isn’t currently retrieved from orbit is wind speed, a variable critical for understanding dust lifting and transport in the martian atmosphere and which can be output from an MGCM.

For the study of change in the martian atmosphere, therefore, assimilation has a strong advantage over the use of observations alone. By allowing the accuracy of observations to be integrated with the four-dimensional, self-consistent atmospheric representation of the MGCM, data assimilation allows for the study of phenomena that cannot be easily examined from spatiotemporally sparse observations, while providing a more realistic and accurate representation than running the model by itself. As noted by Lewis and Read (1995), assimilation can fill in the gaps to allow the investigation of transient, dynamical systems, and especially so in the context of sparser martian orbital data sets. Assimilation allows not only the incorporation of observations, but a way to combine observations of different variables (e.g. dust and temperature Lewis et al., 2007), different types (e.g. landers and orbiters Lewis et al., 1996), and from different instruments (e.g. MCS and the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) Holmes et al., 2019b). Another strength is the ability to investigate the atmosphere as a whole; for example, to assess predictability and as a way of diagnosing problems in the model (Newman et al., 2004; Rogberg et al., 2010). Crucially, the process of “filling in the gaps” does not mean that only times and locations with valid observations are affected by assimilation; the assimilation process propagates
changes throughout the simulation in both time and space, meaning that even spatiotemporal locations without valid observations can be impacted by nearby (in both time and space) observations. Changes to variables by the assimilation scheme can propagate via their effects, such as altered winds, resulting in a simulated atmospheric state different from that simulated without the use of data assimilation.

### 3.3.2 The Analysis Correction (AC) scheme

**Overview**

Lewis and Read (1995)’s work in assimilating simulated orbiter and lander data was based on the UK Met Office’s analysis correction (AC) data assimilation scheme, the operational scheme used by the UK Met Office at the time (see Lorenc et al., 1991). The AC scheme is a form of “successive correction” data assimilation, where the value of the atmospheric field at a given point is successively updated by the value of observations within a spatiotemporal radius of the point, resulting in a compromise between the model’s prediction and the observations (Kalnay, 2012). This radius can be tuned empirically to give the best performance in terms of error compared to observations, as can the relative weighting given to the observations and the model field values.

The proof of concept work for using the AC scheme on Mars was further developed by Lewis et al. (1996) and Lewis et al. (1997). The former tested the AC on a simplified Martian GCM, with data scarcity in mind, and obtained robust results. They also noted that the AC scheme has the advantages of being computationally inexpensive, relatively simple to implement and adjust for different observation types, and designed to handle scarcity of data. This last advantage comes from the fact that observations in the scheme have a spatiotemporal “window” of validity around their actual time and location, with their weight in the assimilation decreasing with spatiotemporal distance from their actual point of validity. This allows for the extraction of as much information as possible from each single
observation. Lewis et al. (1997) extended the study to use the full MGCM, and suggested a way to recreate the atmospheric state from temperature profiles.

After the failures of the Mars Observer and Mars Climate Orbiter missions, the successful insertion of the MGS and its TES instrument finally represented an opportunity to exploit datasets large enough to be useful for assimilation. Lewis et al. (2007) assimilated TES observations during the aerobraking phase specifically (as opposed to the scientific mapping phase), but provides a detailed overview of the assimilation process as applied to TES mapping data as well. The authors assimilated TES temperature profiles and vertically-integrated atmospheric dust opacities, and obtained robust results even with often patchy dust observations.

A high level summary of the AC process in the MGCM will be given here. Further details can be found later in Section 3.3.2 and in Lewis et al. (2007). Fig. 3.7 shows the flow of the assimilation process in the model. The AC scheme iterates between every dynamical timestep in the model; this constant updating is due to the scheme’s computational inexpensiveness. Each iteration tries to minimise the difference between the MGCM’s best guess of the atmospheric state and the observational values. Observations are inserted repeatedly, in order for the MGCM to get the full update and to allow related fields, such as winds, to balance. Inserted observations have a radius of validity in time and space: specifically, they are valid for 5 hours before their actual observation time and 1 hour after, and are given a weighting dependent on their temporal distance of their actual observation time and the current model time. Concurrently, the “correlation scale” function in space gives a larger footprint to the lower weighted observations further from the valid time, and focusses this footprint on a smaller area as the valid time approaches. These functions and their relation with $\delta t$, the time difference between the model time and the valid observation time, can be seen in Fig. 3.8. This ensures that the greatest possible amount of information can be extracted from
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sparse observations, such as data from a single orbiter. These parameters can also be tuned to minimise error.

Fig. 3.7 Flowchart representing the flow of the MGCM together with the analysis correction assimilation scheme.
Fig. 3.8 Plot representing the relative value of the correlation scale, $S$, and the time weighting function, $R$, as functions of the time difference between the model time and the valid observation time, $\delta t$. Reproduced from Lewis et al. (2007) under the STM permissions guidelines.
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Basic theory

The aim of every assimilation scheme is to minimise the errors between the assimilated model state, the nominal/“background” model state, and the observations; for variational assimilation schemes, such as the Analysis Correction scheme used in this thesis, this is done via minimisation of the “cost function”, mathematically denoted with $J$ (Kalnay, 2012). This cost function is a measure of the disagreement between the background model state $x_b$, the observations $y_o$, and the “analysis” $x_a$. This analysis is the assimilated model state, and is the variable to be solved for such that $\partial J/\partial x = 0$ (or as close to 0 as possible), in order to get the closest agreement with the true state of the atmosphere $x_t$, which is unknown. The full expression of the cost function is

$$J(x) = \frac{1}{2} (x_b - x)^T B^{-1} (x_b - x) + \frac{1}{2} (y_o - H(x))^T R^{-1} (y_o - H(x))$$

$$= J_b + J_o$$

(3.14)

where $J_b$ and $J_o$ are the cost functions for the model background state and the observations respectively; $B$ and $R$ are the background error covariances for the background model state and the observations respectively; and $H$ is the operator which transforms the observations $y_o$ from “real” space onto the grid of the background model state. The analysis state is therefore defined as

$$x_a = \text{argmin } J(x)$$

(3.15)

ie. the points at which the cost function is at its minimum. The formulation of the cost function presented in equation 3.14 relies on several simplifying assumptions. For example, it is assumed that the errors in both the model background and the observations are unbiased and uncorrelated with each other, and that the relevant model processes which are altered
behave linearly within the limit of small spatial and temporal perturbations. With the cost function specified, it must then be solved by the assimilation scheme. This is described below for the Analysis Correction scheme.

The AC assimilation process

As stated in Section 3.3.2, the basic job of the assimilation scheme is to solve the cost function so as to minimise it, thereby producing the analysis. The AC scheme uses an iterative algorithm to solve equation 3.14 for \( x \) by perturbing state \( x \) by \( \delta x \) at each iteration. This perturbation can be expressed solely in terms of the observations \( y_o \), by assuming that the difference between the model background state \( x_b \) and the iterated \( x \) is small enough to be neglected at any particular iteration; ie. \( (x_b - x) = 0 \), allowing the iterative solver to be formulated in terms of \( y_o \) alone, ignoring terms containing \( (x_b - x) \). This allows the iterative analysis equation to be expressed at iteration \( n + 1 \) as

\[
x_{n+1} = x_n + W\bar{Q}(y_o - H(x_n))
\]

(3.16)

where \( W \) is a weighting matrix incorporating the background model error covariances \( B \), the observation error covariances \( R \), and the linearised observation operator \( H \); and \( \bar{Q} \) is a normalisation matrix incorporating \( W \) and \( H \). For each iteration, the AC scheme calculates the raw increments between observation and model state \( y_o - H(x_n) \); these are then normalised to the model grid by \( \bar{Q} \), this process being one of taking into account the density of observations by ensuring that co-located observations have the effect of one observation with a correspondingly lower error; and finally spread to the model points with the weightings contained in \( W \) (Lorenc et al., 1991). The errors in model (\( B \)) and observation (\( R \)) are included within the calculation of \( W \) (see below), and are represented by the ratio of observational to model error \( \varepsilon^2 \) for each observation. This value is user defined, and allows tuning by the user of the relative weights of the observations and the model background state,
with higher $\varepsilon^2$ indicating more trust in the observations than the model and vice versa. For this thesis, a value of $\varepsilon^2 = 1$ was used for all observations, indicating equal weighting for both observations and model background.

Each model variable is analysed at each run of the AC scheme following a set sequence: surface pressure, temperature, velocity, and aerosols/chemical species (e.g. dust, water ice, water vapour). After temperature is analysed, the perturbed temperature field is balanced by increments to the thermal wind, in order to avoid sudden gravity wave activity which would rapidly restore the temperature field to its pre-analysis state (Lewis et al., 2007).

Due to the size and complexity of the model background error covariance matrix $B$, the analysis process is divided into vertical and horizontal steps, with the former performed first. The relevant vertical variable (for the purposes of this thesis, temperature) is first re-gridded to a standard set of pressure levels. The placing of these levels is adjusted to match the effective vertical resolution of the retrievals (for MCS temperatures, approximately 5 km) in order to avoid the analysis from spuriously affecting features smaller than the observational resolution (Lewis et al., 2007). Ideally, the scheme would assimilate instrument radiances directly to avoid the re-gridding processes and the effects of first retrieving observations with a different model than the MGCM used for assimilation, as has been done in terrestrial contexts (e.g. Qi and Sun, 2006). This has been shown to be possible for short periods for the martian atmosphere, but is still significantly complicated due to the need for an accurate forward model for each instrument to be included in the assimilation (Lee et al., 2011); by assimilating retrieved quantities, this process is left to be performed by retrievals experts.

The horizontal analysis is then performed for the relevant variables (for the purposes of this thesis, temperature and CDOD) with a version of equation 3.16. Here, the weighting matrix $W$ is composed the ratio of observational to model error $\varepsilon^2$, and functions for both spreading of observational increments both in space $\mu(S(\delta t))$ and weighting of observational increments time $R(\delta t)$. As can be seen in Fig. 3.8, these functions are prescribed such that
observations have their greatest weighting at the actual observed time, with the weighting declining to nothing five hours after and one hour before the observed time. This allows future observations to inform the analysis as the spacecraft moves along its orbit. Spatially, the spreading is at its lowest at the valid observed time and increases away from it. The form of these functions is based on the terrestrial AC scheme, with the specific values used tuned according to Mars-specific experiments (Lewis et al., 1997, 1996).

3.3.3 Other approaches

Aside from the AC scheme, other techniques have been proposed for martian data assimilation. Houben (1999) assimilated TES aerobraking data in a highly simplified Mars GCM using the computationally expensive 4D-Var scheme to give a good statistical fit. However, the simplicity of the model necessary for the scheme to function does not lend itself to the kind of uses provided by martian GCMs, our most advanced models for representing the martian atmosphere. In contrast, while the AC scheme provides a marginally less perfect statistical fit, it is simple enough to be easily used with an MGCM rather than requiring a highly idealised, non-representative model.

The most popular alternative to AC has been the ensemble Kalman Filter. Roughly, this approach considers all the data over a given time window, and calculates the best “path” through them, before repeating the process (Lahoz et al., 2010). In practice, this approach is almost intractable without certain simplifying assumptions. Both Kass (1999) and Zhang et al. (2001) used a steady-state Kalman Filter, effectively equivalent to the optimal interpolation approach to assimilate TES observations, showing small but limited improvements over the free-running model. Zhang et al. (2001) concluded that dust opacity was the key factor in determining the temperature field, and that therefore more realistic dust opacities and vertical profiles were essential to obtain significant improvements from assimilation. A form of this technique has been used on real TES observations by Greybush et al. (2012), yielding a
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robust assimilation with outputs including comparisons to MCS thermal tide observations (Kleinböhl et al., 2013) and polar vortex analysis (Waugh et al., 2016). This assimilation has recently been extended to include MCS observations (Greybush et al., 2019, 2017). This ensemble technique has also been used for temperature assimilation recently by Navarro (2016) and Navarro et al. (2017). One issue with this ensemble approach is that Mars’ short radiative timescale causes ensembles to rapidly converge due to solar thermal forcing. A way to tackle this is through the use of “adaptive inflation”, in which perturbations are added to ensemble members to force divergence (described in Greybush et al., 2012).

3.3.4 Mars Climate Sounder observations

For the work presented in this thesis (with the exception of the example presented in Fig. 3.6), the assimilated observations were exclusively Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) temperature retrievals and CDOD products. The MCS retrievals are described in general below, before the temperature and CDOD observations are discussed in greater detail. Lastly, the processing and filtering procedures applied to the data before assimilation are described. The MCS data used for the work in this thesis was v5.2, unless otherwise specified, and except for the period of the 2018 Global Dust Storm (see below) which was v5.3.2 due to differences in channels used for dust sensing.

Overview

MCS is a multi-channel limb sounder aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), optimised to study the vertical structure of martian atmospheric temperature and aerosols (McCleese et al., 2010, 2007). MCS has eight infrared channels between the wavelength bands 0.3-50 µm, and one broadband visible channel, with an effective vertical resolution for retrieved profiles of around 5 km (Kleinböhl et al., 2009). MCS has provided near-continuous observations of the Mars atmosphere from MRO’s orbital insertion in September 2006 to the
Fig. 3.9 Plot showing MCS coverage and data quality for the entire mission from the beginning of science observations in MY 28 to partway through MY 35. Credit: the MCS Team (personal communication). Lightly adapted by the author.

present day, covering six full martian years (MYs 29-34), part of MY 28, and all of MY 35 to date. There are some gaps in coverage due to various technical issues with the instrument and/or spacecraft, as seen in the blacked out sections in Fig. 3.9; in particular, MY 28 has long periods of “limb-staring” profiles with reduced data quality due to pointing issues with MRO (McCleese et al., 2010). The meteorological variables which have had continuous coverage throughout are temperature, dust opacity, and water ice, along with derived products such as CDOD and surface temperature. This multi-annual dataset therefore offers a wealth of information for assimilation in particular.

The MRO spacecraft is located in a sun-synchronous polar orbit, with full revolutions of the planet occurring 13 times per sol. The nature of the sun-synchronous orbit means
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that MCS measures at two fixed local times: approximately 03:00 and 15:00, resulting in 13 dayside passes and 13 nightside passes per sol. The exact local time varies seasonally and latitudinally, as can be seen in Fig. 3.10 which shows MCS observations in MY 33. The gaps in coverage in certain $L_S$ intervals show times when MCS was not measuring. The latitude bands which show fewer observations, visible on the nightside at (for example) 5° S and 40° S, are due to MCS taking blackbody calibration spectra. Similarly the curved bands of fewer observations at southern high latitudes ($L_S$=10-170° on the dayside, $L_S$=180-340° on the nightside) are due to MCS taking solar calibrations when the illumination is most favourable.

As well as the standard along-track observations, MCS also takes a small proportion of cross-track observations which measure perpendicular to the orbital trajectory; these are incorporated into the reanalysis used in this thesis, and provide a greater degree of local time coverage.
Temperature retrievals

MCS retrieves martian atmospheric temperature profiles through its measurement of infrared emission on the martian limb. Retrieved temperature profiles have an effective vertical resolution of 4-6 km with a precision of 0.5-2 K, over a typical altitude range of between 5-10 km and 80-90 km; they are reported on retrieved pressure levels measured to a 1-2% precision (Kleinböhl et al., 2009). Recent improvements in the retrieval algorithm to account for horizontal temperature gradients have resulted in a newer “2D” dataset which drops the previous assumption of spherical symmetry; this leads to differences in retrieved along-track polar temperatures of up to 10 K in polar winter (Kleinböhl et al., 2017). Details of the exact retrieval procedure and algorithms used can be found in Kleinböhl et al. (2009), Kleinböhl et al. (2011), and Kleinböhl et al. (2017).

Derived CDOD products

As a limb-sounding instrument, MCS cannot directly retrieve CDOD. MCS retrieves dust opacity profiles with an effective vertical resolution of around 5 km from a channel centred at wavenumber 463 cm\(^{-1}\), which is close to a dust absorption feature at \(\sim 22 \mu\) m (Kleinböhl et al., 2009). Dust single-scattering is taken into account in the retrieval (Kleinböhl et al., 2011). Dust opacities are reported, like temperatures, over a typical altitude range of between 5-10 km and 80-90 km; however, they usually cut off at lower altitudes of around 40-50 km. The extreme dust loading of a Global Dust Storm can raise the altitude of the reported profile (Montabone et al., 2020). As with temperatures, the newer 2D retrievals show different results than previous MCS retrievals. In particular, the southern winter pole shows reduced dust presence (Kleinböhl et al., 2017).

Using the measured dust opacity profiles, MCS also provides derived CDOD products. Unfortunately the MCS geometry and the rapid saturation of the relevant channels near the surface means that the dusty near-surface region of the atmosphere cannot be measured.
Therefore the measured profile is extrapolated both upwards and downwards to the surface, under the assumption of a well-mixed dust distribution beyond the lowest and highest reported profile opacities. Given the high opacities present in the planetary boundary layer, this means that there is likely systematic error in the MCS CDOD products. With this caveat in mind, they still represent an important source of information about CDOD on Mars, especially given the lack of high-volume nadir dust measurements since the end of TES operations. In seasonal comparisons, MCS CDOD values generally compare favourably with directly measured TES CDOD (Montabone et al., 2015). It should also be noted that surface temperature constraints on TES CDOD retrievals (Smith, 2004) mean that MCS effectively has greater dust coverage over the winter poles, making it a valuable data source for polar studies.

**Processing**

MCS temperature profiles undergo little processing before being assimilated. Unless otherwise stated, MCS temperatures are not filtered before assimilation in the simulations considered in this thesis. This is in contrast to TES temperature profiles, which extend down to the surface and are therefore generally filtered in assimilations to remove those values which fall below the CO$_2$ condensation temperature (e.g. Greybush et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2007). Chapter 6 contains a detailed discussion on the effects of filtering temperatures below the CO$_2$ condensation temperature on modelled dynamics.

CDOD products undergo greater processing and filtering before they are assimilated into the MGCM. Equatorial daytime MCS dust profiles generally have higher cutoffs than others, meaning that extrapolation to the surface under the well-mixed assumption can cause spuriously high CDOD values; the presence of water ice clouds in the tropics can also have this effect (Montabone et al., 2015). For these reasons, daytime equatorial MCS CDOD values are generally excluded from assimilation. The exception is during the 2018/MY 34
Global Dust Storm: the well-mixed assumption generally holds better during situations of high dust loading, and the lack of water ice clouds in the lower atmosphere enabled the MCS team to add dust profile information from a channel generally use for water ice retrievals (Montabone et al., 2020); this dataset is formally labelled v5.3.2. This should lead to more reliable daytime CDOD values. Therefore, for the period of the storm ($L_S=180-240^\circ$) the filtering of equatorial daytime MCS CDOD was suspended.

MCS dust retrievals and CDOD values are reported in the infrared (21.6 µm), while the MGCM uses visible opacities (600 nm) for its dust radiative transfer calculations. This requires CDOD values to be converted from the infrared to the visible before assimilation, via a scaling factor. Reported CDOD values are therefore multiplied by a standard factor of 7.3 prior to assimilation (Kleinböhl et al., 2011).

### 3.4 Analysis period and MGCM resolution used

The work presented in this thesis is based on one multi-annual reanalysis of six martian years, running from the beginning of Mars Year (MY) 29 to the end of MY 34. This run is henceforth referred to as “the reanalysis”. MY 28 data was excluded as for a large part of the year MCS was in “limb-staring” mode, leading to a drop in the quality of retrievals (McCleese et al., 2010). The MGCM was run at a spectral resolution of T42, with 50 model levels (T42xL50). In order to focus on the effects and behaviour of dust specifically, the MGCM was run without a water cycle. This also helped enable the computationally expensive and data intensive process of running and storing a six martian year reanalysis. In order to ensure a stable atmospheric state, the MGCM was first spun up for one martian year, before being run continuously for six martian years. The observations assimilated into the MGCM were MCS temperature retrievals and CDOD products, after the processing described above. The retrievals used were v5.2, retrieved using non-spherical geometry as described in Kleinböhl et al. (2017), except for during the MY 34 Global Dust Storm when
v5.3.2 was used (Montabone et al., 2020). The following three chapters describe the core results of this thesis, with further additional experiments introduced as relevant for the work done in each chapter.
Chapter 4

Surface warming during the 2018/Mars Year 34 Global Dust Storm

This chapter uses the multi-year reanalysis described in Chapter 3 to examine the effect of the MY 34 GDS on martian surface and near-surface air temperatures. First, previous observations and modelling work on how surface temperatures are affected by high dust loading are discussed. The key factors which control martian surface temperatures are presented: CDOD and surface thermal inertia. For the former, specific optical properties of dust have been shown to be critical in determining dust radiative impacts. The results from the reanalysis are then shown, and compared against various forms of surface, orbital, and telescopic observations. The results are finally discussed in the context of previous martian literature, potential caveats are stated, and conclusions are drawn regarding the role of various factors in controlling surface temperatures and the importance of GDS spatial structure in determining globally-averaged effects on temperature.

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, dust aerosol is a critical component of Mars’ atmosphere, and has long been known to have significant radiative and dynamical effects through scattering and absorption of radiation (e.g. Gierasch and Goody, 1972; Pollack et al., 1979). Global dust storms (GDS) are a spectacular example of dust-related phenomena on Mars, occurring every few martian years and covering swathes of the planet with a deep dust cloud for months at a time (e.g. Haberle, 1986; Leovy et al., 1973; Zurek, 1982; Zurek and Martin, 1993). The high atmospheric dust loading induced by these storms has been modelled to have substantial effects on the circulation (e.g. Bougher et al., 1997; Böttger et al., 2004; Haberle et al., 1982; Lewis and Read, 2003) and radiative balance (e.g. Read et al., 2016) of the atmosphere. This chapter focusses on the radiative effects of GDS at the martian surface.

The usual way to describe the degree of dust loading in the atmosphere is using optical depth (CDOD), defined as the log of the ratio of incident to transmitted intensity of a beam at a certain wavelength (Petty, 2006) and described in Chapter 3. The actual radiative effects of...
atmospheric aerosols also depend on particle radius and the specific scattering and absorption properties of the aerosol. For example, mineral dust generally has a greater scattering effect on incident solar radiation than smoke, which is compositionally different and, on Earth, generally smaller (Friedlander, 2000). Smoke primarily absorbs at visible wavelengths, lending it its characteristic dark colour; it therefore has a greater “anti-greenhouse effect”, meaning that rather than trapping infrared radiation from the surface and thereby causing net warming (like CO$_2$ gas) it absorbs incident sunlight, causing net cooling below the smoke layer. It has been famously theorised that a global-scale cloud of soot and smoke on Earth, such as that which might be caused by global nuclear warfare, would result in drastic surface cooling or “nuclear winter” (Turco et al., 1984). The key parameter describing this tendency to either scatter or absorb at particular wavelengths is the single-scattering albedo $\omega$, described in Chapter 3; this is the ratio of scattering to extinction of incident radiation at a particular wavelength. An example of the single-scattering albedo used for soot/smoke in nuclear winter simulations is 0.64 at solar wavelengths (Robock et al., 2007), meaning that 36% of incident sunlight is absorbed by the aerosol. Mineral dust has been shown to have surface radiative effects which are highly dependent on the specific $\omega$ used, with a higher $\omega$ of 0.97 causing a lesser reduction in shortwave flux at the surface than a lower $\omega$ of 0.84 (Shell and Somerville, 2007). Recent work on the properties of martian atmospheric dust, based on observations of the 2007 GDS, estimates an $\omega$ of 0.94 (Wolff et al., 2009); significantly greater than that of terrestrial soot/smoke, making it a “brighter” aerosol. This is the value used in the MGCM. Previous estimates of dust $\omega$ were around 0.89; revising this to 0.94, a change of $\sim$5%, was modelled to cause $\sim$45% decreased absorption of sunlight and corresponding increases in surface temperature of 4-5 K at high opacities (Wolff et al., 2009). Aerosol properties are therefore critical for determining aerosol radiative effects, and $\omega$ in particular has a large impact on shortwave radiative flux at the surface.
As well as the dust optical properties, the degree of dust loading itself also has significant impacts on the surface energy budget. High CDOD in a Mars GCM has been shown to decrease surface shortwave flux while increasing longwave emission to the surface, with a net reduction in surface flux of $\sim 70 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ as averaged over a martian year for the scenario of a CDOD 5 dust cloud covering the planet for a whole orbital cycle (Read et al., 2016), though it should be noted that observed GDS have tended to encircle all longitudes of Mars but not reach all latitudes (e.g. Montabone et al., 2015, 2020), and have not been observed to last for entire martian years, making these unrealistic assumptions. In situ observations of the 2018 GDS from the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) in Gale Crater showed substantial dayside surface and near-surface air cooling due to the reduction in shortwave flux, but also a nightside warming effect (Guzewich et al., 2019); this latter was due to enhanced longwave emission and backscattering as a result of the increased aerosol, which consequently led to higher atmospheric temperatures (Martínez et al., 2017). Orbital measurements confirm this; for example, TES surface temperature retrievals during the 2001 GDS showed peak nightside surface warming and dayside surface cooling of $\sim 20 \text{ K}$ in both cases (Smith, 2004). These and other observations are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.3.

In addition to atmospheric dust, surface properties have also been shown to be key in controlling surface temperatures and near-surface air temperatures (henceforth “air temperatures” in this chapter). The surface thermal inertia describes the temperature response of the surface to incident energy flux, and is especially important on Mars given the low atmospheric density (and hence low atmospheric thermal inertia) and lack of oceans to act as heat reservoirs. Materials with low thermal inertia, such as loosely aggregated dust, heat and cool rapidly, while materials with high thermal inertia (like bedrock) stay relatively warm at night and cool in the day. Ground temperatures at the MSL site, for example, are driven mostly by the local thermal inertia, with lower thermal inertia regions resulting in more extreme minimum and maximum ground temperatures and vice-versa (Martínez et al., 2017).
These lower nightside and higher dayside temperatures at low thermal inertia regions are due to increased radiative heating on the dayside and rapid radiative cooling on the nightside, as infrared radiation is emitted back into space.

This chapter uses the reanalysis described in Chapter 3 to investigate how the 2018 (MY 34) GDS affected surface and air temperatures, via its modification of the radiative budget. As stated above, previous modelling work on the surface energy budget during GDS events has used unrealistic dust loading assumptions and not investigated surface temperatures themselves. Observations from orbital and in situ instruments, meanwhile, indicate that nightside warming caused by GDS can be close to or as great as dayside cooling. However, orbital retrievals to date have been limited in their local time coverage (TES only observed at two martian local times), while in situ instruments give full local time coverage but only at a very specific location but not global coverage. The reanalysis therefore provides an opportunity to combine MCS observations of the 2018 GDS, themselves limited in local time coverage but with global extent, with an MGCM able to provide output at any local time required. With this method, true diurnal average changes can be reported, and any spatial heterogeneity in surface and air temperature changes can be investigated.

The results in this chapter focus on the specific period $L_S=200-220^\circ$ of MY 34, the height of the MY 34 GDS, and compare this with the same period in MY 30, a relatively quiet year in terms of dust loading. As well as the multi-year reanalysis used for all the work in this thesis, this chapter also contains comparisons with additional MGCM runs. One was a pre-existing reanalysis of TES data for MY 25, over the period of the MY 25 GDS (Holmes et al., 2019a); again, the period $L_S=200-220^\circ$ was used as there was a remarkable similarity in the temporal and spatial structure of the MY 25 and MY 34 GDS (Kass et al., 2019). The others were free-running MGCM simulations with prescribed temporally and spatially uniform CDOD distributions covering the approximate temporal and spatial extent of the MY 34 GDS ($L_S=185-230^\circ$, 60° S - 40° N). 15 of these free-running simulations were performed,
each with a different uniform CDOD distribution ranging from 1-15 (as normalised to 610 Pa).

### 4.2 Results

Throughout this chapter, dayside/daytime refers to a local time of 15:00, while nightside/nighttime refers to a local time of 03:00; these local times were chosen to match MCS observations. Differences henceforth are in relation to MY 30 of the reanalysis, so that “cooling” means cooling relative to the same period in MY 30. “Global averages”, when they are used, are weighted according to area (see Chapter 3).

Mars’ dayside surface underwent cooling up to 39 K, with a global average cooling of 14 K, due to dust-induced blocking of incident solar radiation. The areas with the greatest cooling included Chryse, northern Hellas, Argyre, Isidis, and Amazonis (Fig. 4.1.b). These are all low elevation regions, and corresponded to locations of high CDOD (Fig. 4.2.a) relative to the non-GDS case (Fig. 4.2.f). There was a statistically significant anti-correlation of $r = -0.54$ between CDOD and dayside surface temperature difference in the reanalysis.

Mars’ extreme topographic variation means topographic lows have a greater column opacity at the surface than highs, pressure-normalised opacities (CDOD at 610 Pa) being equal. Low topography regions therefore tend to have higher CDOD. During the GDS this therefore resulted in greater cooling over low topography, of up to 39 K, and less cooling over high topography, such as the southern highlands and the Tharsis plateau, of 5 K and below. Note that maximum warming/cooling values are likely to be functions of MGCM resolution, as higher resolutions enable expression of greater and lower surface thermal inertia values and surface topography. For example, a coarse model grid square with a certain thermal inertia may at a higher resolution consist of several grid squares with higher and/or lower thermal inertia values than the value of the coarse grid square; at coarser resolutions, such local variabilities are averaged out.
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Fig. 4.1 (Left) surface temperature and (right) air temperature difference between MY 34 and MY 30 for the period $L_S = 200-220^\circ$; (top) diurnally averaged, (middle) at 15:00 (dayside), and (bottom) at 03:00 (nightside). Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).
Mars’ nightside surface underwent warming of comparable magnitude to the dayside cooling (Fig. 4.1.c), due to the effect of increased backscattering of longwave emission from the surface. This warming had a maximum magnitude of 42 K, with a globally averaged warming of 13 K. Nightside warming did not correlate as well with CDOD as dayside cooling, with a calculated $r = 0.37$ between CDOD and nightside surface temperature difference in the reanalysis. This is because the dominant radiative process during the clear-case martian night is surface cooling via emission of longwave radiation: highly efficient in Mars’ thin, low thermal inertia atmosphere. This cooling rate is controlled by surface thermal inertia, rather than daytime solar (shortwave) insolation. Therefore, the locations of greatest relative night-time warming caused by enhanced longwave backscattering were determined by surface thermal inertia rather than by CDOD; there was a calculated high anti-correlation between surface thermal inertia and nightside surface temperature difference ($r = -0.68$).

The warming was greatest at the high-topography regions of Tharsis and Elysium Mons, but also over the low-elevation Amazonis and Arabia regions. What these regions all had in common was low thermal inertia (Fig. 4.2.b), which indicates the presence of finer material on the surface.

In a globally-averaged sense, the 13 K nightside warming was almost enough to completely cancel out the 14 K dayside cooling; however, as the two were controlled by independent factors – thermal inertia and CDOD, respectively – the diurnally-averaged effect was not one of exact cancellation. Instead, there was strong spatial heterogeneity in surface temperature difference. Isidis and the southern highlands showed a rough cancellation, but most regions covered by the GDS did not (Fig. 4.1.a). While there was a net 5 K cooling over Chryse, a greater effect was a net warming up to 19 K over Amazonis, the low thermal inertia regions between approximately 160° E - 50° W and 15° S - 40° N (Amazonis/Tharsis/Elysium), between 0° E - 50° W and 10° S - 40° N (Arabia Terra), and Elysium Mons (Fig. 4.2.b). The globally-averaged effect of the MY 34 GDS was therefore a diurnally-
Fig. 4.2 As averaged over $L_S=200-220^\circ$: (top left) CDOD in MY 34; (top right) surface thermal inertia map in the MGCM; (middle left) diurnally-averaged total surface radiative flux difference between MY 34 and MY 30; (middle right) difference in CDOD between MY 34 and MY 25; (bottom left) CDOD in MY 25; (bottom right) CDOD in MY 30. Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).
Fig. 4.3 (Left) surface temperature and (right) air temperature differences relative to MY 30, globally averaged (and area-weighted) over the period $L_S=200-220^\circ$ for a range of CDOD at 610 Pa. Presented are diurnal averages (black), dayside (15:00) values (red), and nightside (03:00) values (blue). The MY 34 GDS in the reanalysis is marked with a cross; the MY 25 GDS is marked with a three-pointed star. CDOD at 610 Pa are also at the relevant local times, and are averaged between latitudes 60° S to 40° N. Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).

Averaged increase in surface temperatures, due to this strong nightside warming. This was despite a decrease in the diurnal average surface radiative flux of 10-50 W m$^{-2}$ over most of the planet’s surface (Fig. 4.2.c), suggesting that the diurnal distribution of surface radiative flux was at least as important as the magnitude of the diurnally-averaged surface radiative flux in controlling diurnally-averaged surface temperatures.

Globally- and diurnally-averaged air temperatures displayed a 5.3 K increase during the MY 34 GDS. Nightside air temperature warming closely tracked surface temperature warming in being greatest over low thermal inertia regions (Fig. 4.1.e,f); the maximum nightside warming was 37 K. This is because Mars’ air temperatures are mostly controlled by surface temperatures. As the nightside surface is warmer during the GDS, so too is the
nightside near-surface air. Less expected was the dayside near-surface warming over some regions, where the surface is cooler (Fig. 4.1.d). This dayside air warming reached up to 31 K over the highest parts of Tharsis. The pattern of dayside air warming mostly fell within a latitude band between 10° N and 30° S, corresponding to areas which saw the least dayside surface cooling. This was due to the coupling together of surface temperatures and air temperatures caused by dramatically increased absorption of both shortwave and longwave radiation in the atmosphere, a result of the increased dust presence. Another way of putting this is that the increased absorption from dust effectively mimicked the effect of a denser atmosphere. Mars’ thin atmosphere enables rapid heat transport away from the surface by convection in non-GDS conditions, creating a high surface-air temperature contrast; the GDS changed this and inhibited surface convection. The GDS-induced surface-air temperature coupling, together with the reduced shortwave flux on the surface, significantly reduced the surface-air temperature gradient (see Fig. 4.4.e,f). Therefore, despite the cooling in dayside surface temperatures, the decreased surface-air temperature gradient meant that dayside air temperatures could be up to 12 K (30 K over Tharsis) higher than in the clear-case. If GDS surface temperatures were higher than non-GDS air temperatures, therefore, then so were GDS air temperatures.

A range of CDOD (normalised to 610 Pa) were tested to explore the impact of greater dust loadings (over the same latitudinal extent and season as the MY 34 GDS) on surface temperatures and air temperatures (Fig. 4.3.a,b). Increasing CDOD resulted in increased nightside warming and dayside cooling (Fig. 4.3.a). However, for CDOD higher than 10 the nightside warming magnitude plateaued, remaining constant at ~25 K due to longwave backscattering reaching its maximum efficiency. By contrast, the dayside cooling magnitude continued to increase with CDOD, albeit at a decreasing rate. This exponential-like decay follows from the definition of optical depth as the log of the ratio of incident to transmitted flux. The result was global surface warming for CDOD between 1 and 11, peaking at 3.9 K.
for CDOD 3-4; this range includes the MY 34 GDS, which had an average CDOD in the latitude range 60° S to 40° N of ∼4. For CDOD >11 the continued increase in dayside cooling coupled with the stagnant nightside warming resulted in net global cooling, reaching 1.8 K for CDOD 15.

Globally averaged air temperatures showed a similar pattern to surface temperatures, albeit typically warmer by ∼ 6 K (Fig. 4.3.b). Nightside air temperatures exhibited the same plateau as nightside surface temperatures, due to the close coupling between the two described above. Dayside air temperature warming peaked at 4 K at CDOD 2, which was apparently sufficient to reduce the surface-air temperature gradient, coupling surface temperatures and air temperatures and thus causing warming, but sufficiently low that the warming was not outweighed by surface cooling. The diurnally-averaged effect was a globally-averaged increase in air temperatures for across the entire range of CDOD 1-15, peaking with a 8.5 K warming at CDOD 5.

Surface temperature and air temperature variation over the course of an average sol (Fig. 4.4) was examined at a low thermal inertia (10° N, 30° E) location and a high thermal inertia (5° N, 100° E) location. These locations were chosen as they had near-identical GDS-induced radiative flux differences, allowing for a fair comparison of the effects of thermal inertia specifically. The differences in the diurnal surface temperature cycle (Fig. 4.4.a,b) for the clear case can be seen in the substantially greater surface temperature variation at the low thermal inertia region, especially the much colder nightside temperatures from more efficient radiative cooling. The minimum surface temperature rose 18 K (from 195 K to 213 K) in the high thermal inertia region, and 40 K (from 156 K to 196 K) in the low thermal inertia region. Dayside cooling magnitudes were more similar, with maximum surface temperature falling 27 K (from 284 K to 257 K) in the high thermal inertia region and falling 26 K (from 301 K to 275 K) in the low thermal inertia region. This very similar reduction in dayside surface temperatures follows from the (deliberately chosen) close similarity in surface radiative
flux change between the two regions. This is therefore further support for the idea that the magnitude of dayside cooling depends on CDOD and reduced shortwave flux rather than surface properties. The overall effect of CDOD values above 2 was to reduce the diurnal amplitude of both surface temperatures and air temperatures, by nightside warming and dayside cooling, and to reduce the surface-air temperature gradient, by the coupling mechanism described above. For CDOD 15, the diurnal surface temperature variation decreased from 89 K to 5 K in the high thermal inertia location and from 145 K to 17 K in the low thermal inertia region, representing an almost complete absence of diurnal variability.

Finally, a major effect of high CDOD was to dramatically decrease the surface-air temperature difference on the dayside (Fig. 4.4.e,f). For MY 34, the peak surface-air temperature contrast was 11 K and 21 K for the high thermal inertia and low thermal inertia locations respectively, compared to 40 K and 55 K for MY 30. The nightside surface-air peak temperature contrast was also reduced from 10 K to 4 K (high thermal inertia) and from 21 K to 11 K (low thermal inertia), coupling nightside air temperatures even more tightly to nightside surface temperatures.

4.3 Comparison against observations

Given the novel nature of the results presented, which show a globally-averaged surface warming during the MY 34 GDS, it is important to compare the reanalysis to observational datasets. Fortunately, there are a number available both for the MY 34 GDS itself and previous GDS. The first and most pertinent comparison to make is against retrieved surface temperatures from MCS itself, for both MY 30 and MY 34, which provides a global dataset for the same years investigated with the reanalysis. Another orbital dataset is from TES, which provides observations of the MY 25 GDS; while a different storm, it had a remarkably similar seasonal start time and spatial extent to the MY 34 event (Kass et al., 2019). Older orbital observations during a GDS are available from Mariner 9, though not as extensive as
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Fig. 4.4 The diurnal cycle in (top) surface temperature, (middle) air temperature, and (bottom) surface-air temperature contrast as averaged between $L_S=200-220^\circ$ for (left) a high thermal inertia region and (right) a low thermal inertia region. Diurnal cycles are presented for a range of CDOD and for MY 25, MY 30, and MY 34. Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).
those from TES and MCS. Direct temperature measurements from rovers and landers are also available for the MY 34 GDS and Viking-era storms, though with the caveat that the comparison in this case is between point-source measurements and a much coarser model grid. Lastly, there are some ground-based telescopic temperature measurements from radio occultations for the MY 25 GDS.

MCS surface temperature retrievals from MY 30 and MY 34 provide the most relevant source for comparison, given that they were retrieved from the same instrument as that responsible for the data assimilated into the reanalysis. As averaged over $L_S$=200-220° (bearing in mind the local time constraints of MCS’ orbit; see Chapter 3), the retrievals showed a globally averaged net surface temperature decrease of 2.1 K, compared to a decrease of 0.9 K from the MY 34 reanalysis using the same local times. Nightside warming agreed very well with the reanalysis on both spatial morphology, with the greatest warming occurring over low thermal inertia regions (Fig. 4.5), and in globally averaged value, with warming of 11.2 K and 9.1 K for the retrievals and reanalysis respectively. Note that data in Fig. 4.5 is presented with a seasonal CO$_2$ cap mask applied as any variation in MCS surface temperatures over CO$_2$ ice is most likely spurious, as this surface ice should have a constant surface temperature. Streeter et al. (2020) provide further justification for this mask in Supplementary Text S5, which addresses some of the issues with retrieving surface temperatures over the seasonal ice caps.

Dayside cooling showed greater disagreement, with globally averaged cooling of 15.2 K and 11 K in the retrievals and reanalysis respectively, as well as some disagreement in spatial distribution (Fig. 4.5.c,d). Close agreement was found between the retrievals and the reanalysis, reflected in a high magnitude of cooling over Chryse and Hellas, but the retrievals also showed high (30+ K) cooling over the southern highlands and Amazonis/Elysium Planitia not seen in the reanalysis. There are a number of possible explanations. Error in CDOD is possible, especially given the high values involved (Montabone et al., 2015). However the
Fig. 4.5 Difference in surface temperatures averaged over $L_S=200-220^\circ$ between MY 34 and MY 30 in (left) MCS surface temperature retrievals and (right) the reanalysis for (top) the diurnal average as calculated from dayside (15:00) and nightside (03:00) only; (middle) the dayside (15:00); (bottom) the nightside (03:00). Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).
results would imply greater CDOD (as inferred from the surface temperature retrievals) for the dayside, but also smaller CDOD on the nightside; this would require a greater diurnal dust variation than seen in the reanalysis. Another explanation is $\omega$ differences; the observed difference is greater than caused by the uncertainty in the MGCM $\omega$ values calculated by Wolff et al. (2009) (Fig. 4.6), but a 5% difference in $\omega$ would be sufficient to cause dayside surface temperature differences of $>$10 K under GDS-scale dust loading (Fig. 4.7). To cause additional cooling specifically, $\omega$ would have to be in the “dark” part of the observed $\omega$ dichotomy on Mars, contradicting values derived from the 2007 GDS (Wolff et al., 2009). Additionally, the pattern of extra cooling from lower $\omega$ follows locations of greatest CDOD (Fig. 4.7), and thus does not replicate the cooling pattern in the retrievals; invoking $\omega$ would therefore require heterogeneity of $\omega$ in the global dust population. Another possibility is that the MGCM’s particle size scheme (described in Chapter 3) under/overestimates particle sizes in particular areas, as with greater lifting occurring during a GDS the particle size structure could be far more heterogeneous than usual (Kahre et al., 2008); indeed, MSL measured unprecedented lofted dust particle sizes of up to 4 µm during the MY 34 GDS (Lemmon et al., 2019).

Surface albedo changes induced by the GDS could also play a role: large-scale albedo brightening from dust deposition would cause surface cooling by increasing shortwave reflectivity (e.g. Fonseca et al., 2018), and if surface deposition was thin enough this would not necessarily alter thermal inertia significantly, explaining the good reanalysis-retrieval agreement in nightside surface temperatures. Finally, there is the question of more systematic and not necessarily GDS-induced disagreement. While the reanalysis and retrieval nightside surface temperatures show very good agreement, there is a systematic dayside bias even in MY 30, a very clear year, of 12 K (Fig. 4.8.c,d), going up to 18 K for MY 34 (Fig. 4.9.c,d). This suggests that the dayside surface temperature disagreement is a broader issue not necessarily solely linked to the GDS. Further work is needed to investigate this bias;
Fig. 4.6 Difference between dayside (15:00) surface temperatures averaged over $L_S=200-220^\circ$ in MY 34 of the reanalysis between (top) a run with $\omega = 0.937$ (ie. 0.94 - 0.3%) and a run with $\omega = 0.94$ and (bottom) a run with $\omega = 0.943$ (ie. 0.94 + 0.3%) and a run with $\omega = 0.94$. Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).
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Fig. 4.7 Difference between dayside (15:00) surface temperatures averaged over $L_S=200-220^\circ$ in MY 34 of the reanalysis between a run with $\omega = 0.94$ and a run with $\omega = 0.89$ (ie. 0.94 - 5%). Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).

this may result from MCS limb pointing being affected by topography and affecting surface retrievals.

Overall, the net surface temperature change showed good morphological agreement with the reanalysis: average warming was seen over low thermal inertia regions, average cooling elsewhere. One result of the greater cooling in the retrievals is that the net surface temperature change map shows fewer white regions representing little or no surface temperature change; boundaries between areas of net warming/cooling are sharper, showing the important effect of surface thermal inertia on the surface temperature response.

TES surface temperature retrievals from the MY 25 (2001) GDS are another source for comparison, particularly given the observed similarities between the MY 25 and MY 34 GDS (Kass et al., 2019). Globally-averaged surface temperature retrievals for the MY 25 GDS at $L_S=210^\circ$ showed a peak dayside cooling of 23 K and a peak nightside warming of 18 K, corresponding to a net decrease of 2.5 K (Smith, 2004). Analysis of the MY 25 reanalysis showed (this can be seen in Fig. 4.3), for the same time period, a dayside cooling of 21 K and a nightside warming of 16 K, also corresponding to a net decrease of 2.5 K (note
Fig. 4.8 Surface temperatures averaged over $L_S=200-220^\circ$ in MY 30 for (left) MCS surface temperature retrievals and (right) the reanalysis for (top) the diurnal average as calculated from dayside (15:00) and nightside (03:00) only; (middle) the dayside (15:00), and (bottom) the nightside (03:00). Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).
Fig. 4.9 Surface temperatures averaged over $L_S=200-220^\circ$ in MY 34 for (left) MCS surface temperature retrievals and (right) the reanalysis for (top) the diurnal average as calculated from dayside (15:00) and nightside (03:00) only; (middle) the dayside (15:00), and (bottom) the nightside (03:00). Adapted from Streeter et al. (2020).
that while nightside surface temperatures from the MY 25 reanalysis agree well with TES retrievals, there is a systematic $\sim 10$ K disagreement with dayside surface temperatures; while the absolute temperature values disagree, the relative coolings due to the GDS agree well). Averaged over all local times, the reanalysis showed an average surface temperature change of 0 K.

Radio telescope observations of the 2001 GDS found a globally-averaged daytime surface brightness temperature decrease of $\sim 20$ K (Gurwell et al., 2005); consistent with the surface temperature cooling in this study (Fig. 4.3.a) and TES observations (Smith, 2004). Hanel et al. (1972) used IR spectroscopy from the Mariner 9 orbiter to examine surface temperatures during and after the 1971-72 GDS; the results support broad dayside cooling and nightside warming, but it is difficult to draw any strong or quantitative conclusions given the limited coverage.

The MSL dataset offers a chance for comparison with in-situ surface temperature measurements of the MY 34 GDS. Guzewich et al. (2019) showed, over $L_S=195-205^\circ$, a maximum/minimum surface temperature decrease/increase of 22.8 K/15.1 K, corresponding to a net 3.8 K decrease. The MGCM at the resolution used in this study cannot explicitly resolve Gale Crater, so an analogue location at the same latitude (-37.5° E, 5.625° S) was chosen, based on similarity in latitude (and hence solar insolation), topographic elevation (and hence surface pressure), and CDOD. The thermal inertia at this location was 294 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$, compared to the highest published Gale value of 452 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$, and the average CDOD was 5.3, compared to the MSL-measured 5.5. The maximum and minimum surface temperature decrease and increase in the reanalysis was 23.4 K and 20 K respectively, corresponding to a net 1.7 K decrease. Dayside cooling agreed well with the reanalysis, but the MGCM appeared to overestimate nightside warming. This is likely due to a lower model thermal inertia than that at MSL, which at the time was the high thermal inertia Vera Rubin Ridge (Edwards et al., 2018), and any local topographic effects not resolved by the MGCM. Dayside
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Fig. 4.10 Surface temperatures and CDOD in MY 34 for MSL surface temperature measurements and the reanalysis at -37.5° E, 5.625° S. From Streeter et al. (2020).

Surface temperatures also started diverging after $L_5 \sim 210°$ (Fig. 4.10), most likely due to albedo increases from dust deposition causing surface cooling (Fonseca et al., 2018); the MGCM uses a static albedo map (except for variations due to CO$_2$ ice coverage), and is therefore not able to incorporate albedo changes from dust redistribution. It should finally be noted that the MGCM’s $\sim 250$ km footprint makes meaningful comparison with a point source like MSL difficult; a mesoscale model could offer a better comparison.

Another in situ source is Viking Lander 1 (VL1), which recorded meteorological data from two major storms (Ryan and Henry, 1979); in both cases, max/min air temperatures at $\sim 1.3$ m altitude rapidly decreased/increased by $\sim 16$ K/$\sim 12$ K, decreasing on average. Qualitatively, given VL1’s relatively high thermal inertia location, this matches expectations;
however, without better knowledge of the CDOD of the 1978-79 GDS a more rigorous comparison is not possible.

### 4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

The MY 34/2018 GDS decreased dayside and increased nightside surface temperatures, resulting in a reduced diurnal variability in surface temperatures. Surprisingly, the diurnally-averaged result was a robust and significant net warming over much of the planet. This warming correlated extremely closely with low thermal inertia regions, which in clear conditions experience rapid nightside cooling; these regions warmed even as diurnally-averaged total surface flux decreased, due to significant nightside warming from longwave backscattering, which caused nightside surface temperature increases sufficient to outweigh the dayside cooling. Over regions of higher thermal inertia, diurnally-averaged surface temperatures decreased or remained roughly constant.

The high dust loading of the MY 34 GDS reduced daytime solar radiative flux onto the surface and increased backscattering of infrared radiation back onto the surface, minimising the importance of surface thermal inertia in controlling surface temperatures and reducing the amplitude of the diurnal temperature cycle. Under normal, non-GDS conditions the strong effect of CDOD on blocking incident solar radiation makes CDOD the dominant factor in controlling dayside surface temperatures (aside from direct solar insolation due to latitude and season), when solar radiative flux is high. At non-GDS night by contrast, the dominant factor becomes the surface thermal inertia, which controls the cooling rate of the surface. Diurnally averaged surface temperature changes from the GDS therefore showed the greatest correlation with surface thermal inertia: regions of low thermal inertia underwent average warming and vice-versa, reducing the usual heterogeneity in nightside surface temperatures caused by the heterogeneity in thermal inertia. By contrast, CDOD over a region showed low correlation with the sign of the surface temperature change, showing the importance of
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GDS spatial structure in CDOD (this CDOD structure being visible in Figs. 4.2.a,e). These correlation coefficients can be seen in Fig. 4.11.

Near-surface air temperatures also showed substantial alteration, driven by the surface temperature changes and the reduced surface-air temperature gradient. Even in the clear-case, heat transport in Mars’ atmosphere is dominated by radiation (Barnes et al., 2017; Wolff et al., 2017). Increased dust loading strongly coupled air temperatures to surface temperatures by dramatically increasing radiative absorption (both shortwave and longwave, including of surface emission) in the bottom layers of the atmosphere while reducing shortwave radiative flux at the surface. This resulted in increased air temperatures at night and even on the dayside for regions where GDS-case surface temperatures surpassed clear near-surface air temperatures, ie. where the clear-case surface-air temperature contrast is greatest under non-GDS conditions.

Interestingly, the MY 34 reanalysis showed less surface warming than the free-running simulation with the same globally-averaged CDOD (Fig. 4.3.a); however, MY 34 surface cooling matched the free runs very well. This can be explained in terms of GDS geographical structure. The MY 34 GDS was not spatially homogenous; the highest CDOD was over high thermal inertia regions (Fig. 4.2.a,b), where the nightside warming effect is least. The MY 25 reanalysis, on the other hand, agreed well with the free runs on nightside warming but had stronger dayside cooling. Again, the explanation is geographical: the MY 25 GDS, as represented in the reanalysis (Fig. 4.2.d,e), had a greater latitudinal extent than the MY 34 GDS, with CDOD > 1 between 77° S to 66° N versus 69° S to 47° N. This extra area generally had a high thermal inertia, and therefore contributed a net cooling effect to the global average. Note that TES had latitudinal limitations in valid CDOD retrievals, due to low surface temperatures and surface-air temperature contrasts in the polar regions affecting the instrument signal-to-noise ratio and retrieval quality (see Montabone et al., 2015), and so the MY 25 reanalysis used is constructed from spatially-kriged observations (described in...
Fig. 4.11 (Top) CDOD values in MY 34 and surface temperature difference (MY 34 - MY 30) values, with Pearson correlation coefficient displayed. (Bottom) surface thermal inertia values and surface temperature difference (MY 34 - MY 30) values, with Pearson correlation coefficient displayed. For both plots, all values are from the reanalysis, from the latitude range 60° S to 40° N.
Montabone et al., 2015); different GDS decay rates could also potentially affect comparisons. The general conclusion holds, however, that GDS spatial structure is important for its overall radiative effects: specifically, the magnitude of dust loading over low vs high thermal inertia areas determines the net surface temperature and air temperature impacts. The MY 34 GDS also showed noticeable diurnal variation in CDOD (Fig. 4.3), which comes directly from the variation seen in MCS CDOD products (Kleinböhl et al., 2020); this resulted in slightly higher dayside cooling/lower dayside warming than in the diurnally uniform CDOD case. The extent to which this is intrinsic variability and not an artefact of MCS dust profile truncation is currently unclear (Montabone et al., 2020).

One general caveat is that the MGCM uses an almost static thermal inertia map, with seasonal variations coming solely from changes in surface coverage of CO$_2$ ice; surface thermal inertia has been shown to vary seasonally by up to 200 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$, and to show day-night variability (Putzig and Mellon, 2007). GDS have also been shown to cause lasting alteration of albedo and surface thermal inertia via dust redistribution over the planet (Fenton et al., 2007; Szwast et al., 2006). That said, seasonal thermal inertia variations are very small over low thermal inertia regions, suggesting that net warming over these areas is indeed a robust phenomenon. Nightside surface temperatures in the MY 34 reanalysis also agreed very well with MCS surface temperature retrievals, suggesting good representation of thermal inertia in the MGCM. As noted above though, surface albedo changes may affect representation of dayside surface temperatures. More generally, there appear to be systematic biases between retrieved surface temperatures from both MCS and TES, even in non-GDS conditions.

Finally, the nightside warming was more persistent in time than the dayside cooling, which mostly affected peak dayside temperatures. This makes sense from a physical perspective; dayside cooling was highly dependent on local time due to the dependence of incident surface solar radiative flux on local time, while nightside warming (relative to MY 30) was more
uniform due to its dependence on diurnally-constant surface thermal inertia. The result was that the warming had an outsized impact on diurnally-averaged temperature changes, with more warming in a true diurnal average than in net changes calculated from just two local times. Future retrievals from the instruments aboard the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter, which measures over varying local times, should provide a better understanding of this diurnal cycle. Simulations with varying CDOD suggest that a global surface cooling for a GDS with the same latitudinal extent as the MY 34 event would require a storm opacity of greater than 11; the actual threshold, however, would depend significantly on the storm’s geographical structure. The vertical distribution of dust, via mediation of atmospheric radiation, may also have an impact.
Chapter 5

Dust lifting, deposition, and net transport

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, understanding Mars’ dust cycle has long been a major topic of research. Martian dust activity occurs at a multitude of scales, from the very local such as dust devils, to the global - the phenomenon of the Global Dust Storm. Given its prevalence and the planet’s aridity and thin atmosphere, atmospheric dust is the most important substance influencing the meteorology and climate in the present era. This importance has been reflected in the scientific literature; from the early telescopic observations of transient “yellow clouds” - now known to be dust storms - to the multiple modelling, orbital, and ground-based studies of the most recent GDS in 2018.

This chapter aims to provide a characterisation and better understanding of the martian dust cycle with the aid of the MGCM, via the assimilation of six martian years’ worth of temperature and dust retrievals from the Mars Climate Sounder. There have been numerous efforts to model the dust cycle, which have led to greater understanding of its seasonality and the roles played by different dust-lofting mechanisms. Likewise, there have been many
observational studies of martian dust events: their locations, seasonal distribution, and lifecycles.

The work presented in this chapter contributes a novel addition to the field in a number of ways. This is the first study that uses data assimilation, and its subsequently altered representation of atmospheric dynamics, to calculate lifted dust mass flux. Published lifting modelling studies to date have used free-running models (e.g. Basu et al., 2004, 2006; Chapman, 2018; Kahre et al., 2008, 2015, 2006, 2005, 2013; Mulholland, 2012; Mulholland et al., 2013, 2015; Newman et al., 2002a,b), which may not fully represent dynamical features important for dust lifting, such as sublimation flow, baroclinic wave activity, and low-level jets. Montabone et al. (2005) assimilated temperature and dust data from TES to calculate wind stress near the surface; this is a necessary initial part of the dust lifting calculation process but not sufficient to characterise lifting locations. The work in this chapter assimilates temperature and dust observations, both of which have significant impacts on modelled dynamics, to directly calculate lifting.

Secondly, thanks to the availability of multiple years of MCS observations, the work presented here shows calculations of dust lifting for six consecutive martian years (MYs 29-34), including one (MY 34) with a GDS. This affords an opportunity to examine how variable dust lifting is on a multi-annual basis, both for “normal” years and for the special case of a GDS.

Finally, the work described in this chapter also incorporates analysis of dust deposition onto the surface to investigate the sources and sinks of dust on Mars. This work provides a novel approach by incorporating deposition based on assimilated MCS-derived column dust optical depth (CDOD). This allows for comparison of lifting, as calculated from the model dynamics, with observationally-based deposition, thus combining modelling and retrievals to try to obtain the most comprehensive understanding of net surface dust transport.
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There are some caveats which must be mentioned. While the MGCM has a dust devil lifting parameterisation, this is not used in the work presented here - the focus is on lifting by near-surface wind stress (NSWS). Dust devil lifting is an important contributor to the dust cycle, particularly during the aphelion season (see below) when it helps to maintain the constant background haze (Fenton et al., 2016); it is not though responsible for dust storms (e.g. Basu et al., 2004; Kahre et al., 2006, 2005; Newman et al., 2002a,b). For the sake of simplicity this work focusses on NSWS lifting and dust storms; the assimilated CDOD field implicitly includes dust devil lifting. Secondly, the lifting calculations performed are offline (see Methods below for more detail). This means that the modelled dust cycle is not inherently conservative of dust mass. For the purposes of comparing lifting and deposition, this is addressed in Section 5.3.3.

Finally, modelled dust lifting in MGCMs is a parameterised process which is dependent on the resolution at which the MGCM is run, both spatially and vertically (Chapman, 2018). Higher spatial resolution, in particular, results in greater calculated lifting due to better representation of topography and therefore slope winds (Chapman, 2018). Modelled atmospheric dynamics have also been shown to display some resolution dependence (Toigo et al., 2012). Ideally, all runs would be at the resolution of the dust lifting processes themselves, which are on the order of centimetres to metres, which is not possible with current Mars global climate models. The highest resolution the MGCM can be run at is a spectral resolution of T127; time and disk space considerations make this impractical, especially given the multi-annual nature of the work in this chapter. To reflect this, the phrase “large-scale” is often used throughout this chapter in relation to dust lifting and atmospheric dynamics. This is intended to reflect the fact that the MGCM grid boxes have sizes on the order of 100 km, and thus are unable to capture smaller-scale lifting, which may be significant for dust storms: events that can rapidly grow to MGCM scale from potentially subgrid origins. The work presented here does not purport to characterise every scale of the
martian dust cycle, but rather to provide a comprehensive overview of the most important lifting and deposition processes occurring at the global scale.

For the purposes of the work in this chapter, the aphelion season/clear season (from here on, the aphelion season) is defined as $L_S = 0-180^\circ$. This is the period in which Mars, due to its orbital eccentricity, is furthest from the Sun, receiving up to 44% less solar energy than during the perihelion season (Richardson and Wilson, 2002). Average atmospheric CDOD during this period is lower than during the perihelion season. Dust lifting by NSWS lifting is at a minimum during this period, and the dust budget has been modelled to be dominated by dust devil lifting (e.g. Newman et al., 2002a,b). This being the “clear” season does not necessarily preclude large dust events and storms; MY 35 experienced a large northern hemisphere dust event (see Fig. 5.15), and dust storms are frequent at the seasonal cap edges (e.g. Wang and Fisher, 2009), and have been detected as crossing the equator from north to south (e.g. Haberle et al., 2018; Wang and Richardson, 2015; Wang et al., 2003). In an average sense, however, the aphelion season is less “dusty” with fewer storms and lower CDOD.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, it discusses NSWS dust lifting as calculated offline from assimilated MGCM dynamics. Spatial lifting maps are presented for each 30° $L_S$ period of each of the six martian years. Zonally-averaged lifting climatologies for each year are then shown, including an “average” year composed of the mean of the non-GDS years and a climatology of variation from the mean. The mechanisms behind the presented lifting are then discussed, in particular near-surface wind speeds which are also presented as both spatial maps and climatologies. For the purposes of this chapter, all fields described as “near-surface” are fields in the bottom layer of the MGCM, which has an altitude above the surface of ∼5 m. Wind speeds are further decomposed to investigate the roles of meridional and zonal winds; eddies; and tidal effects. The link between tropical dust loading and seasonal cap edge lifting is examined in closer detail. Dust deposition is then characterised using a model
variable, based on assimilated CDOD. Spatial and zonally averaged maps are presented and
interannual similarity/variability is examined.

Next, lifting and deposition are combined using the assumption of annual dust cycle
closure to investigate sources and sinks of dust. Once more, spatial and zonally averaged
maps are presented and interannual similarity/variability is examined. Finally, the special
case of the MY 34 GDS is investigated - lifting, deposition, and net sources and sinks. This
is compared to the case of MY 30, a relatively quiet martian year in terms of dust activity.
The results are summarised and discussed with comparisons to the existing literature.

5.2 Methods

For this chapter, the multi-annual reanalysis described at the end of Chapter 3 is used.
Variables from this reanalysis were used to calculated lifted dust flux, as described below,
while deposition was directly calculated in the MGCM.

5.2.1 Lifting

Lifting parameterisation

The results presented in this chapter arise from offline calculations of near-surface wind
stress dust lifting fluxes, parameterised for each MGCM gridbox. In this context, “offline”
signifies that the calculations are not performed as part of the MGCM’s physical or dynamical
calculations (“online”), but rather are done separately from the MGCM using its output fields
after the simulation has finished. This means that the calculated dust lifting fluxes are purely
diagnostic and do not affect model fields such as atmospheric dust opacity. Atmospheric
CDOD is determined by the assimilation of MCS CDOD retrievals, coupled to the MGCM’s
dust transport parametrizations. Other studies (e.g. Basu et al., 2004, 2006; Chapman, 2018;
Kahre et al., 2008, 2015, 2006, 2005, 2013; Mulholland, 2012; Mulholland et al., 2013,
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2015; Newman et al., 2002a,b) have used online model dust lifting, using the same equations but where the lifted dust becomes suspended in the atmosphere and affects the atmospheric CDOD, with the aim of replicating a self-consistent martian dust cycle that is stable over periods of several martian years. The aim of the work in this chapter is not to attempt to reproduce a self-consistent dust cycle, but to use assimilation of MCS dust and temperature data to create the best estimate of the state of Mars’ atmosphere. This should include the best estimate of large-scale wind speeds and atmospheric densities, both of which are directly invoked in the equation used to calculate dust lifting flux. In addition, this work uses an MGCM with an observationally-derived surface roughness map, rather than a fixed surface roughness value as used in previous dust lifting mass flux calculation studies (Basu et al., 2004, 2006; Chapman, 2018; Kahre et al., 2008, 2015, 2006, 2005, 2013; Mulholland, 2012; Mulholland et al., 2013, 2015; Newman et al., 2002a,b), which should better reflect actual lifting on Mars. Surface roughness is discussed later, in Section 5.2.1. The ensuing explanation of dust lifting theory follows Chapman (2018).

Lifting occurs when the friction velocity of the wind in the bottom (“near-surface”) layer of the MGCM exceeds the threshold friction velocity, \( u^* \). The friction velocity is defined as

\[
   u^* = \frac{\kappa U}{\ln(1 + z/z_0)} \quad (5.1)
\]

where \( U \) is the near-surface wind speed (the magnitude of the combined near-surface meridional and zonal wind components), \( \kappa \) is the von Kármán constant (= 0.4), \( z \) is the height (in metres) of the near-surface layer above the surface, and \( z_0 \) is the surface roughness length (in metres).

The threshold friction velocity is defined in terms of two variables: the fluid threshold, and the ratio of the impact threshold to the fluid threshold. The fluid threshold describes the minimum wind stress at which particles can be lifted from the surface directly by wind shear.
alone. The fluid threshold velocity is defined, following Mulholland (2012)'s implementation of theory in Shao and Lu (2000), as
\[
    u_{ft} = \sqrt{\frac{0.0246(\gamma \rho_p g)^{0.5}}{\rho}}
\]
(5.2)

where \( \gamma = 3 \times 10^{-4} \, \text{kg s}^{-2} \), \( \rho_p = 2500 \, \text{kg m}^{-3} \) is the density of the dust particles, \( g = 3.72 \, \text{m s}^{-2} \) is the gravitational acceleration on Mars, and \( \rho \) is the near-surface atmospheric density. However, using the fluid threshold alone to calculate dust lifting would underestimate lifting by ignoring the importance of saltation: the process by which large particles carried above the surface, while they may not be suspended in the atmosphere, can on impact with the surface cause the lifting of smaller particles which then may be suspended. This mechanism lowers the effective wind stress at which dust lifting may occur. The threshold lifting velocity is subsequently defined as
\[
    u^*_t = Q_t u_{ft}
\]
(5.3)

where \( Q_t = 0.3 \), \( Q_t \) being the ratio of the impact threshold to the fluid threshold; that is, the ratio between the threshold wind speed required to lift particles when saltation is and is not occurring, respectively. As saltation makes dust lifting more efficient, causing greater lifted mass for a given wind speed, the former will always be lower than the latter. The \( Q_t \) value for Mars is currently very poorly characterised, due to the inability to perform direct measurements on the surface. Estimates include \( \sim 0.3 \) (Claudin and Andreotti, 2006), \( \sim 0.48 \) (Almeida et al., 2008), and \( \sim 0.1 \); all significantly lower than terrestrial values of \( \sim 0.8 \) (Bagnold and Taylor, 1937) to \( \sim 0.96 \) (Almeida et al., 2008), due to Mars’ lower gravity and sparser atmosphere allowing saltating particles to achieve higher impact velocities. Attempting to characterise or validate a \( Q_t \) value is important but well beyond the scope of this thesis; as a compromise between the literature values, \( Q_t = 0.3 \) was used for this work.

The amount of lifted dust - the dust flux into the atmosphere - is defined as
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\[ F_{\text{dust}} = \alpha_N F_H \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

where \( \alpha_N = 1 \times 10^{-5} \) (as used in this chapter following Chapman (2018)) represents the efficiency of dust mass lifting, and \( F_H \) is the horizontal dust flux as derived by Mulholland (2012), defined as

\[ F_H = 0.25 \frac{\rho}{g} \left( u^* \right)^3 \left( (1 - \left( \frac{u^*}{u^*} \right)^2)(7 + 50 \left( \frac{u^*}{u^*} \right)^2) \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Equation 5.5 is an empirical equation, an approximate fit to numerical modelling results of the mass flux induced by saltation performed by Kok and Renno (2008), building on earlier experimental work showing that mass flux increases roughly cubically with \( u^* \) (e.g. Shao, 2008). \( F_H \), the horizontal dust flux, describes the degree of dust mass flux in the entire horizontal plane induced by saltation; of that flux, only a certain proportion will actually be lifted into the atmosphere, hence the presence of the tuneable parameter \( \alpha_N \).

**Impact of model resolution**

The model simulations are, as described, run at a resolution of T42xL50. Previous work shows that both spatial and vertical resolution can have an effect on modelled dust lifting flux; for both, increasing resolution results in increased lifting amounts, while for the horizontal it also results in additional lifting areas being activated (Chapman, 2018). For a detailed analysis of the impact of model resolution on dust lifting in the MGCM, see Chapman (2018).

**Impact of impact to fluid threshold ratio**

As stated previously, a value for the ratio \( Q_t = 0.3 \) was used for this work, based on estimated values in the literature for the martian environment. Some previous work using this MGCM for online dust lifting has employed notably higher \( Q_t \) values of 0.7, which was found to be
sufficiently low to provide a “reasonable” representation of dust storm activity while being high enough to prevent model crashes from dust overloading (Chapman, 2018; Mulholland, 2012). As this is an offline study, model stability and the need to maintain a self-consistent dust cycle are not necessary considerations. Therefore, literature values are used rather than previous modelling-specific values. In addition, recent experimental work suggests that Mars’ low (relative to Earth) gravity means that saltation may begin occurring at ∼20% lower fluid thresholds than on Earth (Musiolik et al., 2018). These results provide further justification for the low $Q_t$ value used here, which generally speaking causes “easier” lifting than previous modelling work.

Some brief sensitivity experiments were performed with different values of $Q_t$ (not shown here). The experiments showed that while varying $Q_t$ had a major impact on the absolute values of lifted dust mass flux, there was consistency in the locations and spatiotemporal pattern of calculated dust lifting. Given that this chapter focusses on the seasonal, spatial, and interannual patterns of dust lifting rather than the absolute values of lifted dust flux, a single value of $Q_t$ was chosen for all the following results to maintain consistency.

Using a realistic surface roughness map

The roughness length of a surface describes the distance above the surface at which the wind speed theoretically goes to zero. A higher surface roughness value therefore means a more rapid drop-off in wind speed, making it more difficult to lift dust; and vice versa for a lower roughness value. Given the barrenness of the martian surface, the surface roughness on Mars is controlled by the size, distribution, and abundance of surface rocks (Hébrard et al., 2012), meaning that areas observed from orbit to have finer dust on the surface (such as the Tharsis Plateau) have corresponding lower roughness values and vice-versa. As mentioned above, previous studies of dust lifting on Mars have often used a uniform global value of 0.01 m for
the roughness length of the martian surface (Chapman, 2018; Kahre et al., 2005; Mulholland et al., 2013; Newman et al., 2002b).

The work in this chapter uses a roughness map employed in the MGCM based on rock abundance data measured from orbit by the TES instrument (Hébrard et al., 2012), shown in Fig. 5.1. This provides far more variability than expressed in the uniform map, with values ranging from 0 to 0.02 m. The area-weighted average surface roughness length in the observationally derived map is 0.003 m, significantly lower than the 0.01 m of the uniform map. This lower average surface roughness may help explain why the lower $Q_t$ value used in this work gives comparable results to previous studies using higher $Q_t$ but uniform surface roughness maps, as described previously.

![Fig. 5.1 Observationally-derived surface roughness maps as used in the MGCM.](image-url)
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5.3.1 Lifting

Mean spatial lifting maps

This section shows dust lifting flux results for the mean of MY 29-33, displayed in increments of 30° $L_S$ in Fig. 5.2. A mean of these martian years was used to avoid overburdening the reader with separate dust lifting plots for each of the six martian years, for 12 periods of 30° $L_S$ each. MY 34 was excluded from this mean due to the presence of the GDS, which had an outsize effect on lifting and deposition; the case of the MY 34 GDS is examined in detail in Section 5.4. Dust lifting is represented as average lifted mass flux per unit area per sol during the relevant period; for simplicity, this is henceforth referred to as “dust flux”. Note that the scale bar is non-linear, and dust flux can vary by orders of magnitude between seasons.

The period $L_S=0$-$30°$ is when Mars is beginning to transition from equinox to northern spring, with a northward shift in the subsolar latitude occurring and the planet moving further from the Sun. Lifting during this period is predominantly at northern mid-high latitudes, in particular around the seasonal cap. High lifting also occurs over northern Tharsis and parts of Amazonia. There is lifting by the southern seasonal cap, but of lower magnitude and area than in the north. $L_S=30$-$60°$ represents northern spring moving into summer, as the subsolar latitude shifts further northward and the planet continues to approach aphelion. Lifting in general declines as incident solar energy is reduced, and northern seasonal cap edge lifting in particular decreases. This is due to the reduced thermal gradient at northern high latitudes, as the northern seasonal cap retreats. Correspondingly, as the southern seasonal cap grows, cap-edge lifting in the southern hemisphere intensifies: centred at Terra Sirenum, Aonia Terra, and Noachis Terra.

In the $L_S=60$-$90°$ period, Mars approaches and passes aphelion ($L_S=71°$) and reaches northern summer solstice ($L_S=90°$). Incident solar energy is at its lowest in the orbital
Fig. 5.2 Maps of dust mass lifting flux for the mean of MY 29-33 over 12 periods of 30° $L_s$. Note the non-linear scale.
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cycle; correspondingly, there is a general decline in lifting everywhere from the previous period, including the tropics/mid-latitudes (Tharsis, Utopia, and Arabia/Sabaea), the southern seasonal cap, and the northern polar region. The lifting corresponding to the latter is also shifted northward as northern summer approaches its peak and the seasonal cap reaches its minimum extent. Despite the southern seasonal cap approaching its maximum extent, lifting is decreased compared to the previous period, showing the effect of the southern hemispheric solstitial pause in wave activity (Lewis et al., 2016; Mulholland et al., 2016), confirmed by observations of cap edge dust storms (Guzewich et al., 2015; Wang, 2018). At $L_S=90-120^\circ$, Mars begins to move towards northern autumn. The planet’s axial obliquity means that the subsolar latitude begins to drift northward again. In addition, with aphelion having passed, more solar radiation is incident on the planet, reflected in the increased lifting at tropics/mid-latitudes. The seasonal cap is at its minimum, however, and this is reflected in the sparse lifting which occurs at high northern latitudes. Southern cap edge lifting is also at a minimum due to the solsticial pause, despite the cap reaching its maximum extent in this period of $\sim 45-50^\circ$ S.

$L_S=120-150^\circ$ sees a re-intensification in lifting, particularly at the tropics/mid-latitudes (Tharsis/Amazonia, Arabia/Sabaea, Elysium) and at the southern seasonal cap edge. This can be explained by the greater incident solar energy as the subsolar latitude drifts equatorward and the planet moves towards equinox, in particular the enhanced lifting at the southern cap edge by the end of the solsticial pause period. This makes the $L_S=120-150^\circ$ period similar to $L_S=30-60^\circ$. The key differences are in northern cap lifting, where $L_S=30-60^\circ$ shows significantly greater lifting due to the asymmetry in seasonal cap growth and decline. While both seasonal caps reach their maximum extent at the relevant winter solstice, growth starts late and occurs rapidly while decline occurs more slowly and ends later, meaning that $L_S=30-60^\circ$ (northern decline) has a larger seasonal cap than $L_S=120-150^\circ$, despite their temporal symmetry relative to northern summer solstice. While the southern cap edge lifting
is more similar, there is slightly greater lifting in $L_S=120-150^\circ$ for the same reason. There is also the effect of greater insolation, as the $L_S=180^\circ$ equinox occurs as the planet is closer to the Sun than at the $L_S=0^\circ$ equinox. $L_S=150-180^\circ$ sees further intensification in lifting as Mars approaches equinox, greatly resembling $L_S=0-30^\circ$. However, the asymmetry in seasonal cap growth and decline leads to asymmetry in intensity of cap edge lifting: northern lifting is greater during $L_S=0-30^\circ$, and southern lifting is greater during $L_S=150-180^\circ$. While following a similar geographic distribution, tropical/mid-latitude lifting is generally greater in the $L_S=150-180^\circ$ period: in particular, on the western border of the Tharsis plateau; in central Arabia; and on the Elysium/Utopia border.

In the $L_S=180-210^\circ$ period, Mars passes equinox and begins approaching southern summer solstice; this is northern autumn/southern spring. The subsolar latitude begins to drift poleward, and the planet is also moving closer to the Sun as it progresses towards perihelion. Compared to $L_S=150-180^\circ$, northern seasonal cap edge lifting intensifies dramatically while shifting southward as the cap grows. Lifting is particularly high at the northern plains of Utopia, Acidalia, and Arcadia, as is topography-related lifting around Alba Patera, Tempe Terra, Elysium Mons, and the high topography feature at 40° N, 50° E; henceforth referred to as “Quenisset”, due to the location of a crater of that name in said feature. Southern cap edge lifting, by contrast, is substantially reduced: from occurring at most longitudes in the 40-60° S latitude band during $L_S=150-180^\circ$, to being limited to the region of Noachis east of Argyre Planitia, and the southern slopes of Hellas. This equinoctial pause may be due to a confluence of factors aligning: the retreating southern seasonal cap combined with the relative lack of insolation (as compared to later in the perihelion season). There is also additional lifting at the northeast edge of Hellas. The significant exception to these general statements is MY 34, the year of the 2018 GDS. This is discussed separately.

$L_S=210-240^\circ$ sees another southward shift and intensification of northern cap edge lifting, as northern winter solstice nears and the seasonal cap continues its growth. Meanwhile,
southern cap edge lifting drastically increases from the previous period, occurring at high intensity (>0.1 kg/sol per unit area) across most of the 60-70° S latitude band. Tropical/mid-latitude lifting also expands: Terra Sabaea, Terra Sirenum, Thaumasia, and Terra Cimmeria all see new lifting regions. Large regional dust storms are a common occurrence in this period (Kass et al., 2016), and “A”-type storms occur in all the studied MYs 29-33, though the MY 30 event was significantly weaker (Kass et al., 2016). Interestingly, the strength of these large regional storms does not appear to have a noticeable effect on lifting, at least as averaged over a 30 $L_S$ period.

At $L_S$=240-270°, Mars reaches perihelion ($L_S$=251°) and southern summer solstice ($L_S$=270°). Consequently, the subsolar point is at its southernmost latitude; the amount of solar energy reaching the planet is at its highest; and the northern and southern seasonal caps are approaching their greatest and least extents, respectively. Despite the high thermal contrast at northern high latitudes, however, northern cap edge lifting actually decreases from the previous period. This is due to the solsticial decline in high-latitude wave activity known as the solsticial pause, as well as the growth of the seasonal cap which obscures dust reservoirs from lifting. Topographic lifting on the northern slopes of Alba Patera and Tempe Terra remains high. There are striking increases in lifting at the 30° S latitude band, specifically at Terra Sabaea, Terra Cimmeria, southern Elysium Planitia, northern Terra Sirenum, and the Thaumasia Highlands. There are similarly large increases in lifting at the southern polar cap edge, with lifting extending further south as the cap retreats and intensifying in areas where it was already occurring such that the entire 60-80° S latitude band has a >0.1 kg/sol per unit area lifting flux. Given the weak wave activity in this region at this time of year, these high lifting rates may be associated with the sublimation flow of the southern seasonal cap (Chow et al., 2019). The location and seasonality of this lifting correlates well with high observed CDODs, and specifically “B”-type cap edge regional storms (Kass et al., 2016). Mars reaches and begins moving away from southern summer
solstice in the $L_S=270-300^\circ$ period. Southern cap edge lifting remains high, but declines and shifts poleward relative to the previous period, in accordance with the shrinking of the cap. Northern cap edge lifting remains at the same locations and intensity of the previous period. The lifting zones at the 30° S latitude band all see increased lifting and, in the case of Terra Sabaea, geographically expanded lifting. By contrast, northern hemisphere mid-latitude lifting shows a slight decrease.

$L_S=300-330^\circ$ shows a dramatic reduction in lifting extent and intensity by the southern seasonal cap, as the cap reaches its minimum extent. The lifting still occurring polewards of 60° S is primarily concentrated south of Argyre Planitia. Elsewhere, the mid-latitude lifting at 30° S remains, but at a significantly lower rate than the previous period. By contrast, lifting in the northern hemisphere grows in extent, covering nearly all regions between 0-50° N. Lifting in the low elevation plains of Acidalia, Arcadia, and Utopia intensifies. This time of year often sees the appearance of a “C”-type regional storm (Kass et al., 2016): such events occurred in all the martian years shown here. Finally, in the $L_S=330-360^\circ$ period Mars moves back towards equinox. The southern seasonal cap experiences a small amount of growth, but lifting by the cap edge remains sporadic and low intensity. The most immediately apparent change from the previous period is the disappearance of southern mid-latitude lifting, previously centred on the $L_S=30^\circ$ S latitude band. There is a slight intensification and poleward shift in northern seasonal cap edge lifting. Lifting in this period is fully dominated by the northern hemisphere, and in particular the northern plains of Arcadia, Acidalia, and Utopia; and topographic lifting at Elysium Mons, Quenisset, and the northern edges of Alba Patera and Tempe Terra.

**Zonally averaged dust lifting and interannual similarity**

This section shows zonally averaged dust lifting flux results for MY 29-34, and statistical analyses of MY 29-33: years without GDS. As in the previous sections, dust lifting is
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represented as average lifted mass flux per unit area per sol during the relevant period, which are then zonally averaged. Note that some of the scale bars are non-linear, and dust flux can vary by orders of magnitude between seasons.

Fig. 5.3 complements the spatial lifting plots presented in the previous sections by allowing detailed temporal examination of interannual variation dust lifting in MYs 29-34, at the expense of some spatial detail. The interannual similarity in calculated dust lifting patterns between years is striking. There are a number of interesting major features present, some of which have been described previously in Section 5.3.1 but which are further characterised here.

From $L_S=0-90^\circ$ there is moderate ($\sim 0.01-0.025$ kg/sol per unit area) lifting at the edge of the northern seasonal cap, which follows the cap edge’s poleward movement as Mars moves into northern summer solstice. Northern cap edge lifting then effectively ceases until around $L_S=150^\circ$.

There is low intensity (<0.01 kg/sol per unit area) lifting between 15° S and 45° N throughout the period $L_S=0-150^\circ$ this is largely well below 0.005 kg/sol per unit area except for at the 10°+/−5° N and 35°+/−5° N latitude bands, which correspond (respectively) to enhanced lifting at the western slopes of Tharsis, eastern Tharsis, Terra Sabaea, and northwestern Elysium Planitia; and at southwestern Alba Patera and western Elysium Mons.

There is a southern hemisphere lifting “gap” at mid-latitudes, between 15° S and 30° S, where little to no lifting occurs at any longitude from $L_S=0-180^\circ$. This corresponds to the subsolar latitude being in the northern hemisphere, and solar insolation being at its lowest during the aphelion season.

Greater lifting occurs at the southern seasonal cap edge than at the northern cap, due to the thermal contrast being greater at the winter pole. Moderate lifting (0.01-0.02 kg/sol per unit area) occurs at the southern cap edge between $L_S=0-180^\circ$ moving equatorwards and then polewards again in that period as the cap grows and shrinks with the approach and
Fig. 5.3 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of dust mass lifting flux for MY 29-34. Grey shaded areas correspond to times when the MGCM ran without assimilation. Note the non-linear scales.
passing of southern winter solstice. There is also a small but noticeable decline in cap edge lifting around southern winter solstice, attributable to the solsticial pause in wave activity (Lewis et al., 2016). This lifting is due to very high wind speeds in the reanalysis over the southern seasonal cap.

The “dusty season” on Mars begins somewhere in the period \( L_S = 150-180^\circ \). \( L_S = 150^\circ \) sees an uptick in northern lifting between 0 and 30° N for MYs 29, 32, and 34; this occurs a little later for MYs 30 and 33. There is no MCS data for assimilation in this period for MY 31, and the resulting static dust distribution results in a sudden and drastic decline in lifting for the no-data period.

However, by \( L_S = 170^\circ \) of each year, the dusty season has unambiguously begun, as indicated by the rapid growth in northern cap-edge lifting, concentrated between the 40-75° N latitudes. This intense lifting, of \( \geq 0.05-0.01 \) kg/sol per unit area, is at its greatest between \( L_S = 180-240^\circ \), and tracks the growth of the northern seasonal cap. This period is when “A”-type regional storms occur, and while most of the lifting associated with those storms occurs at southern mid-latitudes, they likely originate from smaller storms at northern mid-latitudes which then cross the equator (“flushing” storms) before growing to regional scale (Kass et al., 2016). Northern seasonal cap edge lifting continues after \( L_S = 240^\circ \), but with a reduced magnitude in the \( L_S = 240-300^\circ \) period attributable to the solsticial pause (Lewis et al., 2016). This solsticial pause may be at least in part responsible for the usual lack of regional-scale tropical storms between the “A” and the “C”-type storms, ie. in the \( L_S = 270-300^\circ \) period. After \( L_S = 300^\circ \), northern cap-edge lifting re-intensifies through to the end of the year, rising from \( \sim 0.02 \) to \( \sim 0.05 \) kg/sol per unit area.

One notable lifting feature occurs between \( L_S = 230-320^\circ \); high intensity lifting, of magnitude \( \geq 0.01-0.1 \) kg/sol per unit area, centred at and just north of the 30° S latitude band and peaking in intensity around \( L_S = 260-290^\circ \). Examination of the spatial lifting maps for this period reveals that this lifting did not occur at all longitudes, but only in certain locations:
northern Terra Sirenum, Daedalia Planum, northern Noachis Terra/southern Terra Sabaea, the northern rim of Hellas Planitia, and Terra Cimmeria; the highest intensity lifting occurred at the first three of these locations. Interestingly, this high lifting feature at southern mid-latitudes does not appear to correspond to enhanced CDOD or to tropical regional-scale storm activity; as mentioned in the previous paragraph, this is on average a quiet period in terms of large dust storms, and the existence of this lifting feature does not appear to compensate for the solsticial pause in northern cap-edge lifting.

The last major high-intensity lifting feature is visible at the southern seasonal cap edge, during the period $L_S=220-300^\circ$. Lifting occurs at the rate of $\geq 0.1$ kg/sol per unit area for almost the entire period, making it the highest magnitude lifting feature of the whole martian year. While low to moderate lifting extends almost 30° equatorward from the cap edge, the core of the high lifting (>0.1 kg/sol per unit area) extends approximately 20° equatorward. From looking at the relevant spatial lifting maps, this lifting takes place over the entire southern cap edge.

As well as areas of active lifting, it is also interesting to note locations and seasons were little to no lifting occurs. One such no-lifting zone is around the 30° S latitude band during the aphelion season; no dust lifting occurs for this entire season, despite the high lifting feature at this very latitude described above as occuring around $L_S=230-320^\circ$. This implies that some aspect of the zonal wind structure at 30° S is substantially different between the aphelion and perihelion seasons.

Another no-lifting zone occurs at southern mid-to-high latitudes between $L_S=300-360^\circ$ (and indeed is temporally linked to the zone in the previous paragraph), extending at its maximum from 85° S to 45° S at around $L_S=340^\circ$. Again, this is linked to particularly low wind speeds at these latitudes at this time of year. This no-lifting feature correlates with low CDOD around these regions between $L_S=330-360^\circ$. Between $L_S=300-330^\circ$, however, “C”-type storms often occur; like “A”-type storms, though, these are likely to originate in
the northern dust lifting zones (which are active once more after the solsticial pause) and travel southwards before growing to regional scale, rather than to originate in the southern hemisphere (Kass et al., 2016). These observations agree well with modelled lifting (and lack thereof) in the CT-MA reanalysis.

The last major no-lifting zone occurs at the northern pole around northern summer, between $L_S=60-150^\circ$, and north of 45° N. This is another area/season where near-surface wind speed is at a minimum, likely due to the low thermal contrast in this area and lack of a strong zonal jet.

As well as no-lifting zones, there are also latitudes and seasons where lifting occurs but is at a local minimum. One such low-lifting band occurs in the aphelion season between approximately 20° N and 35° N.

In the perihelion season, there is a similar feature at similar latitudes: between $L_S=230-320^\circ$ and between latitudes 10° N and 30° N. There is then a band of stronger lifting between 5° S and 10° N, and a band of much weaker lifting northward of the strong latitude 30° S lifting feature described above. This same pattern is observed in the near-surface wind speeds, making it a feature of the zonal wind structure, or jet.

**Interannual variability**

Fig. 5.4 shows interannual variability in dust lifting by showing the differences in mass lifting flux between each year and the mean of MYs 29-33.

The aphelion season exhibits high interannual similarity, especially outside the seasonal cap edges. What variability there is occurs at the cap edges, where wind speeds and lifting are highest. This variability is generally of a stochastic nature, with both increases and decreases relative to the mean occurring at consecutive times and latitudes; see for example the variability in northern cap edge lifting between $L_S=0-30^\circ$ of MY 34 in Fig. 5.4.f. This variability is likely due to weather “noise”, introduced by assimilating temperature profiles
Fig. 5.4 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of dust mass lifting difference from the mean of MYs 29-33 for MYs 29-34. Grey shaded areas correspond to times when the MGCM ran without assimilation. Note the non-linear scales.
and dust CDOD which vary according to specific meteorological conditions: different water ice cloud structures, different dust spatial and vertical distributions, and different seasonal cap morphologies to name a few.

There is more significant interannual variability during the perihelion season, which is after all the primary dust lifting season. Some of this variability can be ascribed to an absence of assimilated data during the relevant period, while some appears to be linked to dust storm activity.

The following periods contain gaps in assimilated data:

- **MY 29-30, $L_S=278-23^\circ$**: The spatial dust opacity between MY 29 $L_S=278^\circ$ and MY 30 $L_S=23^\circ$ is set with the spatially krigged dust maps of Montabone et al. (2015). Temperatures are not assimilated throughout this period.

- **MY 31, $L_S=153-167^\circ$**: the MGCM is allowed to run by itself for this period.

- **MY 31, $L_S=180-199^\circ$**: the MGCM is allowed to run by itself for this period.

- **MY 32, $L_S=110-150^\circ$**: the MGCM is allowed to run by itself for this period.

- **MY34, $L_S=270-281^\circ$**: the MGCM is allowed to run by itself for this period.

The data gaps described all correspond with decreased dust lifting relative to the mean year, suggesting that the MGCM without temperature assimilation underestimates near-surface wind speeds. The question of how assimilation of MCS data affects wind speeds in the MGCM is addressed further in Chapter 7.

**Link between tropical CDOD and southern seasonal cap edge lifting**

Examination of Fig. 5.4 shows an interesting feature: there are distinct and consistent (within that year) differences in southern cap edge lifting for each year, relative to the mean. MYs 29 and 32 show noticeably less lifting than the mean year; MYs 30, 31, and 31 show noticeably
more lifting. Comparing this with the annual zonally-averaged CDOD maps in Fig. 5.17 appears to show a qualitative correlation between tropical/mid-latitude CDOD and southern cap edge lifting: dustier years correspond to reduced lifting, and vice versa.

To better establish whether this is in fact likely to be a real link, a Pearson correlation analysis was performed between reference CDOD at 610 Pa, as averaged between latitudes 15° S-15° N, and near-surface atmospheric temperatures, as averaged between latitudes 60-90° S, all averaged over the period $L_S=240-300°$. This was done for MYs 29-33, excluding the GDS year MY 34. The result, shown in Fig. 5.5, was a correlation coefficient of 0.92, indicating high positive correlation, with a p-value of 0.02 (<0.05), indicating statistical significance. This is with a small sample size, of 5, but the deterministic nature of the GCM and the temporal consistency of the pattern (visible in Fig. 5.4) indicate that there is a real link.

The most compelling explanation for this link is that increased atmospheric warming from higher tropical CDOD causes enhanced transport of warmer air from the tropics to southern high latitudes. This accelerates the sublimation at the southern seasonal cap and accelerates its recession. The recession of the seasonal cap reduces the area over which there is a sharp surface temperature contrast (between the seasonal cap and the surface which is not covered by CO$_2$ ice), reducing cap-edge lifting, and shifting the remaining lifting poleward (this is visible in the small patches of higher-than-average lifting at the southernmost latitudes in MYs 29 and 32 in Fig. 5.4). This latter effect also reduces the surface temperature contrast between the cap and the exposed land, as the additional exposed land is further from the subsolar point and thus cooler than exposed land at lower latitudes.

Fig. 5.6 shows surface temperature differences from the mean (of MYs 29-33) over the southern polar region, averaged over $L_S=240-300°$. MYs 29 and 32 clearly show surface temperatures up to 10 K higher than the mean, while MYs 30, 31, and 33 have surface temperatures up to 10 K lower than the mean. These significant temperature differences,
Fig. 5.5 Plot showing correlation between reference CDOD at 610 Pa, as averaged between 15° S-15° N, and atmospheric temperature at 5 m above the surface, as averaged between 60-90° S, for all six MYs. All values are also averaged over the period $L_S=240-300°$. The Pearson correlation values presented are for MYs 29-33 only.
Fig. 5.6 South pole maps of surface temperature difference from the mean (of MYs 29-33) over the southern pole averaged over $L_S=240-270^\circ$, for MY 29-34. Dotted circles represent 10° latitude increments, with the outermost full circle representing 60° S and the innermost representing 80° S. The thick black border represents the average location of the seasonal cap over the period.
however, are all confined to within the boundaries of the seasonal cap; outside the cap, there are no significant temperature differences between year. In other words, the surface temperature differences are entirely determined by whether a certain area has CO$_2$ ice cover or not, and for what proportion of the relevant period this is the case. This is evidence for the effect of dynamics-induced sublimation and recession of the seasonal cap: any direct radiative causes (such as dust cover) would likely have some influence over surface temperatures outside the seasonal cap boundary as well. The patchwork nature of the surface temperature differences also accords with changes in the seasonal cap extent, as the southern cap has been observed to show significant interannual variability in its decay (Piqueux et al., 2015).

Fig. 5.7 shows vertical velocity ($\omega$) differences from the mean (of MYs 29-33) over the southern polar region, averaged over $L_S=240-300^\circ$. While the spatial structure is complex, a clear trend is nevertheless discernible: MYs 29 and 32 show on average greater downward motion over the area of the seasonal cap, while MYs 30, 31, and 33 show less downward motion. The vertical velocity differences are particularly high around the 65° latitude band, which corresponds to the latitude of the downwelling branch of the anticlockwise Hadley cell. This is further evidence in support of the dynamical hypothesis.

As a final note, the changes seen in MY 34 do not accord to the hypothesis; the seasonal cap shows evidence of both inhibited and accelerated decay, and it does not fit within the tropical CDOD-southern high latitude surface temperature correlation described earlier, as seen in Fig. 5.5. Interestingly, an observational study found that while the southern polar atmosphere was warmer than climatology in the southern summer after the GDS, there was no discernible change in the rate of recession of the southern seasonal cap. Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 suggest that the effect of the GDS on the seasonal cap may have been strongly asymmetrical in longitude.
Fig. 5.7 South pole maps of near-surface vertical velocity ($\omega$) difference from the mean (of MYs 29-33) averaged over $L_s=240-270^\circ$, for MY 29-34. Positive (red) values represent difference in the downward direction and negative (blue values) difference in the upward direction. Dotted circles represent 10° latitude increments, with the outermost full circle representing 60° S and the innermost representing 80° S. The thick black border represents the average location of the seasonal cap over the period.
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Wind speeds

Unsurprisingly, areas of intense lifting correlate very well with areas where near-surface wind speeds are highest. The plots in Fig. 5.8 show the same regions and time periods as Fig. 5.2, allowing analysis of where on the planet the highest wind speeds occur, and their subsequent contribution to dust lifting. The notable exception is high wind speeds over the seasonal caps, which are forbidden under the offline calculations to lift dust. The zonally-averaged time series of wind speeds is then shown and related to the broader circulatory structure.

Wind speeds in general are lower during the aphelion season, rarely exceeding 5 m/s over most of the surface. Sustained local maxima in each period are consistently found at certain locations. The elevated topography of the Tharsis plateau is one such region, with wind speeds there reaching or exceeding \(\sim 15\) m/s even during the quietest periods, e.g. \(L_S=30-90^\circ\). Wind speeds are particularly high around the individual volcanoes of Tharsis and Olympus Mons, and are consistently at their greatest in the region around the slopes of Alba Patera. The volcano Elysium Mons also shows consistently elevated wind speeds, again likely due to slope winds from the large topographic variation. Enhanced wind speeds are also visible at Quenisset, particularly at \(L_S=0-30^\circ\) and \(L_S=60-180^\circ\). Aside from Quenisset, wind speeds at northern Arabia Terra generally are consistently elevated relative to the surrounding terrain. Finally, the eastern slope of Isidis Planitia/elevated region to the east of Isidis planitia also shows consistently high wind speeds.

In the southern hemisphere, it is the slopes of Hellas Planitia that consistently show elevated wind speeds. At \(L_S=0-30^\circ\), this is largely around the western, northwestern, and northern slopes; throughout \(L_S=30-120^\circ\), this is confined mostly to the southwestern slopes; and from \(L_S=120-180^\circ\), this expands once more to encompass the entire circumference, though with maxima at the southwestern and northeastern slopes. Another notable high-wind speed feature is at the Thaumasia Highlands, and particularly its southern slopes, which show high wind speeds from \(L_S=30-150^\circ\), coinciding with the peak of the southern polar jet.
Fig. 5.8 Maps of near-surface wind speed for the mean of MY 29-33 over 12 periods of 30° $L_S$. 

Dust lifting, deposition, and net transport
Evidence of cap edge winds can be seen from $L_S=0-90^\circ$ at northern high latitudes following the recession of the northern seasonal cap, with high wind speeds weakening in strength and retreating poleward as the year progresses. Northern high latitude wind speeds then remain low until $L_S=0-90^\circ$, as Mars reaches equinox again and a northern polar jet is re-established.

Much more apparent is the effect of the southern polar jet, which is visible at southern high latitudes throughout the entire aphelion season but is particularly strong from $L_S=30-150^\circ$, with an apparent maximum in strength and latitudinal extent between $L_S=90-150^\circ$. This near-surface jet is largely confined to the southern seasonal cap, making it unable to directly lift dust despite its magnitude; it is still able to contribute to some cap-edge lifting however, as can be seen in Fig. 5.3. The structure of this surface jet is not zonally symmetric; as can be seen in Fig. 5.8.c, it is stronger and shifted equatorward in the western hemisphere, and weaker and shifted poleward in the eastern hemisphere. As discussed above, therefore, this means that its contribution to lifting is biased towards the western hemisphere: the Thaumasia Highlands, Aonia Terra, and southern Noachis Terra, where the jet’s strength appears correlated to enhanced wind speeds at the southern cap edge.

The perihelion season shows higher winds speeds generally, as the planet receives greater insolation. The northern equatorial topographic high wind speed locations described above show consistently elevated wind speeds in this season as well, with even greater magnitude as wind speeds regularly reach and exceed 20 m/s on the slopes of Alba Patera. Throughout the whole perihelion period, the northern polar jet is visible, peaking in magnitude at $L_S=270-300^\circ$ at $\sim16-18$ m/s, but remaining relatively stable in its position at the latitude band 60-75° N. It shows some longitudinal asymmetry in magnitude, with higher wind speeds in the region north of Alba Patera/Tempe Terra (and in the western hemisphere generally), and lower wind speeds in the eastern hemisphere. This asymmetry may be related to the higher topography in the regions which show the higher wind speeds.
A mid-latitude jet can also be seen during this season. Its precursor is visible during $L_S=180-210^\circ$ as a band of elevated wind speeds of $\sim 15$ m/s on the northern slopes of Hellas Planitia. This band grows eastward and westward in the $L_S=210-240^\circ$ period, extending from 0 to 180° E at the 30° S latitude band. A fully formed jet is then visible in the period $L_S=240-330^\circ$, whereupon it reverts once more to the same slightly elevated pattern on the north slopes of Hellas as in $L_S=180-210^\circ$. The peak of the jet’s strength occurs at $L_S=270-300^\circ$ with wind speeds consistently reaching and exceeding 20 m/s. This jet is strong asymmetric in its longitudinal structure, with major implications for dust lifting. Fig. 5.8.j shows that the highest wind speeds occur over Noachis Terra, Terra Sirenum/the Thaumasia Highlands, and Terra Cimmeria, with much lower wind speeds of $\sim 10$ m/s or less between 30° W and 90° W (northern slopes of Argyre Planitia and southeastern Tharsis).

Finally, there is a major contribution to lifting from a powerful high wind speed feature at the southern seasonal cap edge, linked to high zonal winds and henceforth referred to as a jet. This jet is visible from $L_S=210-300^\circ$ (with a small remnant at $L_S=300-330^\circ$) at southern high latitudes, and retreats polewards concurrently with the seasonal cap retreat, peaking in magnitude at $L_S=240-270^\circ$ with speeds exceeding 20 m/s across the entire latitude band between 60-75° S. As can be seen in Figs. 5.8.i,j, this jet closely follows the edge of the seasonal cap and only occurs equatorward of the cap, not over the cap itself. This makes it a major contributor to lifting, as has been described previously, and it is linked both spatially and temporally to the occurrence of “B”-type cap edge regional storms.

Looking at the zonally-averaged wind speeds in Fig. 5.9 allows for examination of large-scale near-surface wind speeds in terms of seasonal trends. A brief characterisation of these will be provided, followed by a closer look at specific zonal and meridional wind speed trends contributing to these seasonal patterns.

The aphelion season is characterised by lower wind speeds than the perihelion season, with one notable exception at the southern seasonal cap. In general, zonally-averaged wind
Fig. 5.9 Zonally averaged $L_s$-latitude maps of near-surface wind speeds for MYs 29-34.
speeds remain below 10 m/s at most. There is a band of enhanced wind speeds, of order \(\sim 12 \text{ m/s}\), present at the northern seasonal cap edge from \(L_S=0-90^\circ\) which progress polewards as the northern cap recedes. Equatorial wind speeds increase from \(\sim 7 \text{ m/s}\) to \(\geq 10 \text{ m/s}\) as the \(L_S=180^\circ\) approaches, with distinct bands visible from \(L_S=150-180^\circ\) at around 20° N and 30° S. Some low-magnitude (sub-10 m/s) pulsing behaviour is seen at northern high latitudes between \(L_S=90-150^\circ\), but for the most part wind speeds there remain sub-5 m/s during that period.

The most eye-catching feature during this period is the powerful wind speeds, of over 20 m/s, over the southern seasonal cap between \(L_S=20-170^\circ\) that occur each year. The northern boundary of this feature corresponds exactly to the edge of the seasonal cap, meaning that despite the powerful winds, this feature has only a limited effect on actual dust lifting. Elevated but still far lower wind speeds equatorward of the cap edge, of magnitude \(\sim 10 \text{ m/s}\), are responsible for the greatest lifting during this period and may be in part linked to this feature, as well as eddies (see below). This feature is also highly dependent on assimilated data; for example, the MCS data gap between \(L_S=110-150^\circ\) of MY 32 causes a collapse in wind speeds there from over 20 m/s to \(\sim 12 \text{ m/s}\). The potential mechanisms behind this particular jet are further discussed in Chapter 6.

The perihelion shows generally higher wind speeds, beginning almost exactly at equinox \(L_S=180^\circ\). There are consistently high wind speeds of 10-15 m/s at the northern seasonal cap edge, marked by a minimum between \(L_S=240-300^\circ\); this period also sees high wind speeds over the cap itself, of \(\sim 15-17 \text{ m/s}\), though not as intense as the winds over the southern cap during the aphelion season. This cap edge lifting is also marked by an initial pulse at the beginning of the perihelion season, during \(L_S=180-220^\circ\), with wind speeds of up to 15 m/s. There is no corresponding pulse at the southern cap edge, suggesting an eddy origin for this pulse.
Equatorial winds, at $0^\circ$, also show elevation relative to the aphelion period, with speeds of $\sim 10 \text{ m/s}$. Another notable feature is the narrow latitudinal band of high wind speeds at $30^\circ \text{ S}$, lasting from approximately $L_S=180-350^\circ$ and peaking around $L_S=240-300^\circ$ with maximum wind speeds of $\sim 18 \text{ m/s}$. This feature is a major contributor to dust lifting, occurring entirely within the southern hemisphere entirely outside the seasonal caps.

Finally, there is the intense jet at the southern seasonal cap edge, entirely on the equatorward side, occurring between $L_S=230-300^\circ$ of each year. This jet is characterised by very high wind speeds of over $20 \text{ m/s}$ throughout its entire existence. It has a latitudinal width of $\sim 20^\circ$ from the cap edge, and follows the cap edge as it recedes. Like the jet over the southern cap itself during the aphelion season, it appears to be highly dependent on assimilated data, as shown by its dramatic collapse between from $L_S=278^\circ$ onwards of MY 29 and between $L_S=270-281^\circ$ of MY 34, periods when the MGCM is not assimilating MCS data. This jet’s position on the equatorward side of the cap edge makes it a major contributor to lifting.

Fig. 5.10 shows specifically the meridional (north-south) components of the wind speed throughout the martian year, enabling ascription of the major lifting features to specific circulatory patterns.

The aphelion season is characterised by two bands of enhanced meridional surface wind speeds. The first is a south to north flow between $0-15^\circ \text{ N}$, for the entire aphelion season. Throughout most of the season this has wind speeds of $\sim 3 \text{ m/s}$, increasing to $\sim 5 \text{ m/s}$ between $L_S=90-150^\circ$. This is a shallow flow which appears to correspond to the returning flow of the cross-equatorial Hadley cell, going from north to south, which dominates the circulation at this time of year. The minor lifting that happens in this band, therefore, is attributable to this return flow, which as can be seen in the wind speed maps above, is concentrated over specific locations: this is the western boundary current described by Joshi et al. (1994) and Joshi et al. (1995), where returning Hadley cell flow is intensified at the western boundaries of high topography features.
Fig. 5.10 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of near-surface meridional wind speeds for MYs 29-34. Positive values represent southerly (south to north) flow, negative values represent northerly (north to south) flow.
The second notable aphelion feature is the intense north to south flow over the southern seasonal cap, up to and exceeding 8 m/s. This feature is extremely shallow, confined to the bottom $\sim$2 km of the atmosphere; above it, there is a much deeper south to north flow, suggesting an overall clockwise circulatory cell between 60-90° S. This may be related to condensation flow, as carbon dioxide condenses to form the seasonal cap; however, the magnitudes shown here are far greater than previously proposed for the condensation flow (Chow et al., 2019). However, this is beyond the scope of this chapter; the potential mechanisms behind this flow are further examined in Chapter 6.2 of this thesis.

Lastly, there is the evidence of a sublimation flow from the northern seasonal cap as it recesses between $L_S$=30-90°. This has a value of $\sim$3-4 m/s, making it significantly weaker than its southern equivalent during the perihelion season.

The perihelion season has three main features of interest. First is the south to north flow at the northern seasonal cap edge, persisting throughout the entire perihelion season with a speed of up to 4 m/s, peaking between $L_S$=240-300°. This peak occurs as the cap is at its maximum extent however, rendering it unable to contribute significantly to dust lifting. Examination of this feature shows it to be extremely shallow, with a deep north to south meridional flow above it, suggesting this feature is the returning flow for an anticlockwise circulatory cell. The large amount of eddy activity at these latitudes at this season (see below) implies that this is the zonally and temporally averaged effect of a wave-driven Ferrel cell.

The latitudes between 30° S and 30° N are characterised by a north to south meridional surface flow, again for the entire perihelion season but at its greatest between $L_S$=240-330°. There is also a maximum in latitude at around 15-30° S, where the flow reaches 7-8 m/s. The location of this flow and its seasonal behaviour indicate that this is the returning surface flow from the powerful cross-equatorial south to north Hadley cell that dominates the circulation throughout the perihelion season. Like its equivalent in the aphelion season, this flow organises into western boundary currents.
Lastly, there is a powerful south to north flow at the edge of the southern seasonal cap, proportional in strength to its distance from the cap edge itself. Meridional winds here exceed 8 m/s at the cap edge. This is a relatively shallow flow, confined to the bottom 1 km of the atmosphere above the pole itself and the bottom \( \sim 5 \) km at 60° S. This flow is almost certainly due to the sublimation of the seasonal cap, given its beginning just after equinox \( (L_S=200°) \) and its end once the cap has disappeared almost entirely \( (L_S=300°) \). Southern seasonal cap sublimation has been shown in modelling to be able to cause a shallow and powerful flow at the seasonal cap edge (Chow et al., 2019). Here it is shown that it is a major contributor to dust lifting, and may be responsible for the regular pattern of “B”-type regional storms at this time and location.

Fig. 5.11 shows specifically the zonal (east-west) components of the near-surface wind speed throughout the martian year, enabling ascription of the major lifting features to specific circulatory patterns.

The aphelion season shows generally weak zonal near-surface wind speeds, except at southern mid-high latitudes. There are two related but distinct bands of high westerly zonal winds: a weaker one of magnitude \( \sim 5 \) m/s equatorward of the seasonal cap edge, and a stronger one of \( \geq 15 \) m/s poleward of the cap edge. There is undoubtedly some relation between the two, as seen by the fact the the minor gap in assimilated data at \( L_S=100-105° \) of MY 33 causes a sudden decrease in both; but this is also clearly not a straightforward linear relationship, as the gap in assimilated data between \( L_S=110-150° \) in MY 32 causes almost total destruction of the intense wind speeds over the cap itself while leaving the zonal wind pattern equatorward of the cap edge unperturbed. Both are linked to the southern winter polar jet, but the former is only being captured by the assimilated MGCM, while the equatorward cap edge wind speeds are captured by the non-assimilated MGCM.

The perihelion season shows three distinct zonal wind features of interest for dust lifting. The first is at the northern seasonal cap, where westerly flow dominates due to the presence
Fig. 5.11 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of near-surface zonal wind speeds for MYs 29-34. Positive values represent westerly (west to east) flow, negative values represent easterly (east to west) flow.
of the northern polar jet. This flow shows a maximum of over 10 m/s between $L_S=240-300^\circ$, but at high northern latitudes over the seasonal cap, and so unable to lift dust. A number of perturbations to this flow are visible between $L_S=180-220^\circ$, likely due to baroclinic wave activity.

The second feature of interest is the narrow band of westerly flow, of magnitude up to $\sim 11$ m/s, visible at the 30° S latitude between $L_S=180-360^\circ$ but at its maximum between $L_S=230-330^\circ$. This narrow but intense jet likely relates to the ascending branch of the cross-equatorial south-to-north Hadley cell which dominates the mean meridional circulation throughout this period. Through simple conservation of angular momentum considerations, rising air at this latitude - the subsolar latitude - has to gain velocity in the westerly direction. Additionally, the near-surface meridional returning flow, corresponding to the bottom of the cross-equatorial Hadley cell, moves southward from the equator as visible in Fig. 5.10. The Coriolis effect means that this flow is deflected in the westerly direction. The result is an intense but narrow jet core at 30° S, and especially between $L_S=210-330^\circ$.

Finally, there is a band of intense easterly flow at the southern seasonal cap edge between $L_S=220-300^\circ$, of over 15 m/s throughout its entire lifetime. This easterly surface jet is linked to a broader, intense easterly wind structure extending well into the middle atmosphere. The maximum strength of this jet, during $L_S=240-300^\circ$, matches the time when the cross-equatorial Hadley cell is at its strongest, with meridional velocities at their greatest. The easterly pattern of surface flow is evidence of sublimation flow being responsible for these high winds: Chow et al. (2019) note that their modelling of the southern cap sublimation flow at $L_S=230^\circ$ is characterised by strong but shallow (below 4 km) easterly flow, which they describe as “anticylonic”. This suggests that the sublimation of the southern cap creates a high pressure system, with associated anticlockwise flow on its borders; an anticyclonic system.
5.3 Results

Tides

It is possible to decompose near-surface wind speeds into components relating to Mars’ thermal tides. This allows further investigation of the specific dynamical features which are responsible for the modelled lifting features shown earlier. Fourier analysis was performed on the data to extract the relevant modes in (temporal) frequency \((f)\) and (spatial) wavenumber \((\nu)\). This was done by performing Fourier decomposition for each latitude band in time, and across each latitude circle in space. The tidal modes investigated in this chapter are the diurnal \((\nu=1, f=-1 \text{ sol}^{-1})\) and semidiurnal \((\nu=2, f=-2 \text{ sol}^{-1})\) thermal tides. The negative frequencies reflect the fact that these are westward migrating modes ie. sun-synchronous.

The data in the following plots in this section has all had an additional 10-sol rolling average applied.

The diurnal tide, shown in Fig. 5.12 has the greatest wind speed amplitude of all the modes examined, with amplitudes of up to \(\sim 11 \text{ m/s}\). During the aphelion season, the most prominent features are the high amplitude bands (4-5 m/s) at 10° N and 45° S. The former corresponds approximately to the subsolar point, and the latter follows the edge of the southern seasonal cap. Interestingly, there seems to be a solsticial pause in the latter, analogous to the observed solsticial pause in baroclinic wave activity. Both of these features correspond well with modelled bands of enhanced dust lifting, as described above.

The structure in the perihelion season is more complex. There is an increase in diurnal tidal amplitude, up to \(\sim 6 \text{ m/s}\), between 30° N and the northern seasonal cap edge which occurs between \(L_S=180-240^\circ\) before experiencing a solsticial pause until \(L_S=300^\circ\), and resuming until \(L_S=30^\circ\) of the following year. This feature corresponds well with modelled enhanced dust lifting at the northern cap edge, with maxima near the equinoxes and strongest at the \(L_S=180^\circ\) equinox.

The second main notable feature is a long-lasting but latitudinally narrow band of enhanced tidal amplitudes, of up to \(\sim 10 \text{ m/s}\), occurring between \(L_S=190-350^\circ\) at the 30° S
Fig. 5.12 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of the diurnal tide components of near-surface wind speeds for MYs 29-34.
latitude band, and with a maximum around $L_S=260$-310°. This feature corresponds to a high-lifting feature at the same location, which appears as the tidal amplitude approaches its maximum at $L_S=230°$ and disappears as the tidal amplitude diminishes at $L_S=320°$.

Lastly, there is a feature of very high amplitude (up to 11 m/s) diurnal tidal amplitudes which occurs at the southern seasonal cap edge around $L_S=230$-290°, with exceptions where there is a data gap at some point in this period (e.g. MY 29). This feature corresponds to the highest magnitude lifting feature, the southern high latitude jet, in the average martian year.

The semidiurnal tide, as expected, shows strong correlation with the diurnal tide, but with a decreased magnitude: the mean semidiurnal amplitude for MY 33, for example, is 40% that of the mean diurnal amplitude. As previous work has shown (e.g. Lewis and Barker, 2005), the semidiurnal tide has a particularly close relationship to dust loading in the atmosphere, showing stronger correlation in amplitude than the diurnal tide. For example, the semidiurnal tide magnitude at $L_S=240°$ is evidently stronger in MY 32, a dustier year, than in MY 30, a relatively clear year. However, this correlation is not as evident in Fig. 5.13 as it would be in a plot of tidal amplitude in, for example, surface pressure. This is because the large-scale surface wind speed features being examined here are largely tied to specific jet features in a way that surface pressures are not.

The semidiurnal structure follows the diurnal structure quite closely, with some exceptions. During the aphelion season, the only notable feature is the high amplitude band of $\sim 3$ m/s around the edge of the southern seasonal cap at southern winter; there is no high amplitude band at 10° N as there is in the diurnal tide mode. Another difference is the apparent lack of solstitial minimum; the semidiurnal amplitude remains consistent through southern winter solstice.

Significantly, the very high wind speeds over the cap itself, as seen in Fig. 5.9, have no response either in the diurnal or semidiurnal tidal modes. These high wind speeds occur in
Fig. 5.13 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of the semi-diurnal tide components of near-surface wind speeds for MYs 29-34.
the polar night: solar heating is at a minimum anyway due to Mars’ distance from the Sun, and southern winter means that little insolation reaches the southern polar cap.

The perihelion structure, again, follows that of the diurnal tide closely, with some subtle differences. The semidiurnal tide shows, in general, a narrower response than the diurnal tide; both spatially and temporally. For example, the semidiurnal tidal amplitudes, of ∼2-3.5 m/s, at the northern cap edge are more closely confined to within ∼20-30 degrees of the cap edge (but do also show a solsticial minimum); there is a sharper distinction between the high amplitude bands, of amplitude ∼3-3.5 m/s, at 30° S and by the southern seasonal cap edge, of amplitudes ∼2-5 m/s; and the southern cap edge semidiurnal amplitudes display a definite and short-lived maximum of ≥5 m/s at around $L_S=220-250°$ while diurnal tide amplitudes remain consistently elevated throughout $L_S=230-290°$.

Both the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal amplitudes bear a striking resemblance to the lifting plots in Fig. 5.3: there is a strong correlation between the tidal amplitude maxima and the lifted mass maxima. This is particularly the case for the diurnal tide, as it shows the band of lifting at 10° N and captures the solsticial pause in lifting by the southern cap edge, both during the aphelion season. However, the semidiurnal tide better represents some of the gaps in lifting: for example, the temporal gaps before $L_S=240°$ and after $L_S=240°$ at the 30° S band, and the spatial gap between the 30° S band and the southern cap edge lifting during the perihelion season. Crucially though, both mask the high wind speeds over the seasonal caps, which cannot themselves contribute to significant dust lifting.

This correspondence raises the intriguing possibility of using near-surface wind speed tidal response as a rough proxy for dust lifting flux, something which is difficult to parametrize and incorporate into MGCMs. Developing such a scheme is well beyond the scope of this thesis, but some initial considerations are as follows. Using a simple linear relationship between tidal amplitude and lifting flux would overestimate southern cap edge lifting during the aphelion season and underestimate northern cap edge lifting during perihelion season, as
it would not account for the role of eddy lifting (which is greater at the latter) and does not account for near-surface atmospheric density, which is a factor in dust lifting. Some manner of convolution between the tidal amplitudes and the surface pressure and/or near-surface temperature (or density) tidal amplitudes could be able to incorporate this dependence.

The possible advantage of using this proxy method would be in the context of observational data or assimilation. Future orbital instruments able to measure wind speed would likely not be able to measure down to the surface itself. By performing tidal analysis of these wind fields, however, a crude diagnosis of dust lifting could still be made (given certain assumptions about the vertical wind structure). In a modelling context, if the tidal modes can be well constrained from temperature observations, they could be convolved with a non-assimilated near-surface wind field to obtain an idea of where lifting is occurring. The link between “actual” lifting and this proxy could be further investigated with NASA’s Insight lander, which through its pressure sensors can obtain tidal modes in wind speed and compare to its own observations of dust lifting nearby.

**Eddies**

To analyse eddy contributions to the near-surface wind speeds, wind speeds were filtered to remove both climatological components, with a period of $\geq 15$ sols, and tidal/diurnal variations, with a period of 1.3 sols or less. Elliptical bandpass filtering was applied to the initial time series of wind speeds, following Lewis et al. (2016) and Greybush et al. (2019). Here the same filtering process described by Greybush et al. (2019) was used, briefly summarised below.

The equation for the gain of an $n$th order lowpass elliptical filter is

$$G_n(\omega) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \epsilon^2 R_n^2(\xi, \omega/\omega_0)}} \quad (5.6)$$
where $R_n$ represents the $n$th-order elliptic rational function, $\omega_0$ is the desired cutoff frequency, $\epsilon$ is the ripple factor, and $\xi$ is the selectivity factor. These latter two variables control the degree of “ripple”, or perturbation, in the filtered frequencies.

A fourth order elliptical lowpass filter was first applied to identify the climatological (low frequency) components, and then removed from the initial time series. This new time series then had a sixth order elliptical lowpass filter applied to remove the tidal/diurnal (high frequency) components. The filters were performed using the openly available Python package SciPy and its signal processing library, `scipy.signal`. For more details on the exact values passed to the relevant filtering functions, see Greybush et al. (2019).

The mean eddy amplitude in near-surface wind speed for MY 33 was 1.1 m/s, only 45% that of the diurnal tidal amplitude for the same year. However, the amplitudes plotted are averaged over all eddies with period 1.3 to 15 sols, and so this relatively low value compared to the diurnal tide amplitudes does not preclude individual eddy wavenumbers having larger amplitudes.

The aphelion season shows a number of eddy features. Around the northern seasonal cap, there is the remnant of eddy activity from the more active perihelion season, which follows the cap edge and declines from a maximum of $\sim$3 m/s to background by $L_S=45^\circ$, though with sporadic pockets of activity in around half the years (MYs 29, 32, and 33) lasting beyond $L_S=60^\circ$. This ongoing eddy lifting activity may be responsible for a recent observed regional-scale dust event in early MY 35, as shown in Fig. 5.15; large dust events like this are rare at this time of year but clearly not impossible, and the event’s location in the northern hemisphere suggests a northern cap edge origin.

There is also eddy activity in the southern hemisphere, at the southern seasonal cap; the activity actually occurring off the cap itself is of lower intensity than that in the north, with values of $\sim$2 m/s at most. This activity shows a strong solsticial pause, lasting from around $L_S=45-135^\circ$, and being reduced entirely to the background level between $L_S=75-$
Fig. 5.14 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of the eddy components of near-surface wind speeds for MYs 29-34.
120°, with only occasional pockets of activity in some years. From $L_S=135°$, eddy activity resumes stronger than before, attaining its southern hemisphere maximum with amplitudes consistently reaching 3 m/s between $L_S=150-200°$ as the planet moves through equinox. Southern eddy activity effectively ceases after $L_S=200°$.

The perihelion season shows significantly more intense activity, almost all of it at northern mid-high latitudes by the seasonal cap edge. Intense eddy activity, reaching and surpassing amplitudes of 4 m/s, lasts from approximately $L_S=165°$ to $L_S=45°$ of the following martian year. Maxima in activity occur on either side of the solsticial pause, with the highest cap edge amplitudes consistently occurring at around $L_S=180-225°$ and $L_S=315-360°$. The solsticial pause in the north is less well-defined than its southern equivalent, but still visible by eye. It has been noted previously that the solsticial pause in reanalyses using MCS data is less well-defined than in those using TES data, likely due to MCS’ higher cutoff altitude for temperature profiles (Greybush et al., 2019). The pause extends from approximately $L_S=240-300°$ each year, and results in a cap edge eddy amplitude drop from $\sim3$ m/s to $\sim1.5-2$ m/s.

### 5.3.2 Deposition

**Calculation of deposition**

The work presented in this chapter is concerned with broad lifting and deposition patterns, both spatial and temporal, rather than in trying to establish absolute values for lifting and deposition. This is because the large remaining uncertainties in the exact details of martian dust lifting and the coarseness of the MGCM grid make such attempts likely highly subject to MGCM resolution, exact values of free parameters used (such as the ratio of impact threshold to fluid threshold), and particle size distribution. This work aims to characterise areas and seasons of relatively higher or lower lifting and deposition, and net sinks and sources of dust.
Fig. 5.15 Zonally averaged \( L_S \)-latitude map of column dust optical depth (CDOD) for MY 35.

In order to provide a reasonable basis of comparison for lifting and deposition mass fluxes, a key assumption is made: closure of the martian dust cycle on an annual basis. This proposes that the total mass of dust lifted during a martian orbital cycle is the same as the total mass of dust deposited. Note that this assumption is agnostic regarding where the dust goes on the planet; it only states that the entire lifted mass over the whole planet is equal to the entire deposited mass over the whole planet, and thus allows for net transport between different locations.

To calculate deposition and net changes, a scaling factor was therefore applied to deposition rates. This scaling factor was calculating for each year using the formula

\[
SF = \frac{M_L}{M_D}
\] (5.7)
where $SF$ is the scaling factor, $M_L$ is the total lifted mass, and $M_D$ is the total deposited mass, all either for a specific martian year or a mean of MY 29-33. The displayed deposition rates on the following plots are all pre-multiplied by $SF$.

The deposition variable used in the MGCM was $dq_{sdust}$. This is a model-specific deposition rate, but scaled according to the $\tau_{scaling}$ variable, which relates the calculated CDOD at each atmospheric column from the MGCM variables to the CDOD as provided from the assimilation scheme (see Chapter 3 for more details). In short, this scaling factor means that the $dq_{sdust}$ variable provides a sedimentation rate based on observed CDOD from MCS. This scaling based on observations (via the assimilation scheme) dominates over the effects of transport by the MGCM itself. The value of this variable is that it allows insight into how dust deposition might really be occurring on Mars’ surface, based on derived MCS CDOD.

This section shows dust deposition ($dq_{sdust}$) flux results for the mean of MY 29-33, displayed in increments of 30° $L_S$ in Fig. 5.16. Dust deposition is represented as average deposited mass flux per unit area per sol during the relevant period.

The deposition rate was in general lower during the aphelion season than during the perihelion season. The $L_S$=0-30° period shows a greater extent of deposition in the southern hemisphere, up to 85° but with a small band of more intense deposition at around 30° S; with minima poleward of 60° N and 80° S and between 15° S-30° N. Overall, the lowest non-polar deposition occurred over Tharsis, Elysium Mons, and the low thermal inertia region around Arabia Terra/Terra Sabaea (15° S-15° N, 0-50° E). There is relatively high deposition over Xanthe/Margaritifer Terra, anti-correlating with near-surface wind speeds (Fig. 5.8.a). The $L_S$=30-60° period shows a shift towards greater deposition in the northern hemisphere, particularly between 40-60° N (the northern lowlands); and a smaller-magnitude band of deposition at around 30° S; with minima poleward of 6° N and 45° S and between 0-30° S. There is little deposition in the southern hemisphere.
Fig. 5.16 Maps of dust deposition for the mean of MY 29-33 over 12 periods of 30° $L_S$. 
5.3 Results

The planet approaches northern summer solstice and moves through perihelion during $L_S=60-90^\circ$, and the effect can be seen in the increased northern hemisphere dust deposition. Deposition is largely concentrated between 30-90° N, but with a weaker band at 30° S. There is then a deposition gap between 20° S-30° N, with minima over western Tharsis and Amazonia, and over the low thermal inertia region bordering Arabia Terra/Terra Sabaea. These regions tend to have higher near-surface wind speeds at this time of year, as can be seen in Fig. 5.8.c; largely driven by the returning Hadley cell flow. The maximum in deposition is located in Acidalia Planitia. There is no lifting predicted from the slopes of Tempe Terra (Fig. 5.2.c, but this does not preclude lifting at any scale smaller than the MGCM grid, which may be especially important for the smaller storms indicated by Fig. 5.16.c.

Northern summer is reached in the $L_S=90-120^\circ$ period. The pattern of deposition remains similar to the previous period, with significant interannual variability between 45-90° N reflecting the presence of local-scale dust storms. High deposition occurs all the way to the summer pole, likely due to the total destruction of the northern westerlies as northern summer reaches its apex (Fig. 5.8.d). This solsticial pattern is maintained in $L_S=120-150^\circ$, but with the addition of greater interannual variability at northern mid-latitudes, such as in MY 29, indicating mid-latitude dust storm activity (compare with Fig. 5.17).

As the planet moves towards equinox at $L_S=150-180^\circ$, northern high-latitude deposition decreases again. As a whole, the deposition maximum shifts towards the southern hemisphere, specifically between 30-60° S. This is a manifestation of enhanced southern cap edge storm activity across all years (Fig. 5.17); with particularly intense southern storms in MY 30 and MY 33. Deposition is greatest around Valles Marineris and Elysium Planitia; regions of notably low near-surface wind speeds (Fig. 5.8.f). The $L_S=180-210^\circ$ period is broadly similar to the preceding one. The majority of deposition occurs between 30-60° S, with deposition minima as usual over Tharsis and Arabia Terra/Terra Sabaea.
The spatial pattern of deposition changes at $L_S=210-240^\circ$, intensifying dramatically. This is because this period captures the “A”-type regional storms for each year, as seen in Fig. 5.17; the high CDODs of these events have a large positive impact on deposition rates. For 4 of the 5 non-GDS cases (MYs 30-33), the bulk of dust deposition appears to occur at southern mid-latitudes, between 30-60° S; between the powerful cap edge winds and the subtropical jet (Fig. 5.8.h). Likewise, comparison with Fig. 5.8.h shows that deposition elsewhere, such as at the southern tropics between 20° W-60° E in MY 32, occurs at greater rates where wind speeds are relatively low. There is also an apparent preference for dust to deposit in latitudinal bands at mid-high latitudes, likely due to the influence of the mean meridional circulation (which carries dust) and mid-high latitude jets (which curtail its further transport).

The $L_S=240-270^\circ$ period also includes intense “A”-type regional storm activity. The stronger near-surface winds of this period, as Mars moves through perihelion and towards southern summer solstice, result in more stratified bands of deposition. Comparison with the wind speed maps in Fig. 5.8.i shows that deposition, particularly in the southern hemisphere, is strongly anti-correlated with wind speeds, suggesting that deposition is (like lifting) largely controlled by near-surface wind speeds. In the southern hemisphere, deposition preferentially occurs between the two bands of high wind speeds corresponding to the cap edge jet and the subtropical jet; this leads to preferential deposition along the latitude band $\sim 45^\circ$ S, and particularly within Hellas and Argyre craters and at Terra Cimmeria. In the northern hemisphere there is no corresponding subtropical jet (as the cross-equatorial Hadley cell has its upwelling branch in the southern hemisphere), making deposition less stratified by latitude. However, high wind speeds over Hesperia Planum, Tyrrhena Terra, Isidis Planitia, Elysium Mons, Alba Patera, and to a lesser extent the Tharsis plateau, result in relatively low deposition over these regions. Instead, deposition preferentially occurs over northern Arabia Terra/Terra Sabaea, southern Arcadia Planitia, southern Utopia Planitia, Elysium Planitia, and parts of Tharsis. There is a well-defined deposition boundary at 45° N, poleward of
which almost no deposition occurs; however, this is south of the northern polar jet, which is therefore likely not responsible. Examining the surface meridional winds at this season in Fig. 5.10 shows that the 45° N band lies in between bands of northward winds to the north and southward winds to the south; this suggests that dust sedimenting in this region (from the downwelling branch of the Hadley cell) tends to be either transported south, to the “main” deposition regions of the northern mid-latitudes, or less frequently north, to form the faint deposition band visible at ~70° N.

$L_S=270-300^\circ$ is the season of the “B”-type regional storm, which occurs by the southern seasonal cap edge. This and the recession of the southern seasonal cap lead to markedly increased deposition at southern high latitudes, between 70-90° S. The longitudinal structure of this deposition anti-correlates reasonably with locations of highest wind speeds (Fig. 5.8.j). Elsewhere on the planet, the structure of deposition is similar to that in the previous period, albeit with lower intensity due to the lack of “A”-type storm. By $L_S=300-330^\circ$, Mars is moving away from southern summer solstice and there is a corresponding global decrease in near-surface wind speeds. As seen in Fig. 5.9.k large-scale near-surface wind structures are broadly interannually similar, with a band of high wind speeds corresponding to the subtropical jet at 30° S. Little deposition occurs in this band or over Tyrrhena Terra, Syrtis Major, Hesperia Planum, Elysium Mons, or Alba Patera, all high wind speed regions. Where deposition does occur, though, is more governed by the structure of the specific storms, resulting in a high degree of interannual variability in deposition in this period. Deposition is mainly concentrated in the southern hemisphere; Argyre Planitia is a consistent location of high deposition rates.

Finally, $L_S=330-360^\circ$ shows reasonably high deposition in the southern hemisphere, due to the frequent presence of “C”-type storms. The subtropical jet at 30° S has largely disappeared save for a remnant stretching from Terra Sabaea to Hesperia Planum along the northern boundary of Hellas, allowing deposition to occur more freely at all latitudes. Again,
the locations of highest deposition were therefore governed more by the structure of the dominant regional storm than by the large-scale winds.

**Zonally averaged deposition and interannual similarity/variability**

Fig. 5.18 complements the spatial deposition plots presented previously in Section 5.3.1 by allowing more detailed temporal examination of dust deposition in MYs 29-34, at the expense of some spatial detail. The clear seasonal dependence of dust deposition magnitude and extent is apparent, as well as the interannual variability due to storm structure.

The deposition rate, shown in Fig. 5.18, shows significant interannual variability, even in the aphelion season. This variability is primarily at the edge of the northern seasonal cap, indicating high cap-edge storm activity. Despite the variation in individual events, the “peak” of this activity appears to occur regularly at around $L_S=90^\circ$ of each year (“peak” meaning greatest temporal and spatial extent of >0.01 kg/sol per unit area deposition rates). The southern extent of this activity gradually moves from 30° N to 60° N throughout the aphelion season, following the retreat of the northern seasonal cap. South of this, deposition shows less interannual variability and a more defined structure, occurring at bands of 20-30° N and 15-30 ° S with a deposition minimum in between. As pointed out previously in Section 5.3.1, this can be explained in terms of near-surface wind speeds being higher at the equator and northern tropics, as can be seen in Fig. 5.9. Towards the end of the aphelion season, between $L_S=150-180^\circ$, there is a large but interannually-variable intensification in deposition, usually limited to the southern hemisphere and in particular the seasonal cap edge (MY 29 being an exception). Again, this variability is likely due to storm activity during this season; mostly cap-edge storms (as seen in MY 29, 31, and 33) but also occasional larger events (e.g. MY 29).

The perihelion season shows even greater interannual variability, and dramatically high deposition rates. The deposition rates are almost entirely controlled by the intensity and
Fig. 5.17 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of column dust optical depth (CDOD) at 610 Pa for MYs 29-34.
Fig. 5.18 Zonally averaged $L_s$-latitude maps of dust deposition for MYs 29-34.
spatiotemporal structure of the large storms which occur throughout this season, visible in CDOD space in Fig. 5.17. Therefore there is typically first high deposition at both northern and southern tropics to mid-latitudes from the “A”-type storm. This is followed by a period of relatively clear tropics to mid-latitudes but high deposition at high southern latitudes from the “B”-type storm. Finally, the “C”-type storm resembles the “A”-type storm in spatial structure but shows greater temporal variability. However, while the dust storm structure has the greatest effect on deposition rates, near-surface wind speeds do also have an impact. This is visible when examining the after-effects of the “A”-type storms; the 30° S latitude band remains clearer than other latitudes, due to the presence of the subtropical jet.

5.3.3 Sources and sinks

Calculation of sources and sinks

In order to ensure consistency between lifted and deposited masses, the globally and annually integrated values of each each were calculated and the deposited masses were scaled to match the lifted masses. This relies on the assumption that the martian dust cycle is closed over any given martian year; that is to say, as much dust mass is lifted as is deposited over the course of a year. This technique allows for characterisation of net sources and sinks throughout the year as it is agnostic as to where the dust is lifted or deposited; it simply assumes that the yearly net dust flux for the entire planet is 0.

Sources and sinks are calculated by treating lifting as a positive mass flux and deposition as a negative mass flux and adding the two mass flux fields. Therefore, areas of positive mass flux over a given period are sources over that period; areas of negative mass flux over a given period are sinks over that period.
Mean spatial sources and sinks

This section discusses net dust sources and sinks for the aphelion season for the mean of MY 29-33, displayed in increments of 30° $L_S$, in Fig. 5.19. Net dust mass flux is represented as average mass flux per unit area per sol during the relevant period.

$L_S=0-30°$ sees limited net lifting. Alba Patera is a consistent source, as are parts of western Tharsis, southern Noachis Terra (by the seasonal cap), and northern Utopia Planitia. This pattern changes radically in $L_S=30-60°$; western Tharsis remains a source but the sources in the northern plains (with the exception of MY 30) and at Alba Patera disappear. Instead, sources appear in the southern (winter) hemisphere: the southern slopes of the Thaumasia Highlands, the southwestern edges of Argyre Planitia and Hellas Planitia, and Noachis Terra just west of Hellas. This pattern roughly holds for $L_S=60-90°$. Sources remain in western Hellas and net lifting on the western slopes of Alba Patera increases, while southern cap-edge lifting at Thaumasia, Argyre, Noachis, and Hellas shows a decline likely attributable to the solsticial pause. $L_S=90-120°$ is very similar to the previous period, but with reduced net lifting at Argyre, Hellas, and Noachis. $L_S=120-150°$ sees renewed southern cap edge lifting, with sources at the southern slopes of Thaumasia, the southwestern edges of Argyre and Hellas, in Noachis just west of Hellas, and a new source in Noachis just east of Argyre. This renewed southern net lifting almost disappears again as the planet approaches equinox in $L_S=150-180°$, with the exception of some net lifting by Hellas and Argyre. Alba Patera disappears as a source, but some sources are evident in western Tharsis, in particular around Olympus Mons. Throughout this period, there is less net deposition at southern high latitudes, over Tharsis, over Terra Sabaea, and over Xanthe/Margaritifer Terra than there is elsewhere.

$L_S=180-210°$ sees extensive net lifting in the northern hemisphere, in particular over the northern lowlands: Acidalia Planitia, Utopia Planitia, and Arcadia Planitia. This net lifting extends for most years across the entire latitude circle of $\sim 50-70°$ N, but with especially high intensity over Acidalia Planitia. There are also consistent lifting sources over Alba
Fig. 5.19 Maps of net dust mass flux for the mean of MY 29-33 over 12 periods of 30° $L_S$. 
Patera, Tempe Terra, Quenisset and Elysium Mons. The northern cap edge net lifting remains intense but narrows in latitude and shifts equatorward during $L_S=210-240^\circ$, as the seasonal cap grows. Alba Patera remains a dust source, as does Elysium Mons, but not Quenisset. A narrow but intense band of net lifting emerges by the southern seasonal cap at $\sim 60-65^\circ$ S, particularly intense on the southern edges of the Hellas and Argyre craters. This southern cap edge net lifting expands and intensifies in $L_S=240-270^\circ$, dominating the latitude band 60-75° S. New dust sources arise along the 30° S latitude band, corresponding to the location of the subtropical jet: at northern Terra Sirenum/Daedalia Planum, northern Noachis Terra, the northern slopes of Hellas Planitia, and to a lesser extent over Terra Cimmeria. In the north, sources remain at Alba Patera, the northern slopes of Tempe Terra, western Acidalia Planitia, and Elysium Mons. In the $L_S=270-300^\circ$, the southern subtropical net sources expand and intensify. Southern cap edge net lifting, by contrast, is reduced and no longer covers entire latitude circles. The most intense remaining cap edge lifting is located in the western hemisphere, around Aonia Terra. Northern net lifting retains a similar pattern to the previous period. MYs 30-33 also see a new dust source over Tyrrhena Terra, at the southwestern edge of Isidis Planitia. As Mars moves away from southern summer solstice and perihelion in $L_S=300-330^\circ$, southern subtropical dust sources are diminished; some net lifting remains around northern Noachis Terra/southern Terra Sabaea. Southern cap edge net lifting disappears entirely. In the north, however, strong dust sources remain at Alba Patera, Acidalia Planitia, and Elysium Mons, and new net lifting emerges over Utopia Planitia/Arcadia Planitia, close to Elysium. Any remnant southern hemisphere sources disappear during $L_S=330-360^\circ$. Net lifting is prevalent between 30-60° N, but apparent nowhere else. Dust sources are Alba Patera, Tempe Terra, Acidalia Planitia, Quenisset, Utopia Planitia, Arcadia Planitia, and Elysium Mons. Net deposition-wise, there is consistently (through the whole perihelion season) less net deposition over Chryse Planitia, Xanthe Terra, Margaritifer Terra, Tyrrhena
Terra, eastern Elysium Planitia/northern Hesperia Planum, and southern Utopia Planitia than there is over the rest of the (non-seasonal cap covered) planet.

**Zonally averaged sources and sinks and interannual similarity/variability**

Fig. 5.20 complements the spatial net mass flux plots presented previously by allowing more detailed temporal examination of net mass flux in MYs 29-34, at the expense of some spatial detail. The interannual similarities and variabilities are apparent.

The net mass flux plots (Fig. 5.20) show significant interannual variability. There is great net deposition at the northern pole for the deposition plot between $L_S=90-160^\circ$, due to greater deposition at this time/region. There is also significant interannual variability in this deposition. The patchy nature of this deposition indicates the role of local dust storm activity. There is also an absence of any net deposition over the southern seasonal cap, *contra* the northern seasonal cap. This indicates a lack of transport of dust onto the southern seasonal cap at present day Mars.

The perihelion season shows notable interannual variability in net deposition due to the effects of the “A”-, “B”-, and “C”-type regional dust storms that occur during this season. Despite the reliable presence of these events, their actual durations, spatial structures, and CDOD display interannual variability. The footprints of the “A”- and “C”-type storms are visible, while that of the “B”-type southern cap edge events is obscured by the intense lifting that occurs at the same place and time. The “A”-type storm footprint is the most interannually similar, with a consistent enhanced net deposition between 30-60° S between approximately $L_S=210-250^\circ$, and a lesser enhancement in net deposition between 30° S-30° N for a shorter duration; for approximately 20° $L_S$ after the storm initiation. This pattern is particularly visible for MYs 30-33; MY 29 showed a different structure (with a later “A”-type event), as did MY 34 with the GDS. The “C”-type events show greater variation in intensity and spatial net deposition (MY 29 had a data gap during this period); MYs 30, 31, and 32 show
Fig. 5.20 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of net mass flux for MYs 29-34. Positive (red) areas represent net dust sources; negative (blue) areas represent net dust sinks.
significant net deposition over the southern pole, while MYs 29, 33, and 34 do not. MYs 31-34 show significant net deposition over latitudes 30-60° S, while MYs 29 and 30 do not. MY 34 showed significant net deposition at northern mid-latitudes, while the other years do not. Temporally, the net deposition from “C”-type storms occurs some time between $L_S=210-250°$.

5.4 The MY 34 GDS

The 2018/MY 34 GDS, which started at around $L_S=185°$ and had effectively decayed to a climatological CDOD by $L_S\sim260°$, had a significant impact on both lifting and deposition. Given the relative rarity of these events, the MY 34 GDS therefore provides an opportunity to examine how such events alter lifting and deposition relative to a “normal” martian year. For this purpose, MY 30 was chosen as a particularly clear/non-dusty year (see Fig. 5.17). Given the interannual similarity between non-GDS years, particularly in terms of large-scale atmospheric dynamics, MY 30 is taken to be reasonably representative of non-GDS years in terms of dust lifting patterns. Its relatively low CDOD compared to other years, meanwhile, makes it ideal for isolating the specific effects of the high dust loading of MY 34. All comparison terms used in the following section are therefore describing MY 34 relative to MY 30.

5.4.1 Lifting

Fig. 5.21 shows lifting for the initial stages of the GDS, and compares it to the same season for MY 30. There are two notable differences: a band of increased lifting at northern tropics/subtropics, and a band of decreased lifting at northern high latitudes: specifically over the northern lowlands. There is also some increased lifting in the southern hemisphere, around the northeast slopes of Hellas Planitia and eastern slopes of Argyre Planitia. The
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Fig. 5.21 Maps of dust mass lifting flux for the period $L_S=180-210^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two. Note the non-linear scale.
Fig. 5.22 Maps of dust mass lifting flux for the period $L_s=200-220^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two. Note the non-linear scale.
Fig. 5.23 Maps of dust mass lifting flux for the period $L_S=220-240^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two. Note the non-linear scale.
increased lifting over the northern (sub)tropics is concentrated over the Tharsis Plateau, Arabia Terra/northern Terra Sabaea, Elysium Mons, and northern and eastern Elysium Planitia/southmost Utopia Planitia. These changes are linked to changes in the near-surface wind speed (not shown); increased wind speeds over the northern and southern subtropics, and reduced wind speeds over most of the northern lowlands.

Fig. 5.22 shows lifting for the most intense phase of the GDS; the GDS is at its maximum spatial extent, and average CDOD is at its greatest value. Northern lifting tendencies follow that of the initial stages of the GDS, but with greater lifting fluxes for MY 34. Lifting over the northern lowlands remains lower than in MY 30; however, the region of enhanced lifting over Acidalia Planitia has grown in both spatial extent (covering the entirety of Acidalia Planitia) and intensity. Increased lifting over Tharsis, Arabia Terra/Terra Sabaea, and Elysium Planitia attains even greater intensity. In the southern hemisphere, however, there is a notable difference in the structure of lifting from the previous period. MY 34 displays an intense band of lifting right by the seasonal cap edge, as well as lifting around Terra Sirenum, the Thaumasia Highlands, Noachis Terra, and the southern and eastern edges of Hellas Planitia. Again, this corresponds reasonably well with the differences in near-surface wind speeds, which can be seen in Fig. 5.24. However, there are a few differences between the two maps, specifically at southern mid-high latitudes. For example, despite the fact that Fig. 5.24 shows wind speed increases across the whole 30-60° S latitude band, there is not a corresponding increase in lifting everywhere, as the increased wind speeds are not necessarily high enough to reach the lifting threshold. Additionally, it is instructive also to compare the structure of the southern 30-60° S wind speeds with the surface roughness map in Fig. 5.1; the greatest wind speeds, wind speed increases, and lifting increases correlate with smaller roughness lengths; ie. “smoother” terrain. The surface roughness at the surface therefore has a large impact on lifting, and in particular on the longitudinal structure of where lifting occurs.
Throughout these two phases, there are also marked differences in the characteristics of the near-surface wind speeds. There is a boost in diurnal and semidiurnal tidal activity, clearly visible from $L_S=190-250^\circ$ in Figs. 5.12.f and 5.13.f. Specifically, the diurnal tidal component of wind speeds (Fig. 5.12.f) is immediately enhanced between $40^\circ$ S-$40^\circ$ N, and especially at $30^\circ$ N (by 2-3 m/s), as seen in the increase in amplitudes in those latitude ranges. There is then a secondary enhancement at southern mid-high latitudes, specifically $30^\circ$-$60^\circ$ S, between $L_S=210-220^\circ$ (of $\geq 5$ m/s). Interestingly, there is a diurnal tidal minimum at $20^\circ$ S in that same period. The semidiurnal tidal component (Fig. 5.13.f) sees an immediate boost in amplitude at $30^\circ$ N, $20^\circ$ S, and $60^\circ$ S, the latter two being greater than the first ($\geq 5$ m/s vs 3 m/s). There is also a small boost in amplitude at the northern cap edge, around $60^\circ$ N, of $\sim 1$ m/s. The latter two enhancements also last through the duration of the GDS, while the former lasts between $L_S=190-220^\circ$. This demonstrates the strong link between the semidiurnal tide and atmospheric dust loading.

There are also GDS-induced changes to eddy activity between $L_S=190-250^\circ$, seen in Fig. 5.14.f. There is a small change to southern cap edge eddies, the higher amplitude features around $60^\circ$ S; while they are already declining in magnitude in most years by the time of the GDS inception, the GDS seems to accelerate their disappearance: by $L_S=190^\circ$ eddy activity has dropped to effectively zero, while in most years some eddy activity is still visible until $L_S=200-210^\circ$. Northern eddy activity, the higher amplitude features around $45$-$75^\circ$ N, is also affected. The $L_S=170-220^\circ$ period represents a maximum in northern cap edge eddy activity for the other years. This is substantially reduced by the GDS, by 1-2 m/s. This has great implications for northern lowlands lifting, which is reduced as a result (as described above). A corollary is that the MY 34 northern solsticial pause is no longer a “pause”; eddy activity simply continues being low, with the outcome that the GDS year sees overall reduced lifting from the northern lowlands.
As seen in Fig. 5.9.f, the GDS induced higher near-surface wind speeds across almost the entire planet; however, its effect on near-surface zonal and meridional flow was more subtle. Fig. 5.10.f shows that between $L_S=190-210^\circ$ the GDS had the effect of changing the dominant tropical meridional flow, at 0-30° N, from the usual split north-to-south/south-to-north flow to a purely north-to-south flow, approximately 30° $L_S$ before this usually occurs. As this flow represents the returning flow of the dominant cross-equatorial Hadley cell, this shows that the GDS accelerated the transition between an equinoctial circulation (with two roughly symmetrical Hadley cells around the equator) to a solsticial circulation (with a dominant cross-equatorial Hadley cell). The effect on the near-surface zonal flow is visible at Fig. 5.11.f. The GDS effect was to, between $L_S=190-220^\circ$, reverse the surface easterlies between 0-20° N into westerlies. This is the phenomenon of atmospheric superrotation, which has been previously modelled to occur on Mars in the case of GDS-level dust loading.

Fig. 5.23 shows lifting as the GDS remains intense, but decay is well underway. Again, lifting remains elevated relative to “normal” over Tharsis and southern Amazonia Planitia, but far less so over Arabia Terra/Terra Sabaea. There is a band of decreased lifting between 30-60° N which encompasses not just the northern lowlands but the higher topography regions by the planetary dichotomy boundary. The most striking feature in its intensity is the narrow band of enhanced lifting at 60-70° S; this shares a very similar structure to that of MY 30, but greater in its intensity.

There are a few possible explanations for this. Given the possible role of sublimation flow from the southern seasonal cap in causing these high cap edge wind speeds, the GDS may have intensified southern cap sublimation during this period. Alternatively, the GDS may have increased near-surface atmospheric density at the cap edge; atmospheric density has a positive relationship with calculated lifting in the equations. There are a couple of arguments against the first hypothesis. A sign of increased sublimation due to dynamical heating would be an accelerated recession of the southern seasonal cap; as shown above when discussing
Fig. 5.24 Maps of near-surface wind speeds for the period $L_S=200-220^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two.
the effects of tropical CDOD on southern cap edge lifting between $L_S=240-300^\circ$, the MY 34 case does not appear to simply correspond to either a larger or smaller seasonal cap than the mean, indicating asymmetric effects. This contradicts the fact that the enhanced lifting occurred uniformly across the entire latitude circle by the seasonal cap edge.

The other explanation is that the MY 34 GDS substantially increased near-surface atmospheric density by the cap edge; given the positive relationship between density and lifting (as a thicker atmosphere results in a greater momentum for a given wind speed), this resulted in an increase in cap edge lifting. Fig. 5.25 shows how the atmospheric density near the surface was at least 5% higher by the southern cap edge than over the same period in MY 30. This density change had contributions from both atmospheric temperature (which has an inverse relationship with density), as seen in Fig. 5.27, and surface pressure (which has a positive relationship with density), as seen in Fig. 5.26. The near-surface temperatures are lower than in MY 30 in a series of patches at 60° S around the edge of the seasonal cap, implying a larger seasonal cap in MY 34. Meanwhile surface pressures are at least 10 Pa higher in MY 34 over the entirety of southern high latitudes, indicating enhanced dynamical transport of air from the tropics. Together, these effects result in an increased cap edge atmospheric density, resulting in enhanced lifting.

This effect persists in the period $L_S=240-260^\circ$, as seen in Fig. 5.28. As the GDS decays, so the effects on lifting are reduced. There is though a notable enhancement in lifting at the 30° S latitude band. This is due to the enhanced Hadley circulation; as the upwelling branch of the Hadley cell is strengthened, so too is the resulting subtropical jet. There is also still an enhanced band of southern seasonal cap edge lifting due to increased atmospheric density (via the process described above). Interestingly, poleward of this there is a band of decreased lifting. These complex effects may be an artifact of the temporal averaging process, and could be explained in terms of highly asymmetric recession patterns. The specific polar dynamics which may lead to such patterns are discussed in Chapter 6.2.
Fig. 5.25 Maps of near-surface atmospheric density for the period $L_S=220-240^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the proportional difference between the two.
Fig. 5.26 Maps of surface pressure for the period $L_S=220-240^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two.
Fig. 5.27 Maps of near-surface atmospheric temperature for the period $L_S=220-240^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two.
Fig. 5.28 Maps of dust mass lifting flux for the period $L_s=240-260^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two. Note the non-linear scale.
5.4.2 Deposition

Fig. 5.29 shows dust deposition during the initial stages of the GDS, $L_S=180-200^\circ$. Most of the enhanced deposition occurred at equatorial latitudes and the northern tropics. As the storm reached its peak in $L_S=200-220^\circ$, seen in Fig. 5.30, this largely remained the case. The greatest deposition occurred over Arabia Terra and Terra Sabaea, with high deposition also over Isidis Planitia and southern Elysium Planitia. There was then a gap in deposition over the southern tropics, with a second band of highest deposition between 30-60° S. This was concentrated over Argyre Planitia, Hellas Planitia, and Terra Cimmeria (east of Hellas). As the storm subsequently decayed throughout $L_S=220-240^\circ$ (Fig. 5.31) and $L_S=240-260^\circ$ (Fig. 5.32), the bands of highest deposition shifted to higher latitudes. Particularly in the northern hemisphere, the highest deposition occurred around the 30-40° N latitudes. This implies that once the storm stopped spreading and activating new lifting centres, the remaining suspended dust became caught up in the Hadley circulation and therefore preferentially deposited around its downwelling branches.

5.5 Discussion

This section now moves back from the specific results of the MY 34 GDS to discuss the results of this chapter as a whole. In the broad sense, annual lifting was dominated by the perihelion season, which agrees with previous modelling work (e.g. Basu et al., 2004; Newman et al., 2002a,b) and matches with observations of higher global CDOD during this season (e.g. Montabone et al., 2015; Wang and Richardson, 2015). This is due to the higher insolation in this season, which enables higher near-surface wind speeds. However, these results do show greater southern hemisphere lifting during the perihelion season than previous studies using the same MGCM without assimilation (Chapman, 2018; Mulholland et al., 2015); specifically by the southern seasonal cap, which is associated with sublimation
Fig. 5.29 Maps of dust mass deposition flux for the period $L_S=180-210^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two.
Fig. 5.30 Maps of dust mass deposition flux for the period \( L_S = 200-220^\circ \), for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two.
Fig. 5.31 Maps of dust mass deposition flux for the period $L_s=220-240^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two.
Fig. 5.32 Maps of dust mass deposition flux for the period $L_S=240-260^\circ$, for MYs 30, 34, and the difference between the two.
flow and/or other mechanisms (see below). It is possible that the free-running MGCM is not accurately representing the large-scale atmospheric dynamics responsible for this jet. The role of assimilation in driving the southern cap edge feature is investigated in Chapter 6.2.

Throughout both seasons of the martian year, lifting was dominated by the contribution from the edges of both northern and southern polar caps. This was due to both baroclinic eddy activity and sublimation flow from the seasonal caps, both of which are discussed in greater detail below. This accords very well with observational datasets, which detail ubiquitous storm activity at both polar cap edges throughout the martian year (e.g. Cantor et al., 2002; Guzewich et al., 2015, 2017; Hinson and Wang, 2010; Hollingsworth et al., 1997; James et al., 1999; Wang, 2007; Wang and Fisher, 2009; Wang et al., 2005). Indeed, Fig. 5.33, which overlays storm observations from the Mars Color Imager (MARCI) in the Mars Dust Activity Database (MDAD) (Battalio and Wang, 2019) onto calculated lifting, shows a very good agreement between the near-constant cap edge lifting and near-constant cap edge dust storm activity. This cap edge lifting is highly repeatable between years, as has been observed from orbit (e.g. Cantor et al., 2002). This cap edge lifting is largely symmetrical around each solstice in terms of its spatial distribution; however, there is greater activity near the $L_S=180^\circ$ equinox than the $L_S=0^\circ$ equinox, due to the temporal asymmetry in seasonal cap growth/recession (Piqueux et al., 2015) and the greater insolation at the former due to the eccentricity of Mars’ orbit.

The results show that baroclinic eddy activity plays a hugely important role in cap edge lifting, particularly at the winter pole, where the meridional temperature contrast is greatest. This agrees with previous modelling (e.g. Hinson et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2019) and orbital (e.g. Hinson and Wang, 2010; Wang, 2007; Wang et al., 2005) studies linking cap edge storms to high-latitude baroclinic eddies. The eddy activity in the results is greatest between $L_S=180$-230°, or early northern winter/southern summer. Again, this agrees with previous modelling work showing that the most intense storm activity in the
Fig. 5.33 Zonally averaged $L_S$-latitude maps of dust mass lifting flux for MY 29-34. Note the non-linear scales. Overlaid (red crosses) are the centroid latitudes of storms observed using the Mars Color Imager (MARCI) and recorded in the Mars Dust Activity Database (MDAD) (Battalio and Wang, 2019).
“storm zones” of the northern lowlands occurs in early northern spring, due to a maximum in transient eddy activity (Hollingsworth et al., 1997) during this period, even if there is some observed interannual variability within that period as to when exactly the most vigorous northern cap edge storms are seen to occur (Hinson and Wang, 2010).

A key feature of baroclinic eddy lifting at the winter cap edges is that it experiences a solsticial “pause”, which is clearly evident in the results at both the northern and southern cap edges around each solstice. This pause, shown with the assimilation of TES data by Lewis et al. (2016) and reproduced with the assimilation of MCS data by Greybush et al. (2018), has complex causes linked to topography, the radiative effects of water ice clouds, and dust loading (Mulholland et al., 2016). The results show that the pause has a significant impact in decreasing cap edge lifting around the solstices, and shows striking interannual repeatability. The pause has been observationally verified through orbital studies (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2015, 2017), and indeed is visible in the overlaid MDAD data in Fig. 5.33. The northern hemisphere pause in particular may therefore be responsible for the observed paucity of large regional storms between \( L_S = 240-305^\circ \) in an orbital study of Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) and MARCI images from MYs 24-30 (Wang and Richardson, 2015). Hinson and Wang (2010) also observed a decline in cross-equatorial “flushing” storm activity around the height of northern winter/southern summer of MY 26 and hypothesised that this may be due to one or several of depletion of dust sources, \( \text{CO}_2 \) condensation, and shift in the dominant eddy wavenumber; the results of this chapter indicate that the last of these is at the very least a significant component, if not the dominant one.

The results show that the other major contributor to cap edge lifting is sublimation flow from the recessing seasonal polar cap, which is especially a factor at the southern seasonal cap. While the recessing northern cap shows both evidence of a sublimation flow and eddy activity between \( L_S = 0-90^\circ \), at the recessing southern seasonal cap between \( L_S = 220-300^\circ \) the near-surface wind speeds show little to no eddy contributions and are dominated by an easterly
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zonal flow and south-to-north meridional flow indicative of near-surface sublimation flow. (Note that both of these features are referred to here as “sublimation flows” for simplicity; however, as stated the northern feature has contributions from both a likely sublimation flow and eddy activity, while the mechanisms responsible for the southern feature are not definitely solely sublimation - see the discussion below and Chapter 6.2.)

The northern cap edge lifting does agree with observed dust storm activity in the MDAD, as seen in Fig. 5.33; this is also the case for the southern cap edge lifting, but only for the first half of the period during which there is intense predicted lifting (see MYs 30 and 31, for which there is assimilated data for the whole $L_S=220-300^\circ$ period). It seems likely therefore that high wind speeds alone are insufficient for maintaining storm activity; the periodic nature of baroclinic eddies may be important for maintaining available surface dust for storm formation, while intense but consistent and coherent jets may be inhibitive to continued storm inception over long periods.

The results show a dichotomy between the northern and southern cap-edge flows, with the latter having a meridional flow 50-300% greater as well as a much greater equatorward latitudinal extent. This dichotomy in intensity is consistent with dedicated modelling of the sublimation flow, which shows much higher wind speeds (of up to 10 m/s) corresponding to the southern sublimation flow than to the northern, due to the increased solar insolation near perihelion (Chow et al., 2019). Chow et al. (2019) speculate that their modelled intense southern sublimation flow, occurring as it does during Mars’ dusty season, may be responsible for dust lifting. There is also orbital observational evidence in favour of intense sublimation activity at the southern seasonal cap, in the form of CO$_2$ jets which erupt as the cap sublimes (e.g. Aye et al., 2019; Thomas et al., 2016).

However, there is also modelling evidence to suggest that even the southern sublimation flow may not be intense enough to support dust lifting, and that other mechanisms may be at play in driving high wind speeds around the southern seasonal cap. Burk (1976) used a
primitive-equation model to calculate polar cap winds and estimated they were insufficient to raise dust. Siili et al. (1997) modelled wind speeds at the southern cap edge and concluded that the combined sublimation flow and effects of the thermal contrast between the cap and the surrounding ice-free regolith were, even together, insufficient to cause wind stress values sufficient for dust lifting. Siili et al. (1999) incorporated the effects of slope winds as well and found that, in conjunction, the wind speeds resulting from the thermal contrast, sublimation flow, and (down)slope winds could drive wind speeds of up to 30 m/s. Likewise, Toigo et al. (2002) found that southern cap edge wind speeds could reproduce the observed dust distribution at this time of year, but that the primary drivers behind the sufficiently high wind stresses were the thermal contrast and slope winds, while the sublimation flow was relatively unimportant. The thermal contrast/slope wind explanation also fits with the results presented here, as the downslope winds would provide a south-to-north meridional flow while the thermal contrast and resulting high pressure system over the pole (due to differing thermal inertias of the ice and ice-free regolith) would result in a easterly flow, analogous to the terrestrial sea breeze (Fernández, 1997). The causes of the southern high latitude jets seen in this chapter are further investigated in Chapter 6.2.

Regardless of the causes of the southern high latitude jet presented in these results, it still provides a significant source of dust lifting. The discussion here is agnostic regarding the exact causal mechanisms behind the jet, which are discussed in Chapter 6.2. Significantly, the annually repeatable “B”-type storm occurs at the southern cap edge at around this season (Kass et al., 2016), suggesting that this annually repeatable intense jet is responsible for the regularity of the “B”-type storm.

Another result related to cap edge lifting is that tropical dust loading has a notable impact on lifting at the southern cap edge; specifically, tropical CDOD is anti-correlated with lifting there, as indicated in Fig. 5.5. It is hypothesised here that the higher tropical atmospheric temperatures due to the increased dust presence causes enhanced transport of warmer air
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to the seasonal cap edge, accelerating the recession of the cap and thus reducing the area available for cap edge lifting. In addition, the cap-adjacent regolith is at a higher latitude, making it colder and thus reducing the thermal contrast with the cap. Piqueux et al. (2015) observed that the recession of the southern cap, in particular, shows distinct interannual variability in latitude of up to several degrees and speculated that regional-scale dust activity could be responsible for this variability. These results suggest that large regional dust storms, specifically “A”-type storms (Kass et al., 2016), at tropical latitudes can in fact influence the recession of the southern polar cap. This effect may occur with a lag of \(\sim 40-100\) sols, according to modelling of the age of air in the martian circulation (Waugh et al., 2018).

Speculating, there is a potential implication of this result and the hypothesis that the cap edge lifting is linked to “B”-type storms. A particularly intense “A”-type event would reduce cap edge lifting and shift it poleward. This could indirectly lead to a decreased chance of a “B”-type event; but it could also lead to more intense “B”-type events, as more dust would remain available to lift.

The MY 34 results do not fit with the other years, suggesting that other mechanisms are at play with a dust event of that magnitude, including potential indirect effects on cloud formation and potential direct effects of dust deposition onto the southern cap surface itself. de la Torre Juarez (in review) observed no apparent change to the southern seasonal cap from the MY 34 GDS (while the northern seasonal cap appeared to grow). This is despite the fact that the MY 25 GDS, which occurred at a very similar time of year to the MY 34 event, appeared to accelerate the southern cap retreat (Piqueux et al., 2015). The MY 34 GDS seemed to initially depress but later in its decay phase enhance southern cap edge lifting, the latter effect likely due to increased surface pressures over the southern cap leading to higher atmospheric density and therefore greater lifting.

Northern mid-latitude dust lifting was present to some extent throughout the aphelion season and corresponded to a small amount of dust storm activity, as visible in the MDAD
data in Fig. 5.33. This lifting was linked to areas of high topographic contrast: Alba Patera, Tharsis, Elysium Mons, and Quenisset, implying slope winds were responsible. This has been noted in modelling of northern hemisphere dust lifting (Xiao et al., 2019), including the important role of Alba Patera in particular and its slope leading down to the northern lowlands (Hollingsworth and Kahre, 2010). Lifting also occurs to the south of Olympus Mons and around the location of the Medusae Fossae Formation, which has been proposed as the major contributor to Mars’ global dust reservoir (Ojha et al., 2018); these results suggest that this is an active lifting region on present day Mars. The topographic lifting over Tharsis’ volcanoes has been proposed as the source of observed high-altitude detached dust layers, which are especially prevalent throughout the aphelion season (Heavens et al., 2015).

Dynamical features were also responsible for non cap edge lifting. One proposed lifting mechanism has been the western boundary current (WBC): narrow jets of meridional flow on the eastern slopes of high topography regions (specifically at \( \sim 50^\circ \text{W} \), east of Tharsis, and \( \sim 80^\circ \text{E} \), east of Syrtis), corresponding to the returning flow of the cross-equatorial Hadley cell and therefore at their most intense around each solstice (Joshi et al., 1994, 1995). These results suggest that the WBCs at around \( L_S = 90^\circ \) do not in fact contribute to dust lifting. This may be due to the high roughness length at both jet locations (see Fig. 5.1), as the \( L_S = 270^\circ \) WBCs do seem to lift dust. The generally enhanced wind speeds of the latter solstice may be enough to overcome the barrier of the high surface roughness lengths.

A major contributor to global lifting in the results was the southern subtropical jet at \( 30^\circ \text{S} \) between \( L_S = 220-320^\circ \). This feature is a result of the upwelling branch of the Hadley cells - rising air is shifted into westerlies due to the Coriolis effect, and it has previously been modelled in the martian atmosphere (Joshi et al., 1997). However, as seen in Fig. 5.33, there are almost no observed storms corresponding to it visible in the MDAD. There is the possibility that this feature does not in fact exist or is weaker than shown in the reanalysis; this is explored in Chapter 6.2. An alternate explanation is that the consistently high wind
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speeds at this latitude band, which has been inferred from orbital thermal inertia and albedo measurements to be climatologically relatively free of surface dust cover (Putzig et al., 2005; Ruff and Christensen, 2002; Szwast et al., 2006), inhibit dust deposition. This is supported by the dust deposition results presented in this chapter. Without a surface source of dust to feed storms, these intense near-surface wind speeds cannot become a storm zone.

Non cap edge lifting has a distinct tidal amplitude, both in the diurnal and semidiurnal modes. This includes both the topographic and dynamical lifting described above. Previous modelling work has also shown that northern hemisphere topographic lifting has a period of 1 sol, corresponding to the diurnal tidal mode (Xiao et al., 2019). The tidal variation of winds can have significant effects; Wang et al. (2003) proposed that there is a tidal “window” when the tides amplify the returning Hadley cell flow, boosting it and allowing the cross-equatorial transport of “flushing” dust storms from the northern cap edge into the southern hemisphere. Indeed, the results presented here support the idea that both wind speeds and their tidal variation are highest on either side of the northern solsticial pause, which is when flushing storms are observed (Wang, 2007).

The results appear to show that large enough storms (consistently high CDOD over a long period) can also induce their own changes to the lifting. MY 29 was unusually dusty compared to the other years studied between $L_s=150-180^\circ$, and analysis of the results shows apparently enhanced lifting in the northern hemisphere; both over high topography and the northern lowlands. The dust loading was of sufficient scale (>10$^6$ km) and temporal extent (> 10 sols) to impact atmospheric dynamics in such a way as to maintain itself, as proposed by Toigo et al. (2018). Observations of cap edge lifting have also shown that lifting can occur across the storm fronts themselves, allowing a positive lifting feedback (Wang and Fisher, 2009; Wang et al., 2003).

As a final note, the results indicate an interesting correspondence between perihelion lifting features and the repeatable “A”-, “B”-, and “C”-type large regional storm systems.
“A”- and “C”-type storms, generally at tropics/mid-latitudes, occur when northern cap edge lifting is at a maximum i.e., not during the solstitial pause $L_s \approx 240-305^\circ$ (Wang and Richardson, 2015). “B”-type storms, as mentioned above, occur towards the beginning of southern summer by the polar cap edge, during the first half of the temporal extent of the southern high latitude jet. This implies that the interannually repeatable nature of these large storms flows from the interannually repeatable nature of the relevant large-scale atmospheric dynamics.

The GDS had a significant effect on calculated dust lifting. Enhanced near-surface wind speeds from the increased dust loading resulted in greater lifting over northern hemisphere high topography. In the southern hemisphere, there was a slight intensification of lifting from the subtropical jet. At the southern cap edge, increased atmospheric density from heightened surface pressures (due to a boosted Hadley circulation) increased calculated lifting. However, lifting actually decreased over the northern lowlands. This is due to the suppression of eddy activity by the enhanced static stability, and the poleward shift of the Hadley cell’s descending branch (Barnes, 1984; Ryan and Henry, 1979). This lends credence to the idea espoused by Haberle (1986) that GDS cycles may be linked to shifts between dominant southern hemisphere lifting (in GDS years) and dominant northern lowlands dust lifting (in non-GDS years). However, there was one exception to the decline in northern lowlands lifting: over Acidalia Planitia, downslope from Tempe Terra/Alba Patera, lifting actually increased, likely due to enhanced slope winds.

The GDS also altered the near-surface meridional and zonal flow, as described in Section 5.4.1. Zonal easterlies were reversed to westerlies, signifying atmospheric superrotation; this occurred due to the angular momentum contribution from the thermal tides enhanced by the GDS (Lewis and Read, 2003). The meridional flow transitioned rapidly from an equinoctial state, characterised by symmetrical equatorward flows around the 0 latitude, to a
north-to-south flow across the equator indicative of a solsticial circulation dominated by a clockwise cross-equatorial Hadley cell.

Like lifting, dust deposition showed a surprising dependence on near-surface wind speeds. Bands of higher wind speeds, such as at the subtropical jet during perihelion at 30° S, showed decreased deposition as dust was prevented from settling. This shows that both lifting and deposition are to an extent controlled by near-surface wind speeds, making their proper characterisation and understanding all the more important. This “cleaning” of certain regions has been invoked before to analyse surface albedo maps by Szwast et al. (2006), who described how southern seasonal cap sublimation flow might “clean” dust deposited early in the perihelion season in that region. And indeed, surface albedo (Szwast et al., 2006), surface thermal inertia (Putzig et al., 2005), and dust cover index (DCI) (Ruff and Christensen, 2002) maps indicate that the latitude band corresponding to the southern subtropical jet location is climatologically a low-dust zone. Likewise, while there is dust storm activity corresponding to the perihelion season southern cap edge lifting, this ceases only half way into the lifetime of this jet. This suggests that dust is being depleted by the storm activity, and it is unable to be replenished due to the consistently high and coherent near-surface wind speeds.

Deposition occurred preferentially at high latitudes of both hemispheres, corresponding to the descending branches of the Hadley cells. This provides an explanation for why the seasonal cap edges are such consistent storm zones throughout almost the entirety of each martian year. While there is steady lifting, there is also steady deposition, resupplying high latitudes with dust to be lifted by storm systems.

Deposition, especially in the perihelion season, was also controlled by the spatial and temporal structure of large dust events, such as the large regional storms catalogued by Kass et al. (2016) and Wang and Richardson (2015) and the MY 34 GDS. Given the duration, spatial extent, and high CDOD of these events, characterising their deposition patterns is
important for understanding deposition on annual timeframes and may give insights into interannual variability in, for example, the timing and location of “C”-type storms.

The MY 34 GDS deposited dust preferentially over the northern (sub)tropics, especially over Arabia Terra/Terra Sabaea; which is climatologically a major lifting centre. There was less intense deposition in the southern hemisphere, implying a net transport of dust from the southern to the northern hemisphere, which has been proposed previously (e.g. Haberle, 1986). Once the storm began its decay phase and was no longer spreading and activating new lifting centres, the Hadley circulation became the dominant driver of deposition, leading to preferential deposition at high latitudes of both hemispheres.

5.6 Conclusions

Data assimilation has proven to be a valuable tool for estimating large-scale dust lifting and deposition throughout the martian year. Assimilation of atmospheric temperature has revealed new and important lifting features, whose proper characterisation and understanding relies on having the best possible estimate of atmospheric dynamics. The most novel of these features is an intense southern cap edge jet as the cap recesses. Assimilation of CDOD has provided better understand of where deposition occurs and its control by the Hadley circulation, the spatiotemporal structure of large regional and global storms, and near-surface wind speeds.

Comparison with existing dust storm observations provokes some novel hypotheses about how storm zones operate on large-scale, seasonal basis. The seasonal caps of both hemispheres are almost constant sources of lifting, according with the ubiquitous observations of cap edge storms at almost all times of year. An explanation of this behaviour can be formulated as follows. There is near constant cap edge dust lifting, by both baroclinic eddies and (to a lesser extent) sublimation/thermal contrast/slope flow, leading to storms which may
travel and deposit their dust elsewhere. However, the Hadley circulation ensures that high latitudes of both hemispheres are constantly replenished with dust.

By contrast, despite high calculated lifting at southern mid-latitudes due to the intense subtropical jet, almost no storms are observed around this feature. Observations show that this is already a dust-poor region. Any dust finding itself at these latitudes is transported away by the Hadley circulation, and deposition is inhibited by precisely those high wind speeds. Without a supply of surface dust, this erstwhile high lifting zone cannot become a storm zone. At the southern cap edge, the large dust supply means that the powerful sublimation/thermal contrast/slope wind can loft dust for a while and create storms; once this supply is exhausted, though, storm activity ceases despite wind speeds remaining high. Over the next year, the Hadley cell replenishes southern high latitude dust, enabling the process to be repeated. Understanding martian storm zones therefore requires knowledge of both lifting and deposition, both intimately linked with near-surface wind speeds.

The large lifting features of the perihelion season can be deployed to understand the interannually similar behaviour of the large regional “A”-, “B”-, and “C”-type storms. The first and last of these are linked to northern cap edge eddy lifting, explaining their absence during the northern solsticial pause. The second is a cap edge phenomenon, and is linked to the southern seasonal cap edge lifting. The repeatable nature of these events can therefore be understood as flowing from the repeatable nature of the large-scale atmospheric dynamics, reliant as they are on the seasonal cycle of solar forcing. The interannual variability in these events - their exact timing, intensity, and spatial structure - is likely more reliant on the history of previous deposition, by the Hadley circulation and large dust events.

Speculatively, the substantial alterations to the normal deposition process caused by a GDS event have knock-on effects on the more repeatable cycle of large dust events. MY 29 is an unusual year in the sense of its high CDOD, with large dust events beginning unusually towards the end of the aphelion season. This is a year after a GDS (the MY 28 event).
Likewise, the MY 34 “C”-type event immediately succeeding the GDS was unusually intense compared to the previous five years. Early in MY 35, a large regional storm occurred in the northern hemisphere; another unusual event.

In other words, the martian dust system is composed of a regular forcing element - large-scale atmospheric dynamics, driven by the seasonal cycle of solar insolation - and a more stochastic “memory” - the pattern of deposition on the surface. The idea that the martian system consists of regular forcing combined with some variable threshold-like element is not a new one (e.g. Basu et al., 2006; Fenton et al., 2007; Haberle, 1986; Mulholland et al., 2013; Newman and Richardson, 2015; Pankine and Ingersoll, 2002, 2004). In this chapter it is simply put forward that the key stochastic memory element which results in interannual variability is the deposition of dust.

Finally, future work may wish to focus further on the question of dust deposition, which has not been as widely studied as dust lifting. Assimilation of dust observations provides a valuable tool to aid this, but other ways of incorporating empirical dust data could also be rewarding. As orbital exploration of Mars continues, the analysis of many years of martian observations also provides a promising way forward to understand the complex relationships between lifting, deposition, and dust storm activity.
Chapter 6

Dust and the Polar Atmosphere

This chapter investigates polar dynamical phenomena related to martian atmospheric dust. In Section 6.1, the impact of the MY 34 GDS on polar vortex dynamics is studied, with a focus on how the morphology of the polar vortices was affected by the high atmospheric dust loading. Both the diurnally-averaged effects and the local time variations are examined, and the morphology of the modelled polar vortices is linked to wave-mean flow interactions. In Section 6.2, two interannually-repeatable, high wind speed phenomena – henceforth, “jets” – at southern high latitudes are investigated in detail. These jets were noted in the previous chapter, where they appeared to be responsible for some dust lifting, but do not appear in other reanalyses of the martian atmosphere. The potential causes and feasibility of these jets are discussed, and their dependence on the particular observational data assimilated into the MGCM.
6.1 Impact of the 2018/Mars Year 34 Global Dust Storm on polar dynamics

6.1.1 Introduction

Mars’ winter atmosphere is characterized by a polar vortex of low temperatures around the winter pole, circumscribed by a strong westerly jet (Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016). These vortices are a key part of the atmospheric circulation and are heavily involved with dust and volatile transport (e.g. Holmes et al., 2017). Planetary polar vortices are a common feature of atmospheres in the Solar System, but Mars’ differ from Earth’s in several important respects. Among the most notable and visible is their peculiar annular structure. On Earth, the potential vorticity (a way of diagnosing the presence and strength of the polar vortex; see discussion below) of the polar vortices increases monotonically towards the pole; on Mars, there is a distinctive ring of higher potential vorticity around the pole, then a minimum over the pole itself (Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016). This annular potential vorticity structure should be barotropically unstable but appears to persist over seasonal timescales; modelling indicates that Mars’ low radiative relaxation timescales can help maintain this equilibrium (Seviour et al., 2017). The current best explanation for the annular structure itself appears to be diabatic heating from CO$_2$ condensation over the winter pole; as the CO$_2$ condenses, it releases latent heat energy, warming the lower atmosphere and destroying potential vorticity (Rostami et al., 2018; Toigo et al., 2017). Mars’ polar vortices also appear to show a hemispheric asymmetry, with the northern hemisphere vortex being stronger in reanalyses than the southern hemisphere vortex (Mitchell et al., 2015).

Another feature of the martian polar vortices is their elliptical shape, particularly in the northern hemisphere (Waugh et al., 2016). It has been speculated by Rostami et al. (2018) that this ellipticity could be linked to topography, something not incorporated into their simplified model of the martian circulation. This elliptical shape is only visible when
averaged over time periods of 10s of sols; over smaller timescales, the polar vortex structure is less coherent and composed of smaller regions of high potential vorticity (Waugh et al., 2016). Rostami et al. (2018) attributed this to inhomogeneous deposition of condensing CO₂ ice. Meanwhile, Mitchell et al. (2015) found that the martian polar vortices are consistently centred over the pole itself at the solstices, suggesting a relatively minimal (compared to Earth) role for wave-mean flow interactions in controlling the shape of the polar vortices.

The martian polar vortices appear to have a complex relationship with atmospheric dust loading. Mitchell et al. (2015) found that in the MACDA reanalysis, there was little seasonal variability in the polar vortex structure linked to planetary Rossby wave activity and resulting sudden stratospheric warming, as there is on Earth; rather, any variability was linked to dust-induced changes to the Hadley circulation and resulting intensified polar warming. Specifically, they investigated the effect of a regional dust storm at \( L_s = 320° \) in MY 26 (a “C”-type storm; see Kass et al. (2016)), and found that it acted to shift the northern vortex towards the equator by \( \sim 10° \) in latitude and weaken the vortex circulation overall.

Guzewich et al. (2016) used an MGCM with an analytically prescribed CDOD scenario to investigate the effects of high southern hemisphere dust loading on the northern polar vortex, and vice-versa. They found that regional and GDS events could produce sudden transient vortex warming, disrupting the northern polar vortex for periods of up to 10s of sols, by shifting the downwelling branch of the cross-equatorial Hadley cell poleward. By contrast, the southern polar vortex was significantly more robust to high northern hemisphere dust loading. The exact relationship between the polar vortices and atmospheric dust content is an important one to understand, as it has implications for the transport of both volatiles and dust itself through the vortices (e.g. McCleese et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2017).

The study conducted in this chapter has several novel features compared to previous studies cited above. The use of data assimilation to create a meteorological reanalysis is a key one. Previous studies have used reanalyses to investigate Mars’ polar vortices, but to date
have only used those which assimilate TES data, namely the MACDA reanalysis (Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016) and a preliminary version of the EMARS reanalysis (Waugh et al., 2016). This study assimilates MCS retrievals; MCS CDOD products (see Chapter 3) are not limited like TES CDOD nadir measurements were to areas with relatively warm surface temperatures (>220 K) (Smith, 2004), allowing greater coverage over the seasonal CO₂ caps and therefore more CDOD data for assimilation over these regions. It also uses the newer 2D retrievals which should give improved retrievals over the polar regions specifically (Kleinböhl et al., 2017) (these are discussed in more detail in the second half of this chapter). As noted in Chapter 3, however, MCS CDOD products are not nadir retrievals but extrapolations of profile retrievals, and therefore unable to directly retrieve dust in the bottom few kilometres of the atmosphere. This caveat should be borne in mind when discussing work using MCS CDOD products, as they may underestimate CDOD in the clear polar winter atmosphere.

Crucially for the understanding of how large-scale dust loading affects Mars’ polar dynamics, this study assimilates CDOD and temperature data from the real GDS that occurred in MY 34. Guzewich et al. (2016) used a prescribed idealised dust scenario to investigate the effects of a generic GDS-like event at solstice. The use of a reanalysis allows the study of a realistic GDS-level dust loading closer to equinox, affording a chance to study GDS effects at a different season. This also allows comparison of a study on the MY 34 GDS using MCS data directly, and its findings of significant diurnal variation in southern polar vortex structure (Kleinböhl et al., 2020). Finally, this study devotes time to investigate wave-mean flow interactions, and specifically study how the horizontal structure of the polar vortices at this season might be affected by such interactions; for the first time using a full Mars GCM.

A diagnostic used frequently throughout Section 6.1 is potential vorticity (PV). PV is a measure of air circulation derived from the vorticity and thermal stratification of the atmosphere, and is valuable as a quantity that is conserved under adiabatic processes, making it especially useful for the study of polar dynamics. PV can be defined as
where $g$ is the gravitational acceleration ($3.72 \text{ m/s}^2$ on Mars), $\xi$ is the relative isentropic vorticity (the relative vorticity of the air mass on that particular isentropic surface, where an isentropic surface is a surface of constant potential temperature), $f$ is the Coriolis parameter (which accounts for the vorticity associated with the planetary rotation at a particular latitude), $\theta$ is the potential temperature, and $p$ is the pressure. Equation 6.1 shows that $PV$ has both dynamical elements, in the form of the vorticity of both the air mass itself and the planetary rotation, and thermodynamic elements, in the form of the potential temperature structure and static stability of the atmosphere. As stated, the $PV$ of an air mass is conserved under adiabatic motions; therefore a full-scale destruction of $PV$ implies significant changes to the potential temperature structure via atmospheric heating.

$PV = -g(\xi + f) \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial p}$  

(6.1)

$PV$ is given as a value on a particular isentropic surface; this study uses the 300 K isentropic surface. This is used for consistency with previous studies of the martian polar atmosphere (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016). This corresponds to an approximate altitude range of 20-30 km across the planet, and when zonal and meridional wind quantities are presented in this section they are integrated between 20-30 km.

Finally, $PV$ is typically positive in the northern hemisphere and negative in the southern hemisphere, and increases in magnitude near the poles, due to the value of $f$. The term “magnitude” is used throughout this chapter for $PV$ values, to make it clear that a larger negative $PV$ value means a greater absolute value of $PV$. For simplicity, 1 “PVU” (potential vorticity unit) is defined throughout this chapter as $1 \times 10^2 \text{ K m}^2\text{ kg}^{-1}\text{ s}^{-1}$.

For the purposes of this section, MY 33 was chosen as a non-GDS year to compare against MY 34. The reason for this is that MY 33, as seen from the multi-year CDOD plots in Fig. 5.17 in the previous chapter, was a very typical MCS year in terms of dust loading, including in the timing and magnitude of its regional “A”-, “B”-, and “C”-storms. Another
comparison year used throughout this thesis was MY 30, an unusually dust-free year. This is helpful in some contexts, such as when trying to disentangle the effects of dust loading from other effects. In this case, however, the very average dust loading of MY 33 affords a better comparison between a situation of “normal” dust loading and a situation of GDS-scale dust loading. The $L_S=200-220^\circ$ period was focussed on as it represents the height of global, homogeneous dust loading during the GDS period in MY 34 (see Fig. 5.17 in the previous chapter).

6.1.2 Results

Diurnally averaged changes

The 2018 Global Dust Storm (GDS) had a significant impact on polar atmospheric dynamics. This section explores its effects over both the north and south poles (occasionally referenced as “NP” and “SP” respectively throughout) as averaged over all local times.

Fig. 6.1 shows the changes to the average structure of the NP and SP polar vortices in the $L_S=200-220^\circ$ period caused by the MY 34 GDS. NP PV saw an overall reduction (Fig. 6.1.e) of up to 15 PVU, with the greatest reduction in PV around latitudes 60-70° N. This reduction was highly longitudinally asymmetric, with maxima in PV reduction at longitudes 180-90° E and -30-30° E. Broadly speaking, most of the PV reduction occurred in the eastern hemisphere, with little change in the western hemisphere. Despite the general tendency of a reduction in PV, PV actually increased slightly right over the pole itself. Despite these changes, the gross morphology of the NP polar vortex (Fig. 6.1.a,c) showed minor changes compared to the SP. The MY 33 morphology is more elliptical than the MY 34 morphology, which shows greater longitudinal symmetry; there is also a local PV minimum right over the pole in the MY 33 case which is no longer present in the MY 34 case.

NP zonal winds also saw an alteration, tending to increase in the GDS case by up to 20 m/s (Fig. 6.1.e). The wind speed increases align perfectly with the PV decreases described in the
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![Fig. 6.1 Potential vorticity (colours) as averaged over the $L_s=200-220^\circ$ period on the 300 K isentropic level and zonal wind speeds (contours) as averaged between 20-30 km for (top) MY 33, (middle) MY 34, and (bottom) the difference between MY 34 - MY 33, over the (left) north pole and (right) south pole. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band. Lower absolute values indicate lower magnitude of potential vorticity, and vice-versa. Note the difference in scales and colours.](image-url)
previous paragraph, with the eastern hemisphere once again showing the greatest change. In the western hemisphere there was little change to zonal wind speeds except between latitudes 70-80° N, where zonal winds decreased by an average of 8 m/s between longitudes -120° to 30° E. As with PV, the GDS-induced changes were highly longitudinally asymmetric. At the lower latitudes of 50-60° N, in (primarily) the eastern hemisphere, zonal wind speeds decreased by up to 16 m/s. This shows that the polar jet was shifted poleward by the GDS. Again, though, this shift was longitudinally asymmetric. As seen by comparing Figs. 6.1.a and 6.1.c, the GDS-induced changes to zonal winds were asymmetric and such as to make the MY 34 wind structure more symmetric and less elliptical than the MY 33 wind structure.

In particular, a strong local wind maximum of up to 120 m/s in the eastern hemisphere (centred around 55° N, 60° E) in the MY 33 case was completely destroyed in the MY 34 case, creating a more longitudinally symmetric westerly jet. By contrast, a strong local wind maximum of up to 105 m/s in the western hemisphere (centred around 55° N, -90° E) in MY 33 was still present in MY 34. Despite the generally more symmetric and less elliptical wind structure in the MY 34 case, the jet appears shifted slightly off-pole towards -30° E. Finally, the closer clustering of contours in the MY 34 case shows a latitudinal narrowing of the westerly jet. There was a visible anticorrelation between PV and zonal wind speeds.

SP PV also saw an overall reduction (in magnitude terms), of up to 5 PVU. The pattern of reduction (Fig. 6.1.f) correlates exactly with the structure of the polar vortex in the non-GDS case (ie. the PV minima) (Fig. 6.1.b). The distinctive annular PV structure visible in MY 33 is both longitudinally asymmetric, being weaker generally in the western hemisphere and stronger in the eastern hemisphere, and centred well off-pole, with the central PV minimum located around 80° S and -30° E. For the GDS case in MY 34, the PV structure is far more uniform; there is still a (much weaker) annular pattern, which is now centred around the pole itself, and there is reduced longitudinal asymmetry. Lastly, the proportional decrease of PV at the SP (up to 50%) was much greater than at the NP, resulting in a totally altered polar
vortex morphology and a much diminished polar vortex, with PV destroyed across the entire polar vortex, suggesting great dynamical and/or radiative flux changes.

SP zonal winds generally increased around the locations where PV decreased, by up to 30 m/s, and decreased elsewhere (ie. outside the polar vortex) by up to 32 m/s (Fig. 6.1.f). The greatest wind speed increases were at the former location of the local PV minimum which described the centre of the polar vortex in MY 33 (Fig. 6.1.b); this calm “eye” had very low wind speeds in MY 33. Again, this signifies a shift of the (remnant) polar vortex from being centred off-pole to being centred over the pole itself. In contrast to the situation at the NP, zonal wind contours are more spaced apart in the MY 34 case, showing a less latitudinally focussed westerly jet. There is a decrease in zonal wind speeds equatorward of 60° S everywhere, as the increased dust loading from the GDS reduces the equatorward temperature gradient. As with the NP, the MY 34 wind structure was more longitudinally asymmetric than in MY 33, the latter showing (as with PV) an off-pole centre of the westerly jet; this explains the longitudinal asymmetry of changes to the wind structure. Also as with the NP, there was a visible anticorrelation between PV and zonal wind speeds.

![Fig. 6.2](image_url)

Fig. 6.2 Mean meridional circulation as averaged between $L_s=200-220^\circ$ for (left) MY 33, (middle) MY 34, and (right) the difference between them (MY 34 - MY 33). Positive values indicate a clockwise flow; negative values indicate an anticlockwise flow.

Fig. 6.2 shows the diurnally-averaged mean meridional circulation (MMC) as calculated for MY 33 and 34, and the difference between them, for the time of the MY 34 GDS. It is immediately apparent that the GDS significantly boosted the circulation. Both the dominant
cross-equatorial clockwise Hadley cell and the smaller southern anticlockwise Hadley cell were stronger during the time of the GDS (with an interesting exception sub-10 km). A stronger Hadley cell signifies greater transport of (warmer) air from equatorial and mid-latitudes towards higher latitudes, causing adiabatic heating. As well as being stronger, the cross-equatorial Hadley cell also extended further poleward in the northern hemisphere in the MY 34 case, signifying air transport towards higher latitudes than under non-GDS conditions; from up to \( \sim 60^\circ \text{N} \) in MY 33 to up to \( \sim 75^\circ \text{N} \) in MY 34. This further latitudinal extension does not appear to be the case for the southern anticlockwise Hadley cell, however.

It is also worth examining how the meridional circulation was altered at different longitudes, to see if the increased longitudinal symmetry in the MY 34 polar vortex structure was reflected in the circulatory structure. Fig. 6.3 shows the mean meridional circulation as calculated for six different longitude ranges, at increments of 60°. Here it should be noted that the mean meridional circulation is defined as a zonal average field, and so these longitudinally-specific fields are not necessarily real circulations that exist at any particular time on the planet, given the existence of zonal transport and therefore the interconnectedness of the meridional circulation at different longitudes. But the MMC itself as calculated is also a mathematical construct; not necessarily a perfect representation of what the planetary global circulation actually looks like (for example, a modelled overturning cell is multiply realisable and could be due to roughly symmetric air uplift and subsidence, but could also be due to more localised rapid uplift and more spatially broad slow subsidence (Rafkin, 2012)), but an instructive guide as to how it appears to behave at large scales based on our model representation of the meridional wind field. Analysis of Fig. 6.3 could therefore still provide some insight into the longitudinal asymmetry of the large-scale circulation and its interaction with large-scale polar dynamics.

With that caveat, Fig. 6.3 does indeed show that there is huge variation in the modelled meridional circulation at different longitudes. The zonally-averaged MMC, as seen in Fig.
Fig. 6.3 MMC calculated for different longitude ranges, averaged between $L_S=200-220\degree$. Positive values indicate a clockwise flow; negative values indicate an anticlockwise flow.
6.2, is composed of a dominant cross-equatorial clockwise Hadley cell and a smaller southern anticlockwise Hadley cell. In addition to these thermally direct circulatory cells, there is frequently another cell at mid-high northern latitudes. This cell is thermally indirect, as it is not directly driven by solar heating as are the thermally direct cells, which upwell at the subsolar latitudes. In the terrestrial literature, such thermally indirect features at mid-latitudes are called “Ferrel cells”, but are not strictly speaking real circulatory cells; rather, they indicate the presence of mechanical forcing from planetary wave activity due to thermal contrasts at mid-latitudes (Salby, 2011, Chapter 15), and their very presence in the Eulerian mean meridional circulation is an artefact of the averaging process (see Andrews et al., 1987, Chapter 3). In other representations of transport such as the transformed Eulerian mean circulation, which accounts for wave-driven transport, these thermally indirect “cells” disappear (Holton, 2004a). For the purposes of this chapter, these features are referred to as thermally indirect cells. Given the thermal contrast at northern mid-latitudes at this time of year ($L_S=200-220^\circ$, early northern winter) the presence of these cells implies baroclinic planetary wave activity.

Looking at MY 33, this pattern is replicated at some longitude ranges: -180-120° E (Fig. 6.3.a) and 0-60° E (Fig. 6.3.j) show this rough structure the most clearly. But at some longitudes the circulatory structure is very different. For example, northern wave activity is significantly greater at the longitude ranges -120- -60° E (Fig. 6.3.d), -60-0° E (Fig. 6.3.g), 60-120° E (Fig. 6.3.m), and 120-180° E (Fig. 6.3.p). The latter three of these four ranges correspond to the longitudes of the northern topographic depressions, as seen in Fig. 6.4, where baroclinic wave activity is strongest (e.g. Barnes et al., 1993). At some longitude ranges, such as -180- -120° E (Fig. 6.3.a) and 0-60° E (Fig. 6.3.j), the dominant clockwise Hadley cell extends all the way to the north pole. At some, such as 0-60° (Fig. 6.3.j), 60-120° E (Fig. 6.3.m), and 120-180° E (Fig. 6.3.p), the southern anticlockwise Hadley
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cell extends all the way to the south pole (broadly speaking, this encompasses the eastern hemisphere), though there is also a strong southern Hadley cell at -180--120° E (Fig. 6.3.a).

Comparing these circulatory patterns to the MY 33 polar vortex longitudinal structure in Fig. 6.1.b, there appears to be a correlation. In the south, the presence of an anticlockwise Hadley cell (Hadley meaning thermally direct, ie. rising from around the subsolar latitude) extending to the SP correlates to where the polar vortex (defined as the annular band of high PV and its corresponding lower zonal wind speeds) is shifted poleward: between -180--120° E (Fig. 6.3.a), 0-60° E (Fig. 6.3.j), and 120-180° E (Fig. 6.3.p). Likewise, where the polar vortex bulges further equatorward, there is instead a strong clockwise circulation extending from the SP equatorward: between -120--60° E (Fig. 6.3.d) and -60-0° E (Fig. 6.3.g). In the north, the presence of a strong clockwise Hadley cell extending to the NP appears to correlate with where the polar vortex is shifted poleward, as can be seen in the PV contour lines (Fig. 6.1.a): between -180--120° E (Fig. 6.3.a) and 0-60° E (Fig. 6.3.j). Where there is instead a strong anticlockwise thermally indirect cell dominant at northern high latitudes, the polar vortex extends further equatorward: such as between longitudes -60-0° E (Fig. 6.3.g) and 120-180° E (Fig. 6.3.p).

The equivalent longitude ranges in the MY 34 case show significant and complex differences as compared to the MY 33 case, but some broad patterns can be identified. In general, the circulations at different longitude ranges show greater zonal symmetry than in MY 33, and resemble the zonally averaged MMC (as seen in Fig. 6.2) more closely. Specifically, the circulations at -180--120° E (Fig. 6.3.b), -120--60° E (Fig. 6.3.e), -60-0° E (Fig. 6.3.h), and 120-180° E (Fig. 6.3.q) all bear greater morphological resemblance to the zonally averaged case in MY 34 than they do in MY 33. The exception is between 0-120° E (Fig. 6.3.k,n), where the northern hemisphere is dominated by a clockwise cell extending all the way to the pole.
Fig. 6.4 Surface pressures as averaged between $L_s=200-220^\circ$ in MY 33, in (top) a global cylindrical projection and (middle, bottom) a polar stereographic projection for the north pole and south pole perspective. Contours indicate lines of topography.
This more longitudinally symmetrical circulation correlates well with the more longitudinally symmetrical polar vortices in MY 34 at both the NP and SP (Fig. 6.1.c,d). At the longitudes identified above where there exists a strong anticlockwise Hadley cell extending to the SP in MY 33, in MY 34 this cell is significantly weakened; for example, at longitudes 0-60° E (Fig. 6.3.l) and 120-180° E (Fig. 6.3.r). Likewise, at southern longitudes where there is instead a strong clockwise flow from the SP in MY 33, in MY 34 this is diminished and/or reversed; for example, at longitudes -120- -60° E (Fig. 6.3.f) and -60-0° E (Fig. 6.3.i). At the northern longitudes identified above where there exists a strong clockwise Hadley cell extending to the NP in MY 33, in MY 34 this is significantly altered. At longitudes -180- -120° E (Fig. 6.3.c), the clockwise Hadley cell no longer extends to the NP. At longitudes 0-60° E (Fig. 6.3.l), the strength of the clockwise Hadley cell is strongly diminished below 30 km up to latitude 60° N, but increases between 60-90° N. Meanwhile, at northern longitudes where thermally indirect cell activity dominates near the NP in MY 33, in MY 34 this is generally diminished, though the effects are complex. At longitudes -60-0° N (Fig. 6.3.i), northern high-latitude wave activity is completely diminished and the cross-equatorial clockwise Hadley cell increases in both latitude and latitudinal extent in the northern hemisphere. At longitudes -120- -60° E (Fig. 6.3.f) and 120-180° E (Fig. 6.3.r), high latitude (60-90° N) thermally indirect cell activity actually increases, but in conjunction a strengthened clockwise Hadley cell extending into higher northern latitudes (approximately extending from 30° N in MY 33 to 60° N in MY 34). And at longitudes 60-120° E (Fig. 6.3.o), high latitude thermally indirect cell activity is completely replaced by the clockwise Hadley cell, which extends all the way to the NP.

It has been shown so far that the modelled longitudinal asymmetries in the polar vortices are related to longitudinally asymmetric meridional circulatory patterns; but what is the cause of this longitudinal asymmetry in meridional circulation? Fig. 6.5 shows the meridional wind deviation as integrated between altitudes 20-30 km. The meridional wind deviation
is defined as the difference between the time mean (in this case, between $L_S=200-220^\circ$) of meridional wind field and the time and zonal mean of the meridional wind ($\overline{\nu} - [\nu]$, where the overbar and brackets represent time and zonal means respectively), and hence indicates the presence of stationary planetary waves. Fig. 6.5.a shows the stationary wave pattern in MY 33, a non-GDS year. A clear spatial wavenumber 2 signal is visible at northern mid-high latitudes; this pattern is due to the zonal topographic differences present at northern mid-high latitudes, with two notable depressions at the plains of Acidalia and Utopia and higher topography around Alba Patera and northern Arabia Terra (see Fig. 6.4), which induce differential heating and thus drive adjacent clockwise and anticlockwise circulations (Haberle et al., 2019; Hollingsworth and Barnes, 1996; Nayvelt et al., 1997). The presence of this wavenumber 2 feature, including the associated wind directions, has been seen in observations of north polar hood clouds (Haberle et al., 2019). There is a south-to-north flow between approximately -10-70° E and 160- -120° E, and a north-to-south flow between approximately -110---10° E and 70-160° E. There is also stationary wave activity at southern high latitudes - this is more ambiguous, indicating a wavenumber 2 feature at mid latitudes which transitions into a wavenumber 1 feature poleward of 75-80° S; other modelling work suggests that this becomes a more unambiguous wavenumber at southern winter (Hollingsworth and Barnes, 1996), and this is borne out in this reanalysis (not shown). There is a south-to-north flow between approximately -70-10° E, and a north-to-south flow between approximately 90-180° E, both extending all the way to the pole. There are also lower latitude flows: a north-to-south flow between approximately -20-60° E, and a less well-defined south-to-north flow between approximately 60-120° E.

The MY 34 GDS drastically changed the stationary wave structure in both hemispheres, as seen in Fig. 6.5.b,c. In the north, the amplitude of all the waves and troughs was decreased by up to 20 m/s. Morphologically, there were still two significant remnants: the north-to-south flow at around -110- -10° E, and the adjacent south-to-north flow at around -10-70° E. This
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Fig. 6.5 Meridional wind deviation ($v - [v]$) at 20-30 km for $L_S=200-220^\circ$ for (top) MY 33, (middle) MY 34, and (bottom) the difference between MY 34 - MY 33.
remnant flow was also shifted poleward, from extending to mid-latitudes in MY 33 to being limited to \( \sim 45^\circ \) N in MY 34. Meanwhile the other two flows described above were reduced to almost zero. In the south, the mid-high latitude wavenumber 2 structure was completely destroyed, leaving only a very weak wavenumber 1 feature near the pole. This consisted of, roughly, a weak south-to-north flow between \(-180-60^\circ\) E and a weak north-to-south flow between \(60-180^\circ\) E.

This stationary wave structure, and the changes induced to it by the GDS, correspond well to the modelled circulation and polar vortex structure, and their associated GDS-induced changes. In the northern hemisphere, the MY 33 stationary wave structure - a wavenumber 2 pattern - matches well with the modelled longitudinal asymmetry of the elliptical polar vortex (Fig. 6.1.a). Where the vortex extends further equatorward - the elongated parts of the ellipse - is where the meridional wind deviation consists of a north-to-south flow, namely between \(-110- -10^\circ\) E and between \(70-160^\circ\) E. Where the vortex is more constrained towards the pole - the narrow parts of the ellipse - is where the meridional wind deviation consists of a south-to-north flow, namely between \(-10-70^\circ\) E and between \(170- -110^\circ\) E. As stated, the MY 34 GDS significantly diminished the northern stationary wave amplitudes, in particular between \(-180- -120^\circ\) E and \(70-180^\circ\) E. This correlates very well with the longitude range of greatest PV reduction (Fig. 6.1.e). Where the pre-existing stationary wave structure remained relatively intact, on the other hand, such as between \(-120- -60^\circ\) E, there was minimal change in PV.

In the southern hemisphere, there is also a correspondence between the stationary wave pattern and the polar vortex structure (Fig. 6.1.b). Where the vortex extends further equatorward is where the meridional wind deviation consists of a south-to-north flow, namely between \(-70-10^\circ\) E. Where the vortex is more constrained towards the pole is where the meridional wind deviation consists of a north-to-south flow, namely between \(10-180^\circ\) E. The MY 34 GDS almost completely destroyed any southern stationary wave activity (Fig.
6.1.f), resulting in the modelled highly symmetrical MY 34 polar vortex (Fig. 6.1.d). The greatest change was to where the MY 33 stationary wave amplitudes were greatest, between -60-60° E; this is where the MY 33 polar vortex was most latitudinally extended and hence longitudinally asymmetrical.

While the NP PV structure was largely unaltered in a significant sense during the GDS except so as to make it more longitudinally symmetric and less annular, the SP polar vortex saw a proportionally much greater and more longitudinally extensive reduction in PV, even at longitudes where the stationary planetary wave pattern was not significantly altered; this suggests that in addition to dynamics, other factors were at play in the southern polar vortex. Fig. 6.6 shows zonally averaged temperatures and dust opacities for MY 33 and MY 34. It is apparent that GDS-induced atmospheric heating at southern high latitudes was much greater (up to 33 K in the 20-30 km range) than at northern high latitudes (up to 15 K in the 20-30 km range, and significantly less within the polar vortex itself). The southern hemisphere saw an almost complete destruction of the polar vortex, while in the north the polar vortex narrowed in latitudinal extent but remained coherent and clearly defined. Crucially for the thermal winds around the SP, the meridional temperature gradient in the southern hemisphere was substantially reduced except nearest the pole, as visible from the increased spacing between vertical contour lines. This matches with the GDS-induced increase in dust opacity, which occurred primarily between latitudes 75° S to 50° N (Fig. 6.6.f), though there was also a large increase (up to 0.02) between 60-90° S up to 20 km altitude. There was little increase in dust opacity north of 60° N (<0.01), and any increase occurred below ~10 km. This implies that direct diabatic heating from the increased dust presence may have had a role in affecting the southern polar vortex, but not the northern.

To better ascertain the roles of diabatic and adiabatic/dynamical heating, Fig. 6.7 shows shortwave (SW), longwave (LW), and net (SW+LW) radiative heating rates in the atmosphere and how they differ between MY 33 and MY 34. SW heating relies solely on the dust
Fig. 6.6 Zonally-averaged (left) temperatures and (right) dust opacities averaged between $L_s=200-220^\circ$ for (top) MY 33, (middle) MY 34, and (bottom) the difference between MY 34 - MY 33. The plotted dust opacities in subplots b. and d. are $\log_{10}$ values; the coloured values in subplot f. are actual dust opacities while the contour lines are $\log_{10}$ values. All dust opacities are at 600 nm, as used in the MGCM. Altitude was cropped to 50 km for the plots.
presence in the atmosphere, while LW heating is dependent on both dust and atmospheric emission. Given the short radiative timescale of the martian atmosphere, the SW and LW heating rates should be in approximate balance in a radiative-convective model (except for in the planetary boundary layer); in a model containing dynamical processes, the deviations from radiative balance indicate the presence of dynamical heating/cooling (Wolff et al., 2017). For example, in MY 33 (Fig. 6.7.c) dynamical cooling is visible between latitudes 0-60° S and altitudes 10-30 km, showing the presence of the upwelling branch of the two Hadley cells, while dynamical heating is visible at high altitudes between 30-60° N and 60-90° S, showing the presence of the downwelling Hadley circulation and Mars’ famous polar warming.

Fig. 6.7 Zonally averaged (left) shortwave (SW), (middle) longwave (LW), and (right) net (SW+LW) radiative heating rates averaged between $L_o=200-220°$ for (top) MY 33, (middle) MY 34, and (bottom) the difference between MY 34 - MY 33. Altitude was cropped to 50 km for the plots.
The increased dust loading in MY 34 caused increases in both SW heating of up to 6 K/sol (Fig. 6.7.g) and LW cooling (Fig. 6.7.h) rates, particularly between latitudes 75° S to 45° N. Fig. 6.7.g,h shows how southern SW heating and LW cooling rates increased over the southern pole and especially at and above 20 km altitude, indicating the important role of direct dust-related atmospheric heating at southern high latitudes. These net diabatic cooling effects altered the thermal structure of the atmosphere and helped cause a local reduction in potential vorticity from equation 6.1. In the north, by contrast, there was minimal alteration to diabatic heating rates poleward of 45° N, due to the absence of dust. Fig. 6.7.i shows how dynamical heating was altered by the GDS. Dynamical heating can be identified by summing SW heating and LW cooling, with residual negative values showing the transport of warmer air from elsewhere (diabatic and adiabatic heating therefore have opposite signs), thereby indicating adiabatic heating by dynamical processes. There was an increase in polar warming at both the NP and SP due to the enhanced Hadley circulation, and a corresponding increase in dynamical cooling (ie. residual SW heating) over the tropics. The increased dynamical heating over the SP occurred primarily above 30 km, though there was also a $\sim 10$ K/sol increase between 20-30 km at 65° S. In the north, the increased dynamical heating narrowed the size of the polar vortex, but a coherent polar vortex remained with no net radiative flux changes.

The results from analysis of atmospheric temperatures, dust opacities, and radiative heating rates suggest that the GDS induced significant dynamical changes at both poles, but also impacted the SP alone through increased diabatic heating. The effect in the north was to narrow the latitudinal extent of the polar vortex and make the polar vortex structure less elliptical and more longitudinally symmetric, but not otherwise destroy PV across the whole pole or change polar vortex temperatures. The effect in the south, by contrast, was both to create a more symmetrical polar vortex and also to significantly reduce PV across the entire
pole by reducing the thermal gradient of the southern polar atmosphere (as seen in Fig. 6.6.c, leading to a much diminished southern polar vortex.

**Diurnal behaviour**

This section investigates how each polar vortex was affected by the GDS at different local times. As well as the NP/SP notation described above, this section also employs the concept of Mars Universal Time (MUT). MUT is the local time at longitude 0° (east longitude), e.g. MUT 00:00 is when it is midnight at longitude 0°, midday at longitude 180°, etc. Note that the MGCM uses Mars hours and minutes, of which there are the same number in a martian sol as there are SI hours and minutes in a terrestrial day; seconds are SI seconds.

The southern polar vortex exhibited a high degree of variation throughout the diurnal cycle, as seen in the plots of PV and CDOD at different local times in Fig. 6.8. This behaviour during the GDS was first noted in MCS temperature and CDOD observations from MCS by Kleinböhl et al. (2020): there appears to be a mass of colder, more isolated air (indicated by higher PV) and absence of dust (indicated by lower CDOD) that follows the nightside of the planet, centred around MUT 06:00. This is reproduced in the reanalysis, as shown in Fig. 6.8: the patch of higher (absolute) PV is centred at MUT 06:00, and is followed around the nightside by a corresponding minimum in CDOD (< 0.6). Interestingly, there does appear to also be a diurnal variation in the magnitude of the high PV zone, with (for example) the PV being much greater (again, in absolute terms) at MUT 14:00 than at other local times. This asymmetry suggests that there may still be some longitudinally asymmetric processes at work, even despite the almost total elimination of the southern high-latitude wavenumber 1 feature mentioned previously in Section 6.1.2.

Kleinböhl et al. (2020) attribute the diurnal behaviour of the southern polar vortex during the GDS to the variation of the MMC throughout the day, with the GDS-enhanced circulation amplifying a pre-existing pattern. To argue for this point, they present the MY 34 MMC as
Fig. 6.8 Potential vorticity (colours) as averaged over the $L_s=200-220^\circ$ period on the 300 K isentropic level and CDOD at 610 Pa (contours) over the SP for MY 34 at six different MUTs. Each MUT is averaged over the 2 hours before and after, or 4 hours in total. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is $10^\circ$ separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the $80^\circ$ latitude band. Lower absolute values indicate lower potential vorticity, and vice-versa.
calculated for different local time ranges in an MGCM, with the spatial dust distribution set using an MY 34 CDOD map (Montabone et al., 2020). They show a daytime circulation that transports air to the south pole, and a nighttime circulation that transports air away from it, explaining the presence of dust and warmer air (expressed as lower absolute PV) on the south polar dayside.

To corroborate and further explore these results, the MMC at different local times was calculated at various local times for both MY 34 and also MY 33, to see if the described pattern holds in a non-GDS year. Fig. 6.9 presents these results, and the difference between the MY 34 and MY 33 circulation at each local time. The MY 34 results (Fig. 6.9) show very good agreement with Kleinböhl et al. (2020); there is a strong circulation away from the SP at the nighttime MUTs of 02:00 and 22:00, a strong circulation towards the SP at the daytime MUTs of 10:00 and 14:00, and a weaker transitional circulation towards the SP at the dawn/dusk MUTs of 06:00 and 18:00. The presence of an albeit weak circulation towards the SP at the dusk and dawn cases explains why the PV minimum covers a small longitudinal extent, rather than an entire hemisphere.

The MY 33 MMC results in Fig. 6.9 provide a means to confirm whether the MY 34 local time circulatory pattern holds in a non-GDS year, and thus whether it is in fact the GDS-boosted circulation that is responsible for the SP polar vortex behaviour. These results show that the MY 33 circulation does indeed closely morphologically resemble the MY 34 circulation at nearly all local times, simply in a comparatively weakened form in both hemispheres. This is evident at MUTs 02:00, 10:00, 14:00, 18:00, and 22:00. The sole possible exception is the circulation at MUT 06:00. At this time the MY 33 circulation is dominated by a clockwise flow with some slight anticlockwise circulation near the SP; there is a much stronger and more latitudinally extensive anticlockwise circulation in MY 34. Even this difference is minor in the context of the diurnally averaged flow, however, given the weaker dawn circulation compared to other MUTs even in MY 34.
Fig. 6.9 MMC calculated for different MUTs, averaged between $L_s=200-220^\circ$. Positive values indicate a clockwise flow; negative values indicate an anticlockwise flow.
The final corroborative step in following the Kleinböhl et al. (2020) hypothesis is to see if the modelled flow structure in MY 33, being morphologically almost identical but weaker in magnitude than that in MY 34, also has a morphologically almost identical but weaker effect on the diurnal behaviour of the MY 33 southern polar vortex. In other words, one would expect to see a similar effect in MY 33 where a higher absolute PV air mass, coupled with a local CDOD minimum, follows the nightside of the planet. Fig. 6.10 displays the diurnal variation of the southern polar vortex and CDOD. The first thing to note is that the distinctive annular shape of the vortex is maintained at all local times, including the location of its central eye at around 80° S and -60° E and the corresponding latitudinal extension of the vortex at some longitudes and narrowing at others. This accords with the results in Section 6.1.2; as the southern stationary wave structure appears to be responsible for this longitudinal asymmetry, and stationary waves are by definition constant in their spatial phase, one would expect the longitudinal structure to hold. That said, there is also a definite variation in local time of both PV and CDOD. While there is a clear ring of higher absolute PV present at all MUTs, a localised increase in absolute PV appears to follow the nightside of the planet. The magnitude of this localised increase is highly asymmetric with longitude, however; for example, the PV minimum is over 3 PVU greater at midnight at longitude 0° (Fig. 6.10.a) than at longitude 180° (Fig. 6.10.d). This seems likely to be due to the influence of stationary wave activity, as described previously in Section 6.1.2. While less obvious than in MY 34, there also appears to be a CDOD minimum which follows MUT ∼06:00, which is most visible in subplots Fig. 6.10.b,d,e,f. To summarise, then, these results corroborate the Kleinböhl et al. (2020) finding that the observed MY 34 southern polar vortex behaviour is due to an enhanced MMC at all local times boosting an already present mechanism by which warmer, dustier air is transported to the dayside of the pole and colder, clearer air remains on the nightside. As well as the local time effect, there is also a complex interplay with southern stationary waves.
Fig. 6.10 Potential vorticity (colours) as averaged over the $L_s=200-220^\circ$ period on the 300 K isentropic level and CDOD at 610 Pa (contours) over the SP for MY 33 at six different MUTs. Each MUT is averaged over the 2 hours before and after, or 4 hours in total. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band. Lower absolute values indicate lower magnitude of potential vorticity, and vice-versa.
Finally, it is worth investigating whether a similar vortex-shifting behaviour occurs at the northern polar vortex, as would be implied by the plots in Fig. 6.9. Interestingly but perhaps not surprisingly given the location of the subsolar latitude in the southern hemisphere, these plots show that the northern hemispheric circulation is at every local time and in both MY 33 and MY 34 weaker than the southern one. One would therefore a priori expect a similar but weaker diurnal cycle at the NP. Fig. 6.11 shows the diurnal behaviour of the northern polar vortex in MY 34. While there does appear to be some diurnal variation, it is less clear than in the south, and more dominated by apparent intrinsic longitudinal asymmetries. PV is consistently high at around longitudes -60-0° E for about half the diurnal cycle, and at around longitudes 150- -150° E for the other half; elsewhere, it is notably weaker than at the noted longitudes even when it receives a boost from the presence of local nighttime (MUT 02:00-06:00). This pattern is consistent with the observed residually elliptical PV structure visible in the diurnally averaged plot (Fig. 6.1.c), which, as mentioned, is linked to the stationary wavenumber 2 feature at northern high latitudes. Meanwhile there is no discernible pattern to CDOD diurnal variation. These results suggest that even in the case of an enhanced MMC as in MY 34, the local time variations in the northern PV structure are largely obscured by planetary wave effects. The MY 33 northern polar vortex (not shown) shows the same persistent PV maxima at the mentioned longitude ranges, a similar slight minimum in PV following the nightside, and again no discernible consistent pattern in CDOD variation.

6.1.3 Discussion

The MY 34 GDS had a significant effect on the morphology of both the southern and northern polar vortices, through both altered dynamics (in the north) and a combination of altered dynamics and altered radiative heating (in the south). For both hemispheres, the change in the dynamics came in the form of changes to the meridional circulation, linked to changes to the high latitude stationary wave structure. This stationary wave structure appears to
Fig. 6.11 Potential vorticity (colours) as averaged over the \( L_S=200-220^\circ \) period on the 300 K isentropic level and CDOD at 610 Pa (contours) over the NP for MY 34 at six different MUTs. Each MUT is averaged over the 2 hours before and after, or 4 hours in total. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band. Lower absolute values indicate lower magnitude of potential vorticity, and vice-versa.
be an extremely important part of the modelled morphology of both polar vortices at this
time of year, with the northern wavenumber 2 feature following the northern polar vortex’s
characteristic elliptical shape. Here, a point must be made regarding causality. It cannot
strictly be said that the stationary wave structure causes the polar vortex structure as part of
any physical causal chain. Rather, the stationary wave structure is the polar vortex structure.
From a wave perspective, there is a stationary wave structure; from a PV perspective, there is
an elliptical polar vortex morphology. Essentially, these are two perspectives on what is the
same phenomenon.

The GDS-induced changes to the stationary waves were reflected in changes in the shape
of polar vortices, specifically reducing their longitudinal and, in the southern case, latitudinal
asymmetry. Indeed, the northern changes to stationary wavenumber 1 feature’s amplitude
exactly correlate to modelled changes in PV. In the south, the GDS-induced changes to
the heating rates in the atmosphere also had a crucial effect on the polar vortex structure.
Increased atmospheric heating from the high southern dust loading in conjunction with
dynamical heating destroyed potential vorticity, substantially reducing the strength of the
polar vortex, and shifted the remnant westerly jet to a tighter area circumscribing the pole.
This dramatically accelerated the already ongoing decay of the southern polar vortex. In the
north, by contrast, there were minimal changes in radiative heating rates at high latitudes,
preserving the strength of the polar vortex even as its area and eccentricity decreased by the
(longitudinally asymmetric) expansion of the Hadley cell to higher latitudes.

One way of putting this is that the GDS acted as a great leveller, reducing intrinsic
wave-driven asymmetries in polar vortex structure by overpowering the specific topographic
features which give rise to the stationary waves, namely topographically driven differential
heating at different longitudes. This resulted in a more longitudinally symmetrical meridional
circulation. In this way, the GDS afforded a valuable diagnostic tool - it acted as a natural
laboratory, causing massive changes to Mars’ normal atmospheric conditions and thus
allowing isolation of specific interrelated phenomena, such as stationary waves and polar vortex morphology.

The stationary wave interpretation explains not only the elliptical polar vortex shape, but why the elliptical shape is more prevalent in the northern hemisphere, as noted by Waugh et al. (2016). The non-GDS northern hemisphere has, at the $L_S=200-220^\circ$ period, a strong and latitudinally extended wavenumber 2 feature. The southern hemisphere, by contrast, has a more ambiguous stationary wave structure at this time, with a mid-high latitude wavenumber 2 feature transitioning to a wavenumber 1 feature near the pole. Given the most probable topographically-induced origin of these wave features (e.g. Haberle et al., 2019; Hollingsworth and Barnes, 1996; Nayvelt et al., 1997), this seems to confirm the speculation by Rostami et al. (2018) that the elliptical polar vortex shape is linked to large-scale topography.

Interestingly, there was apparent disagreement with previous literature on the effects of high dust loading on polar vortex structure, though this may be due to the time of year under consideration, among other factors. Mitchell et al. (2015), using the MACDA reanalysis, found that a regional-scale dust storm at $L_S=320^\circ$ caused a $\sim 10^\circ$ latitude shift in the northern polar vortex, as well as an overall weakening in PV. This study shows little change in the broad morphology of the northern polar vortex even from the very high dust loading of a GDS, and only a localised weakening in PV. A couple of factors could be responsible for this disagreement. First, and likely most importantly, the times of year are different. At $L_S=320^\circ$ the northern polar vortex is already weakening as the planet approaches equinox, while in the $L_S=200-220^\circ$ period the northern polar vortex is strengthening as the planet approaches northern winter solstice. While a proper intercomparison between this reanalysis and MACDA is called for, at first glance this suggests that orbital factors and what one might call their associated “momentum” - ie. the trajectory of orbital change, whether it is towards or away from the relevant winter solstice - might be crucial in determining polar
vortex response to sudden high dust loadings. The second factor is the nature of the regional storm in question itself, and specifically its spatial location. This could have an impact on its resultant dynamical and radiative effects.

There was also some apparent disagreement with Guzewich et al. (2016), who found that in a MGCM with a prescribed high-dust map the northern polar vortex was subject to disruption, while the southern polar vortex remained relatively unaffected. In the study presented here, by contrast, the southern polar vortex was disproportionately affected by the high southern hemispheric dust loading. Again, however, seasonal variations likely explain the discrepancy. Guzewich et al. (2016) investigated the effects of high dust loading in the summer hemisphere at the winter pole for each solstice; this study focusses on a period when the northern and southern polar vortices are strengthening and weakening, respectively. Given that GDS events generally occur either around the $L_S=180^\circ$ equinox or the $L_S=270^\circ$ solstice, it is worth investigating both in turn and acknowledging the likely significant effect of the orbital cycle.

At this point it should be noted that despite the evidence of wave-related effects on the southern polar vortex structure, wave structure alone is not the whole story in explaining its broad morphology. Notably, planetary wave structure does not explain the off-pole presence of the eye of lower absolute PV. Following the hypothesis that the central absolute PV minimum is the result of localised diabatic heating from latent heat release as CO$_2$ condensation occurs over the pole (Rostami et al., 2018; Toigo et al., 2017), one would expect that this location in the reanalysis - approximately 80° S, -60° E - undergoes greater CO$_2$ condensation than the surrounding seasonal cap. The reanalysis and the MCS surface CO$_2$ ice observations from Piqueux et al. (2015) (discussed more in the second half of this chapter) offer an opportunity to try to further validate this hypothesis. Fig. 6.12.a shows the extent of southern seasonal CO$_2$ ice coverage from MCS observations as averaged between $L_S=240-270$, closer to southern summer solstice than this study. There is a clear ice remnant
present between 70-90° S and -120-60° E, even as the ice in the opposite hemisphere has almost completely disappeared. While the reanalysis shows a greater latitudinal extent of CO$_2$ ice coverage than the retrievals (Fig. 6.12.b), it does agree with the observations regarding where the most CO$_2$ ice mass is located, at the same latitude range noted earlier. The location of this remnant surface ice feature agrees very well with the location of the low absolute PV eye seen in for example Fig. 6.1.b.

The observations suggest that this location is indeed an area of greater CO$_2$ condensation, resulting in a thicker and therefore longer lasting ice cap; alternatively, it could be that this region is colder than the surrounding areas, thereby promoting greater CO$_2$ condensation and less rapid sublimation. These “cold spots” could also be linked to the presence of CO$_2$ ice clouds (Hayne et al., 2012), and are an ongoing area of study. In any case, this would seem to be further supporting evidence for the Toigo et al. (2017) hypothesis for the cause of the annular PV structure. There is a complication though: the local time variation in Fig. 6.10 appears to show that the eye has greater absolute PV around local daytime, and lower absolute PV around local nighttime. One would expect the opposite, with CO$_2$ sublimation and therefore latent heating and PV destruction occurring preferentially during the day. Given that the PV values are calculated at the 300 K isentropic surface, or around 20-30 km altitude, there could be a lag between the surface condensation and latent heating higher up. This remains to be investigated in future work. Finally, it is interesting to note that the GDS appears to remove this preferential condensation, at least for the $L_s$=200-220° period, resulting in a polar vortex centred over the SP itself.

Lastly, analysis of local time variations in the southern polar vortex during the GDS reproduce the Kleinböhl et al. (2020) results of an isolated (high absolute PV), dust-clear air mass trapped on the nightside. This study provides further evidence that the proposed mechanism, a boosting of the meridional circulation in MY 34 intensifying an existing local time pattern of nightside transport away from the SP and dayside transport towards, is indeed
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Fig. 6.12 (Left) climatologically averaged seasonal CO$_2$ cap extent at the SP averaged over $L_S$=240-270° from Piqueux et al. (2015), as derived from MCS surface temperature data. In this notation, “2” signifies no CO$_2$ ice coverage during the relevant period, “1” indicates a boundary state, while “0” signifies the presence of surface CO$_2$ ice. See the Supplementary Information from Piqueux et al. (2015) for more information. (Right) CO$_2$ ice mass at the SP from the MY 33 reanalysis averaged over $L_S$=240-270°. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band.

correct. This pattern is shown to exist at the same time period in MY 33, with a weaker but still visible impact on the diurnal variation of PV and CDOD. The weaker meridional circulation and stronger stationary wave activity means that the diurnally-averaged structure, consisting of an off-pole eye of lower absolute PV with a surrounding annulus of higher PV, remains visible at all local times. There is some diurnal variation in PV at the NP in MY 34, but this is much weaker than in the south.

6.1.4 Conclusions and future work

To provide a brief summary of the results discussed above: the GDS had a significant impact on both the northern and southern polar vortices. In the north, the polar vortex structure (reflected via PV and zonal wind speeds) became less elliptical and more longitudinally symmetric. PV increased slightly at the pole itself and decreased at lower latitudes, indicating a narrowing of the area of the polar vortex as the Hadley cell descending branch extended
further poleward. In the south, there was significant destruction of PV across the entire polar vortex, and a corresponding increase in near-pole wind speeds and decrease in wind speeds at lower latitudes. The remaining polar vortex was significantly more symmetric than in the non-GDS case, and centred at the pole itself rather than off-pole. The non-GDS asymmetries in polar vortex shape at both poles were found to be linked to a longitudinally asymmetric meridional circulation, reflected in the stationary planetary wave structure in each hemisphere. The GDS significantly reduced the amplitude of the wavenumber 1 feature in the north and almost entirely destroyed the stationary wave feature in the south, which translated into more symmetrical polar vortices.

The MY 34 GDS also caused a peculiar feature at the SP: a mass of colder, isolated air coupled with a minimum in dust which followed the nightside of the planet, first seen in direct MCS observations (Kleinböhl et al., 2020). This feature was successfully replicated in the reanalysis and its suggested causal mechanism, a boosted mean meridional circulation enhancing a pre-existing (non-GDS) pattern of nighttime air transport away from the SP and daytime air transport towards the SP, further corroborated. This pattern was shown to be present at the SP, albeit in a weakened form, in the non-GDS year MY 33.

These results have implications for the transport of dust and volatiles into the polar vortices. The shape of the polar vortices and their corresponding westerly zonal jets control what can be transported above and onto the poles themselves. The non-GDS shape and GDS-induced alteration of the vortices therefore has potentially important consequences for both seasonal and long-term deposition of dust onto the seasonal CO₂ caps. For example, if the poleward shift of the westerly jets is a consistent effect of equinoctial GDS, this implies that tracers can be transported to higher latitudes during these intense dust events. If this kind of pattern holds over the course of the thousands of years that Mars maintains its particular axial obliquity, this has further implications for the record of deposited dust at the southern
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and northern polar layered deposits, for example as measured by the SHARAD subsurface radar on MRO (Seu et al., 2018).

Validation is an important consideration when contemplating results from a meteorological analysis, particularly when based on fields (PV, zonal wind speeds) that are not directly measured by orbiting spacecraft. The most valuable possible future measurements would be of atmospheric winds from an orbiter. These would allow better constraints on the shape and locations of the polar vortices, and (combined with temperature measurements) for direct calculation of PV. Cloud measurements at the polar hoods could also be helpful in tracing the edges of the polar vortices. In the near future, ongoing temperature and dust retrievals from the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter and its NOMAD (Patel et al., 2017; Vandaele et al., 2015) and ACS (Korablev et al., 2017, 2015) spectrometer suites will allow for further investigation of tracer transport and an opportunity to both cross-validate and jointly assimilate NOMAD/ACS and MCS data. NOMAD/ACS will also provide the crucial feature of observing over a range of martian local times, which will enable investigation of the diurnal cycles of tracer transport and atmospheric dynamics at the poles.

There is also still a wealth of possible research which could be conducted with existing datasets. The following is non-exhaustive lists of relevant open questions. This work focusses specifically on the period $L_s=200-220^\circ$, in order to compare with the MY 34 GDS; but how does the variation of the meridional circulation over different longitudes and different local times affect the polar vortex throughout all other times of the martian year? Does the relationship with the stationary wave structure still hold, or do other factors become more important in determining polar vortex morphology? What are the precise mechanisms by which the MY 34 GDS impacted the planetary stationary waves? What are the impacts in the reanalysis of non-GDS dust events, such as the MY 34 “B” storm late in the year or the northern hemispheric dust event in early MY 35, on the polar vortices? What explains the longitudinal asymmetry present in the southern seasonal CO$_2$ ice cap as it recesses, and
what is its relation to the large-scale dynamics and the modelled shape of the polar vortex? And how exactly did the MY 34 GDS affect the seasonal CO₂ caps, including condensation, growth or recession, and direct dust deposition and resulting possible changes in energy balance? Meteorological reanalyses will continue to play a prominent role in addressing these questions as our observations increase and our models improve.

6.2 Novel high-speed polar jets

6.2.1 Introduction

This section discusses two jets at southern high latitudes, present in the reanalyses used in the previous two chapters but not in previous free-running MGCM simulations (e.g. Chapman, 2018) or reanalyses such as MACDA, which assimilated TES temperatures and CDOD (Montabone et al., 2014), and the OpenMARS assimilated dataset, which assimilated MCS v4.3 data (Holmes et al., 2020) (as stated in Chapter 3, the work in this thesis uses the v5.2 dataset). The two jets are characterised in detail, the causes of the features are investigated, and their plausibility as real martian phenomena is examined through consideration of the MGCM’s physical processes and comparison with orbital observations, in situ measurements, and other modelling work.

This section uses reanalysis data of MY 30. MY 30 was chosen as a particularly clear year, having no global dust events and relatively low regional-scale dust activity compared to other MCS reanalysis years. This allows for better decoupling of the underlying processes from the effects of stochastic dust activity, given that the jets are present in every martian year of the reanalysis (see Chapter 5) and are therefore not primarily dust-driven.

The jets described below are present in reanalyses using the newer, re-processed v5.2 MCS retrievals described by Kleinböhl et al. (2017) and discussed in Chapter 3. These retrievals use more realistic assumptions in the retrieval process regarding planetary geometry
than the previous version, by taking into account strong horizontal gradients in atmospheric parameters - such as temperature - that pose issues for the previous assumption of spherical symmetry. These new retrievals will henceforth be called the “2D” retrievals, due to the incorporation of horizontal heterogeneity, while the older v4.3 (spherical assumption) retrievals will be called the “1D” retrievals. These labels also apply to the relevant reanalyses. This update therefore leads to different results particularly around the winter poles, where there are strong horizontal gradients in temperature. Kleinböhl et al. (2017) note that at the southern winter pole in particular, atmospheric temperatures in the 2D retrievals can be over 10 K colder than the 1D retrievals, while the southern polar vortex is less dusty. In fact, both southern and northern winter poles are on the whole clearer of dust in the 2D reanalyses.

Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 present zonal cross-sections of the aphelion and perihelion jets, showing the zonal and meridional components respectively for the 1D reanalysis, the 2D reanalysis, and the difference between them. Both figures show the stark difference between the reanalyses at southern high latitudes, including in south polar surface pressures as reflected in the zonal-mean topography. The westerly jet at aphelion in the 1D reanalysis is significantly intensified by >30 m/s in the 2D reanalysis (Fig. 6.13, with the difference especially notable near the surface between 70-80° S. At perihelion, the weak easterly structure in the 1D reanalysis is a more fully developed jet in the 2D reanalysis, with zonal winds again being >30 m/s higher and extending down to the surface. At both aphelion and perihelion, the 2D reanalysis shows a consistent enhancement of the existing zonal flow at all altitudes up to the top of the MGCM (here truncated to 80 km), with a lack of vertical shear in the zonal flow.

The meridional flow at both aphelion and perihelion also shows a substantial enhancement in the 2D reanalysis of the existing trends in the 1D reanalysis (Fig. 6.14). At aphelion, the 1D reanalysis shows a weak (<3 m/s), shallow flow towards the south pole at southern high latitudes. The 2D reanalysis shows a stronger (>10 m/s) shallow flow in the same direction,
with a countervailing equatorward flow ($\sim$3 m/s) at 2 km and higher. At perihelion, the flow directions are reversed but the structure is otherwise similar. The 1D reanalysis shows a weak (<7 m/s), shallow towards the equator, while the 2D reanalysis shows a stronger (>10 m/s) shallow equatorward flow and a countervailing poleward flow ($\sim$2 m/s) from 2 km to 25 km above the surface, at which altitude the flow reverses again ensuring conservation of angular momentum. At both aphelion and perihelion the strongest flow and the greatest changes are constrained within $\sim$2 km of the surface, but the effects of using the 2D retrievals are apparent throughout the entire altitude range displayed. Together with the zonal wind differences, it is clear that these southern high latitude jets are not simply surface-level phenomena but extend into the middle and upper atmosphere.

Most relevant for potential dust lifting, while the jets extend >20 km into the atmosphere they are remarkable for their high near-surface wind speeds, “near-surface” here defined as in the bottom layer of the MGCM ($\sim$ 5 m above the surface). Both jets are centred around the solstices, but extend temporally beyond them. For clarity, from here on they will be referred to as the aphelion jet and the perihelion jet. Most of this characterisation will centre on the near-surface expression of these jets as this is the most relevant aspect for dust lifting, though as stated above these jets extend well into the atmosphere. Fig. 6.15 shows the large temporal extent of both jets, but particularly the aphelion jet which is apparent throughout most of the aphelion season. This jet is visible between $L_s$=20-170°, and average wind speeds up to 12 m/s greater in the 2D case. The perihelion jet is shorter-lived, and is visible between approximately $L_s$=240-310°. It also has a lower magnitude, with averaged wind speeds of up to 7 m/s greater. Note however that these wind speeds are averaged over a large latitude range, and do not therefore necessarily reflect the actual difference in the intensity of the winds at any particular location; a narrow latitude band of high intensity wind speeds would display the same signal as a wider band of lower intensity wind speeds. Fig. 6.15 is, though, useful for characterising the seasonal extent of the two jets.
Fig. 6.13 Zonally-averaged zonal winds in MY 30 at (left) $L_S=90-120^\circ$ and (right) at $L_S=240-270^\circ$, and for (top) the 1D reanalysis, (middle) the 2D reanalysis, and (bottom) the difference between the reanalyses (2D-1D). Positive/negative values represent westerly/easterly flow. The black border at the bottom of each plot represents zonally-averaged topography, as calculated from surface pressures. Altitude was cropped to 80 km for the plots.
Fig. 6.14 Zonally-averaged meridional winds in MY 30 at (left) $L_S=90-120^\circ$ and (right) at $L_S=240-270^\circ$, and for (top) the 1D reanalysis, (middle) the 2D reanalysis, and (bottom) the difference between the reanalyses (2D-1D). Positive/negative values represent southerly/northerly flow. The black border at the bottom of each plot represents zonally-averaged topography, as calculated from surface pressures. Altitude was cropped to 50 km for the plots.
6.2 Novel high-speed polar jets

The rest of this section will characterise each jet in turn focusing on their near-surface expression, offer explanations as to their causes, and compare to existing observations and modelling work.

6.2.2 Aphelion jet ($L_S=90-120^\circ$)

As described above, the aphelion jet is present throughout the period $L_S=20-170^\circ$. This analysis focuses on the subperiod $L_S=90-120^\circ$.

**Characteristics**

Fig. 6.16 shows meridional winds, zonal winds, and total wind speeds near the surface for the $L_S=90-120^\circ$ period. Total wind speeds in the 2D reanalysis reach up to 31 m/s; zonal winds reach up to 31 m/s and meridional winds up to 22 m/s. The highest total (Fig. 6.16.d) and zonal (Fig. 6.16.e) wind speeds are seen in the western hemisphere, corresponding to regions of greater equatorward topographic slope. Despite this asymmetry, they show a distinct annular pattern centred off-pole, around $\sim 85^\circ$ S, -60° E. This “eye” consists of a minimum
Fig. 6.16 MY 30 near-surface (left) wind speeds, (middle) zonal winds, and (right) meridional winds over the SP as averaged between \( L_S=90-120^\circ \), and for (top) the 1D reanalysis, (middle) the 2D reanalysis, and (bottom) the difference between reanalyses (2D-1D). For zonal winds, positive/brown (negative/teal) represents westerly (easterly) flow. For meridional winds, positive/pink (negative/green) represents south-to-north (north-to-south) flow. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band.
of total wind speeds, including a small patch of easterly zonal flow. The meridional flow (Fig. 6.16.f) shows a different and distinct pattern. There is a strong north-to-south flow directly to the pole between roughly -60-120° E, and a weaker south-to-north flow between 150- -90° E. The latter is spatially limited between 75-90° S. This is the signal of a stationary planetary wave of spatial wavenumber 1; it is also visible (albeit weaker) in the 1D case (Fig. 6.16.c) and in other modelling work (e.g. Chow et al., 2019), and is likely due to the longitudinal variation in topography around the southern pole. It is also important to note that these winds all occur over the southern seasonal CO₂ cap itself, and not at the boundary between the cap and the surrounding regolith.

The general flow pattern described above in both the 1D and 2D reanalyses shows a predominantly north-to-south flow towards the south pole, with the flow being substantially magnified in the 2D case while the pattern remains basically identical. The zonal flow is also intensified while retaining the same pattern, which is cyclonic. The north-to-south flow in the southern hemisphere is associated with this westerly (cyclonic) flow. These elevated wind speeds occur entirely over the seasonal cap itself (which has an almost uniform surface temperature across its area) and not at the boundary, ruling out thermal contrast as the cause.

Fig. 6.17 shows how the near-surface wind speeds vary with local time. Given the location of the jet within southern polar night, there is unsurprisingly very little diurnal variation. The highest wind speeds are consistently located in the western hemisphere, in particular around -30° E and -90° E.

**Possible causes**

A number of possible causes for the 1D-2D discrepancy were investigated, including the effect of the lower southern polar vortex dust opacity and the possible impact of dynamical heating from the mean meridional circulation. Neither was found to be convincing. The former explanation is undermined by the fact that the polar winter means that shortwave
Fig. 6.17 MY 30 near-surface wind speeds over the SP for the 2D reanalysis at different local times. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band.
radiative flux at the southern pole is close to zero anyway, and therefore the difference in CDOD (large in percentage terms but small in absolute terms) makes little difference to net radiative surface flux. This was borne out by specific analysis of the net radiative surface flux. This is also supported by previous modelling finding that elevated polar dust opacity actually correlates with enhanced atmospheric condensation, as higher dust content increases the thermal emissivity of the polar atmosphere, thus enhancing cooling rates and lower atmospheric temperatures (Pollack et al., 1990). The mean meridional circulation was also investigated, but no conclusive difference was observed between the vertical velocities of the 1D and 2D cases over the south pole.

The most compelling explanation for the sheer scale of the disparity between 1D and 2D reanalysis wind speeds at $L_s=90-120^\circ$ was linked to the difference in surface pressure over the southern pole. This is shown in Fig. 6.18.a,c,e (Fig. 6.18.b,d,f are discussed in Section 6.2.3). The surface pressure at the south pole during this period can be over 100 Pa lower in the 2D case than the 1D case, or 20-30% lower in proportional terms. This extreme difference is clearly visible in the lower zonal-mean topography at the south pole as calculated from surface pressure in the 1D (Figs. 6.13-6.14.a, Fig. 6.19.a) than in the 2D (Figs. 6.13-6.14.c, Fig. 6.19.c) reanalysis during aphelion; this shows a lower atmospheric mass at the south pole in the 2D reanalysis. This surface pressure difference matches the correspondingly extreme difference in near-surface wind speeds. The surface pressure difference between the reanalyses is centred off-pole, and matches well with the zonal/total wind speed difference between them described above. The surface pressure difference declines with lower latitudes. The result is that the 2D reanalysis has a much greater pole-to-equator surface pressure gradient than the 1D reanalysis, with surface pressure increasing as latitude decreases. This meridional surface pressure gradient and the fact the that the zonal jet extends into the upper atmosphere (Fig. 6.13.c,e) imply that this is a barotropic phenomenon, or barotropic jet. The
Fig. 6.18 Surface pressure in MY 30 for the southern pole (left) at $L_S=90-120°$ and (right) at $L_S=240-270°$, and for (top) the 1D reanalysis, (middle) the 2D reanalysis, and (bottom) the difference between the reanalyses (2D-1D). Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band.
The barotropic nature of the jet is demonstrated by the consistent magnitude of the zonal jet in the vertical dimension (Fig. 6.13.c), which displays no vertical shear.

In general, at high latitudes pressure gradients are linked by geostrophic balance (the balance between Coriolis force and pressure-gradient force) to zonal winds, rather than meridional winds, as evidenced by the existence of high velocity zonal jets on both Earth and Mars; within the boundary layer, though, this balance is modified due to the presence of an extra frictional drag force from the surface itself (Holton, 2004d). The new balance between these three forces results in “Ekman flow”, flow orientated away from high pressures/towards low pressures, expressed as meridional winds. This flow has been previously modelled to occur at high latitudes on Mars in the presence of CO$_2$ condensation, which causes lower pressures over the seasonal cap (Ogohara and Satomura, 2010). This Ekman flow explains the high meridional near-surface winds associated with the modelled surface pressure gradients. This drastically increased meridional pressure gradient drives much greater zonal winds and shallow north-to-south meridional winds. As seen previously in Fig. 6.13, the increase in zonal winds extends into the upper atmosphere, while the strong meridional flow remains confined to the bottom $\sim$2 km of the atmosphere (Fig. 6.14). This is consistent with the horizontal pressure gradient and associated barotropic jet interpretation.

The cause of this surface pressure difference lies in the atmospheric temperatures of the two reanalyses. The only differences between the reanalyses, which uses the same MGCM and are run at the same time of year for the same martian year, are the assimilated observations. As discussed above, while there is a difference in the assimilated CDOD, this was not found to have a significant effect on the southern pole’s energy budget. This leaves only the assimilated temperature retrievals. As mentioned above, the 2D retrievals themselves show a southern polar vortex that can be over 10 K colder than the 1D retrievals in the lower atmosphere ($\sim$20-40 km). Indeed, assimilated temperature retrievals in the 2D case can frequently drop below the relevant CO$_2$ condensation temperature at their altitude (this is
Fig. 6.19 Zonally-averaged atmospheric temperature in MY 30 (left) at $L_S=90$-120° and (right) at $L_S=240$-270°, and for (top) the 1D reanalysis, (middle) the 2D reanalysis, and (bottom) the difference between the reanalyses (2D-1D). The black border at the bottom of each plot represents zonally-averaged topography, as calculated from surface pressures. Altitude was cropped to 50 km for the plots.
discussed in greater detail in Section 6.2.4). Likewise, in the reanalyses zonally-averaged lower atmospheric temperatures in the southern polar vortex are up to $\sim4$ K colder than in the 1D case, along with a warmer polar warming feature (Fig. 6.19.e).

Within the MGCM’s CO$_2$ cycle parameterizations, these lower atmospheric temperatures induce greater condensation of the atmosphere onto the seasonal cap. This greater condensation lowers the atmospheric pressure over the cap by reducing the mass of the atmosphere, leading to the modelled surface pressure bias. Given Mars’ low atmospheric pressures and highly global, inter-connected climate, these surface pressure deficits have global reverberations. This is discussed further in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5.

### 6.2.3 Perihelion jet ($L_S=240-270^\circ$)

As described above, this jet is present throughout the period $L_S=240-310^\circ$. This analysis focusses on the subperiod $L_S=240-270^\circ$.

**Characteristics**

Fig. 6.20 shows meridional winds, zonal winds, and total wind speeds near the surface for the $L_S=240-270^\circ$ period. The outline of the seasonal cap is clearly visible in all the plots, showing that the high winds are limited to the terrain around the cap edge, and not over the cap itself, creating a sharp dichotomy in all places. Total wind speeds in the 2D reanalysis reach up to 30 m/s; zonal winds reach up to 27 m/s and meridional winds up to 18 m/s. The longitudinal structure of the total and zonal winds is fairly symmetric; the greater asymmetry is in the latitudinal structure, as winds follow the boundary of the latitudinally asymmetric seasonal cap (Fig. 6.20.d,e). The meridional winds show greater longitudinal asymmetry, with the highest and most latitudinally extensive winds located in the western hemisphere (Fig. 6.20.f).
Fig. 6.20 MY 30 near-surface (left) wind speeds, (middle) zonal winds, and (right) meridional winds over the SP as averaged between $L_S=240-270^\circ$, and for (top) the 1D reanalysis, (middle) the 2D reanalysis, and (bottom) the difference between reanalyses (2D-1D). For zonal winds, positive/brown (negative/teal) represents westerly (easterly) flow. For meridional winds, positive/pink (negative/green) represents south-to-north (north-to-south) flow. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is $10^\circ$ separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the $80^\circ$ latitude band.
Both zonal and meridional flows are directionally uniform. The zonal flow is uniformly an easterly (anticyclonic) one, circulating around the cap edge. The meridional flow is uniformly south-to-north, away from the seasonal cap. The phenomenon of Ekman flow, previously invoked to explain the aphelion jet, therefore also appears to apply here as there is once more a strong vertically extended zonal jet and an associated strong but shallow meridional flow.

Fig. 6.21 shows how the winds vary with local time. There is significant diurnal variation, with the arc of the highest wind speeds following local daytime, centred around MUT ∼14:00. On the nightside, the wind speeds are significantly decreased. This pattern provides further evidence for the role of sublimation in driving these wind speeds, as cap sublimation occurs on the dayside due to the presence of high shortwave/solar radiative flux.

**Possible causes**

As for the aphelion jet, dust opacity and the large-scale meridional circulation were also investigated as possible causes of the wind speed disparity; but again, the significant feature responsible was found to be in surface pressure. Fig. 6.18.f shows how the surface pressure is close to identical over the seasonal cap itself in the 1D and 2D cases, but decreases towards the equator in the 2D case relative to the 1D case. In fact, surface pressures everywhere but at the southern pole are lower by up to ∼100 Pa in the 2D case (not shown). This is a reversal of the aphelion situation. In a mirror image of the aphelion situation, this surface pressure gradient (decreasing towards the equator) is linked to a strong easterly barotropic zonal jet, which is deflected by the Coriolis force and balance with the surface into a shallow equatorward meridional flow (Ekman flow). This extends all the way to the north pole (not shown), with surface pressures over the northern polar region being up to 100 Pa lower in the 2D reanalysis.
Fig. 6.21 MY 30 near-surface wind speeds over the SP for the 2D reanalysis at different local times. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band.
This surface pressure difference is less directly attributable to the atmospheric temperature structure of the period than in the aphelion case; Fig. 6.19.f shows that there is little difference in the atmospheric temperature above 10 km over the south pole (10 km is the approximate lower limit for MCS temperature retrievals). Despite this lack of a strong meridional temperature gradient, there is still a strong zonal jet which extends into the upper atmosphere (Fig. 6.13.d), giving further support to the hypothesis that both aphelion and perihelion jets are barotropic phenomena. Therefore, the broader pressure cycle must be taken into consideration to explain the results. This is discussed further in Section 6.2.4; but broadly speaking, global surface pressures are consistently lower in the 2D reanalysis and the southern seasonal CO$_2$ cap is consistently larger, implying that in the 2D reanalysis a greater percentage of the atmosphere is condensed into the seasonal caps, leaving less in gas form. Again, this is discussed and compared to observed surface pressures and seasonal cap extent in Section 6.2.4.

6.2.4 Comparison with observations and modelling

Unfortunately there are no direct measurements of wind speeds at high southern latitudes to compare against. Global orbital measurements of atmospheric wind speeds, such as would be taken by the proposed COMPASS mission (Byrne et al., 2020), would not be able to directly measure to the surface but would certainly be able to constrain lower atmospheric winds and thus provide insight into the surface behaviour, including through assimilation into MGCMs. In situ surface measurements at southern high latitudes are less likely to happen in the forseeable future, given the difficulty of landing vehicles in the topographically elevated southern hemisphere. Therefore, for the time being comparison against observed wind speeds is not possible.

In lieu of direct wind speed observations, and given the highly global and interconnected nature of Mars’ weather system - where, for example, high latitude wave activity is detectable
at the equatorially located Gale Crater (Haberle et al., 2018) - it is possible to use indirect methods to try to compare these results to observations. One method is to compare surface pressures in the reanalyses to those measured by the Viking Landers. While Mars Science Laboratory/Curiosity also has a surface pressure dataset, it is located in a crater approximately 4 km below the surrounding mean terrain; the crater is too small to be resolved in these reanalyses. This would skew the surface pressure results. Viking Landers 1 and 2 (henceforth VL1 and VL2 respectively), on the other hand, are located on fairly flat terrain, making them better suited for MGCM comparison. However, this only provides an indirect comparison, as agreement or disagreement with the MGCM is dependent on various factors such as the surface roughness length, the albedo and thermal emissivity of the seasonal CO$_2$ cap (Hourdin et al., 1995), and the parameterisation used for sublimation and condensation of the cap. As discussed further in Section 6.2.5, there are strong caveats regarding the use of Viking pressures for validation of this phenomenon, as the MGCM itself is tuned to agree with the Viking pressures. Specifically, MGCM CO$_2$ mass budgets and the albedo of the CO$_2$ ice formed by physical processes (which incorporate CO$_2$ cloud effects) in the MGCM are not directly measured, but were tuned to provide a good fit to said pressures (Hourdin et al., 1995). The agreement or disagreement with Viking shown by the reanalyses in the following plots is therefore by no means conclusive as to which provides a better representation of the martian atmosphere, as polar albedo/CO$_2$ mass values could theoretically be re-tuned to allow disagreeing reanalyses to match observed surface pressure data. Viking comparisons should therefore be viewed within the context of how the MGCM is tuned, rather than as an comparison to independent observations.

Fig. 6.22 compares surface pressures from the reanalyses to those from VL1 and VL2. Note that the period $L_S=0-20^\circ$ lacks MCS observations, and so the two reanalyses are identical. There is very good agreement between both reanalyses and the Viking pressures in the periods $L_S=0-60^\circ$ and $L_S=290-360^\circ$ (the “bump” in the Viking pressures shortly after
Fig. 6.22 Surface pressure at the Viking Lander (top) 1 and (bottom) 2 locations for the martian years specified, from the 1D and 2D reanalyses and the Viking Landers themselves. No running mean has been implemented in order to show the range of diurnal variability.
$L_S=270^\circ$ is due to the presence of a Global Dust Storm); in between, there is divergence in the results.

At both locations, the 1D reanalysis pressures are consistently higher than or on the upper end of the Viking pressures, while the opposite is the case for the 2D pressures. The greatest difference between the 1D and 2D cases occurs around $L_S=150-180^\circ$, and is close to 100 Pa; the Viking pressures lie in between. At the VL1 location, the 1D pressures show a better general agreement with Viking, while the 2D pressures are consistently below by up to 70 Pa. The situation is more complex at the VL2 location, as the 2D case shows better agreement between $L_S=90-120$, while the 1D case shows better agreement between $L_S=180-270$.

Another way of comparing the reanalysis results to observations is to compare the sizes of the seasonal CO$_2$ caps to orbital observations of the caps. Fig. 6.23 shows south polar CO$_2$ surface ice mass from the reanalyses and MCS-derived maximal CO$_2$ ice coverage for the same period. In the $L_S=90-120^\circ$ period (Fig. 6.23.a,c,e) during which the southern seasonal cap is at its greatest extent, both reanalyses show reasonable agreement with the observations. The greatest difference between the reanalyses appears not to be the extent of the ice coverage, but the thickness, as expressed in the ice mass: the 2D case has $>1000$ kg m$^2$ CO$_2$ ice mass in some near-pole, indicating thicker/longer-lasting CO$_2$ surface ice presence. This implies a larger mass of the seasonal cap in the 2D case, despite the similar latitudinal extents, with implications for the atmospheric mass budget and global surface pressures.

The $L_S=240-270^\circ$ period (Fig. 6.23.b,d,f) shows greater differences in latitudinal extent. The 2D reanalysis shows a larger seasonal cap than the 1D reanalysis, extending equatorward of 70° S at several longitudes, and a much greater ($>1000$ kg m$^2$) CO$_2$ ice mass. The 1D reanalysis agrees very well with the MCS observations in terms of the longitudinal and latitudinal extent of CO$_2$ ice coverage, reproducing the observed high latitudinal asymmetry where the seasonal cap is almost exclusively located between -120-60° E.
Fig. 6.23 MY 30 CO$_2$ surface ice mass at the SP (a,b,c,d) for the periods (left) $L_S=90-120^\circ$ and (right) $L_S=240-270^\circ$, for the (top) 1D reanalysis and (middle) 2D reanalysis; climatologically averaged seasonal CO$_2$ cap extent at the SP (e,f) for the same periods from Piqueux et al. (2015), as derived from MCS surface temperature data. In this notation, “2” signifies no CO$_2$ ice coverage during the relevant period, “1” indicates a boundary state, while “0” signifies the presence of surface CO$_2$ ice. See the Supplementary Information from Piqueux et al. (2015) for more information. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10$^\circ$ separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80$^\circ$ latitude band.
Finally, in lieu of observational comparison it is possible to compare to other modelling work looking at condensation and sublimation flow around the seasonal caps. Chow et al. (2019) used the MarsWRF MGCM to specifically model these flows for the northern and southern polar caps. They found that the sublimation flow was significantly greater than the condensation flow, and that the southern cap-related flow was much greater than that in the north. Their results disagree with the condensation flow feature present in the 2D reanalysis, seeing zonally-averaged meridional wind speeds of \( \sim 0.5 \) m/s. This is far more in line with the results of the 1D reanalysis. The sublimation flow is, by contrast, fairly strong, with typical wind speeds of \( \sim 10 \) m/s (Chow et al., 2019). This falls somewhere between the 1D and 2D cases, though closer to the 1D case, suggesting that while wind speeds should be higher than in the 1D case, they are being drastically overestimated in the 2D case.

### 6.2.5 Discussion

The broad implication of the results presented here is that the 1D and 2D reanalysis show different high southern latitude wind speeds because of large differences in the pressure cycle and atmospheric mass budget. Specifically, the larger seasonal CO\(_2\) ice cap in the 2D reanalysis results in lower surface pressures everywhere else on the planet, driving greater sublimation flow during the perihelion season. Correspondingly, during aphelion a greater condensation flow drives the growth of a larger seasonal cap.

Given the complex nature of these processes and the various feedbacks, it is important to try to establish a clear causal chain. The proposed causal chain is as follows: a colder southern polar vortex (during the aphelion season) in the 2D reanalysis causes greater condensation onto the southern seasonal cap, resulting in a strong condensation flow, a thicker cap, and correspondingly lower global surface pressures; as this larger seasonal cap retreats during southern summer (the perihelion season), this greater surface pressure differential necessitates a stronger sublimation flow. This interpretation is supported by the modelled lower southern
polar vortex atmospheric temperatures (well below the CO$_2$ condensation temperature in places); the modelled surface pressure gradients at $L_s$=90-120° and $L_s$=240-270°; the lower surface pressures at VL1 and VL2 locations for the 2D reanalysis throughout the whole period during which the southern seasonal CO$_2$ cap exists; and the larger/more massive modelled seasonal cap in the 2D reanalysis.

Given the caveats described in Section 6.2.4, establishing the reality of these wind phenomena is not a straightforward task. Hourdin et al. (1993) found that using point-source surface pressures, such as from the Viking Landers, was not by itself sufficient to validate the global atmospheric mass budget; this is partly due to the intense dynamics at high latitudes. That said, certain MGCM parameters - specifically, the emissivity and albedo of the CO$_2$ surface ice - have been subsequently tuned in order for the MGCM to match the reported Viking pressures. The systematically below-Viking pressures seen in the 2D reanalysis do therefore raise the question of whether the reanalysis is providing a realistic estimate of the state of the atmosphere, and most directly the amount of condensation occurring during southern winter and the mass of the atmosphere locked in the southern seasonal cap. However, this is not possible to determine by comparison to Viking alone, due to the caveats already mentioned: the Viking pressure data is not an independent source of observations to compare the MGCM (as it is currently tuned) against.

A possibility is that the many sub-CO$_2$ condensation temperature retrievals being assimilated into the MGCM in the 2D case is driving too much condensation. Previous data assimilation efforts using TES temperature retrievals have filtered out temperatures below the surface CO$_2$ condensation temperature to avoid problems with condensation in the MGCM parameterisations (e.g. Greybush et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2007). Sub-condensation temperatures also suggest the possibility of supersaturation, something which likely occurs in the middle-upper polar atmosphere (Listowski et al., 2014) but is not currently parameterised in the MGCM. However, to the extent of the author’s knowledge this filtering has not been
applied to MCS temperature retrievals. The key difference is that TES temperature retrievals go down to the surface from 40 km, whereas the MCS limb sounding technique means that the lowest measurements occur around 8-10 km above the surface. These results show that sufficiently low temperatures in the lower atmosphere, even if not directly above the surface, can still induce enhanced condensation rates.

In an effort to gauge the impact of filtering sub-CO$_2$ condensation temperatures, therefore, an additional limited reanalysis was performed. This reanalysis (“2D filtered”) used the same CDOD observations as the 2D case, but filtered temperature retrievals at each atmospheric pressure level according to the equation

$$ T_{CO_2} = 149.2 + 6.48 \ln(0.135p) $$

(6.2)

where $T_{CO_2}$ is the CO$_2$ condensation temperature and $p$ is the pressure in millibars, following Pollack et al. (1981). Temperatures that fell below $T_{CO_2}$ were set equal to $T_{CO_2}$ before being assimilated. This represented 1.1% of individual temperature observations (not profiles) over the course of the whole of MY 34, with an average shift of 5.3 K.

The results are presented in Figs. 6.24, 6.26, and 6.27. Interestingly, the 2D filtered reanalysis shows very good agreement with the 1D reanalysis (Fig. 6.24), also overestimating surface pressures as compared to the Viking Lander data by up to 30 Pa during the period $L_s$=90-180°. Meanwhile, Fig. 6.26 shows that the 2D filtered wind speeds during the aphelion season are actually lower than in the 1D reanalysis. This can be explained as due to the fact that the 1D reanalysis doesn’t filter sub-CO$_2$ condensation temperatures, of which there are still a few (despite there being far fewer than in the 2D case). There is therefore even less condensation and resulting flow. What is surprising is that the surface pressure at the Viking locations is almost identical to the 1D case in the aphelion season, suggesting that there is equal mass locked up in the seasonal ice caps. This implies that the explanation for the aphelion high wind speeds presented above (more condensation means
higher condensation flow and larger ice cap mass, hence lower global surface pressures) is incomplete.
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**Fig. 6.24** Surface pressure at the Viking Lander (top) 1 and (bottom) 2 locations for the martian years specified, from the 1D, 2D, and 2D filtered reanalyses and the Viking Landers themselves. No running mean has been implemented in order to show the range of diurnal variability.

Another source for surface pressure data is the Insight lander, which has been measuring surface pressure at its equatorial location since December 2018. While a full martian year of surface pressure data is not yet available, the currently available data is plotted against surface pressures from the 1D, 2D, and 2D filtered reanalyses in Fig. 6.25. The advantage of the Insight measurements is that they are independent from the original tuning of the MGCM,
which was done using Viking pressure data, making them better sources for comparison. As with the Viking location, the 2D filtered and 1D cases agree almost exactly. Both appear slightly overestimate surface pressures as compared to Insight (by up to 30 Pa) during the aphelion season, but agree well with the data from towards the end of the perihelion season. The 2D filtered pressures agree better with the Insight data for the aphelion season as a whole, but appear to be underestimating pressure towards the end of the available Insight data in this season.

Fig. 6.25 Surface pressure at the Insight lander location for the martian years specified, from the 1D, 2D, and 2D filtered reanalyses and the Insight lander itself. No running mean has been implemented in order to show the range of diurnal variability.

Meanwhile, 2D filtered reanalysis wind speeds during the perihelion season are slightly higher (up to 1 m/s) than in the 1D case but significantly lower (up to 8 m/s) than in the 2D case. This is consistent with the fact that global surface pressures are almost identical to those in the 1D case.

There is little difference between the modelled southern ice caps in the 1D and 2D filtered cases at either aphelion or perihelion (Fig. 6.27). Both reproduce the degree of longitudinal asymmetry in ice coverage around the same locations as in the MCS observations, showing better agreement with the observed CO₂ ice coverage than the unfiltered 2D reanalysis. The
2D filtered reanalysis does show slightly greater CO$_2$ ice mass than the 1D reanalysis over the southern pole at both aphelion and perihelion.

Finally, Fig. 6.28 compares the latitudinal extent of the seasonal caps throughout MY 30 for the 1D, 2D, and 2D filtered reanalyses to climatological data from MCS observations from Piqueux et al. (2015). The 2D reanalysis show increased (relative to the 1D and 2D filtered reanalyses) mass of the southern cap at high latitudes, poleward of 70-75° S, and reduced mass equatorward of that. It also shows reduced mass at the northern seasonal cap and, perhaps most interestingly, a permanent seasonal cap presence $L_S=300-360°$. This latter permanent coverage agrees with the climatological observations, which show surface CO$_2$ ice present at the south pole through the entire orbital cycle. While neither the 1D nor the 2D filtered reanalyses show a permanent CO$_2$ ice presence at the southern pole, there are differences between them. The 2D filtered reanalyses contains greater ice mass at the southern cap from $L_S=90-270°$, and less ice mass at the northern cap from $L_S=270-90°$. This mass distribution difference appears to balance out almost exactly, leading to identical surface pressure in both reanalyses.
Fig. 6.27 MY 30 CO$_2$ surface ice mass at the SP (a,b,c,d) for the periods (left) $L_S=90-120^\circ$ and (right) $L_S=240-270^\circ$, for the (top) 1D reanalysis and (middle) 2D filtered reanalysis; climatologically averaged seasonal CO$_2$ cap extent at the SP (e,f) for the same periods from Piqueux et al. (2015), as derived from MCS surface temperature data. In this notation, “2” signifies no CO$_2$ ice coverage during the relevant period, “1” indicates a boundary state, while “0” signifies the presence of surface CO$_2$ ice. See the Supplementary Information from Piqueux et al. (2015) for more information. Plots are stereographic projections where each latitude circle is 10° separate from its neighbours and the innermost circle represents the 80° latitude band.
6.2 Novel high-speed polar jets

Fig. 6.28 a,b,d: zonally averaged surface CO₂ ice cover for MY 30 for the 1D, 2D, and 2D filtered reanalyses respectively. c,e: difference in such for MY 30 between the 2D and 1D reanalyses and the 2D filtered and 1D reanalyses, respectively. f: climatological surface CO₂ ice coverage observations, where “0” indicates seasonal cap presence; “1” indicates cap edge; “2” indicates no seasonal ice. The white space indicates lack of observations.
Consideration of the 2D filtered results requires a modification to the narrative explanation presented above. The 2D filtered reanalysis shows identical surface pressures to the 1D reanalysis and greater CO$_2$ mass locked up at high latitudes in the southern seasonal cap, and yet lower southern cap wind speeds. In other words, it appears to be the filter that is limiting condensation flow, despite there still being enhanced condensation occurring. There is a much reduced surface pressure gradient towards the pole, despite condensation to the surface still occurring; this implies that with the filter, the condensation process is a lot more stable, preventing a runaway condensation from drastically reducing surface pressures at southern high latitudes and thus causing surface air from lower latitudes to rush in to equalise pressures. With the filter, condensation still occurs due to the cold polar night but there are fewer sudden condensations of large parts of the atmosphere and the process is more stable. However, the more massive southern cap (at latitudes $\geq 70^\circ$ S) in the 2D filtered reanalysis is not sufficient to prevent its total recession during the perihelion season. In the unfiltered 2D reanalysis, by contrast, greater mass at the southern ice cap leads to reduced global surface pressures, a strong sublimation flow at perihelion, and a permanent southern high latitude CO$_2$ ice presence.

6.2.6 Conclusions and recommendations

It is clear that the particular temperature profiles used in the assimilated MGCM, and their processing pre-assimilation, have a huge impact on modelled near-surface wind speeds at southern high latitudes. Using the older 1D MCS retrievals, unfiltered, results in low wind speeds over the southern seasonal cap at aphelion and around the southern seasonal cap edge at perihelion. The southern seasonal cap recedes completely at around $L_S=300^\circ$. Using the newer 2D retrievals, which show a significantly colder southern polar vortex, without filtering results in very high wind speeds over the southern seasonal cap at aphelion and around the southern seasonal cap edge at perihelion, these high near-surface winds being the
surface expression of intense barotropic jets which extend into the upper atmosphere. The southern seasonal cap is overall more massive with resulting lower global surface pressures, and seasonal CO$_2$ ice is present at the southern pole throughout the entire orbital cycle. Filtering the newer 2D retrievals to set any sub-CO$_2$ condensation temperatures ($T < T_{CO_2}$) to $T_{CO_2}$ results in lower wind speeds over the southern seasonal cap at aphelion than in the 1D case, and wind speeds similar to the 1D case around the southern seasonal cap edge at perihelion. As with the 1D case, there is not a permanent CO$_2$ ice presence over the southern pole throughout the whole orbital cycle. Surface pressures are higher than in the unfiltered 2D case, suggesting less mass locked in the southern seasonal cap. The 1D and 2D filtered reanalyses show a longitudinal asymmetry in CO$_2$ ice coverage at the southern cap during perihelion, as is present in MCS observations of the southern polar CO$_2$ cap. This asymmetry is not seen in the unfiltered 2D reanalysis.

The impact on near-surface southern high latitude wind speeds comes via the effect of atmospheric temperatures on condensation over the southern seasonal cap; condensation rates then affect the southern high latitude pressure gradient and surface pressures globally. Having constant atmospheric condensation and the resulting lower surface pressures over the southern cap relative to lower latitudes leads to intense winds to compensate in the form of westerly barotropic jets, seen in the unfiltered 2D case. These jets have an associated shallow poleward meridional flow via the mechanism of Ekman flow. The more massive cap induces greater sublimation flow at perihelion, leading to the reverse situation than in the aphelion case: higher surface pressures at the south pole lead to easterly barotropic jets, with an associated shallow equatorward meridional flow. Reducing the constant and drastic atmospheric condensation in the MGCM parameterisation by filtering sub-$T_{CO_2}$ temperatures still leads to a more massive southern cap at high latitudes, but eliminates the intense condensation flow seen without the filtering.
Direct observational comparison of the reanalysis wind speeds is currently impossible, but indirect comparison via surface pressure observations, seasonal cap extent observations, and other modelling work allows for an estimate of which reanalysis is closer to reality. The 1D/2D filtered and unfiltered 2D reanalyses respectively tend to overestimate and underestimate the surface pressures at the Viking Lander 1 and 2 locations throughout most of the period when the southern seasonal cap is at its greatest extent. However, there are strong caveats on using the Viking pressure data as a validation source due to the MGCM being tuned to match the Viking pressures under certain dust scenarios; future work should involve full retuning of the MGCM against both Viking and the newer surface pressure data from the MSL and Insight missions. At the Insight location, the 1D/2D filtered reanalyses overestimate surface pressures at aphelion, while the 2D unfiltered reanalysis shows better agreement with Insight data. All reanalyses agree reasonably with Insight surface pressures at perihelion. The 1D and 2D filtered reanalyses capture the longitudinal asymmetry of the southern seasonal cap at perihelion as seen in observations, while the unfiltered 2D reanalysis overestimates the latitudinal extent of CO$_2$ ice. However, the 2D unfiltered reanalysis does predict the presence of a permanent CO$_2$ ice presence at high southern latitudes in late perihelion, as present in in MCS observations, while the other reanalyses do not. Finally, other modelling work suggests the existence of a strong, shallow sublimation flow from the southern seasonal cap around perihelion; this agrees with all the reanalyses, but the 1D and filtered 2D appear to be closer in terms of magnitude while the unfiltered 2D would seem to overestimate wind speeds.

No one reanalysis therefore seems to provide the best fit to all observations, showing that further work is needed on this topic. Assimilation-based investigations which involve looking at the southern seasonal cap, its associated near-surface wind speeds, and global surface pressures generally would therefore be advised to consider carefully which MCS temperature dataset and which filtering method is optimal for the particular use case. The
2D unfiltered reanalysis fails to reproduce the observed longitudinal asymmetry in CO$_2$ ice coverage at perihelion; however, only the 2D unfiltered reanalysis correctly predicts the presence of a permanent southern CO$_2$ cap. This reanalysis also predicts higher near-surface wind speeds than those suggested by other modelling work. While the high wind speeds in the 2D unfiltered reanalysis are significantly higher than in the other reanalyses, the good agreement of the 2D unfiltered reanalysis pressure data with Insight and ice cap coverage with MCS means that the magnitude of these winds cannot be simply dismissed as an unphysical phenomenon.

In terms of future work, the disagreement in the longitudinal asymmetry and seasonal extent of the southern seasonal cap points to the need for further investigation of the causes of these features, and how to incorporate them into MGCM parameterisations. Assuming the trustworthiness of the 2D MCS temperature retrievals and their cold polar vortex, there is also a need to understand how to incorporate them into MGCMs without the need for filtering. This will involve looking at CO$_2$ supersaturation and CO$_2$ ice clouds (e.g. Audouard et al., 2017). For example, the current MGCM parameterisation used here assumes that air parcels below $T_{CO_2}$ turn into snow and travel through the atmospheric layers below before being deposited onto the surface (Forget et al., 1998). The abundant presence of dust in the martian atmosphere and observations of tropospheric CO$_2$ ice clouds in the polar winter (e.g. Hayne et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2012) imply that cloud formation is another possibility in the polar night. How could cloud formation of this kind be parameterised? And what implications would this have for the surface energy budget? These are questions which bear addressing for future work on Mars’ polar atmosphere and surface-atmosphere interactions. Importantly, as Insight continues to collect surface pressure data, it will provide a valuable and MGCM-independent source for comparison.

Finally, a key aim should be further comparison of reanalysis wind speeds with observations. As stated, there is currently a lack of orbital wind observations for the martian
atmosphere. The technique of cloud tracking has been used previously in the martian context to attempt to characterise wind speeds from orbit, by following recognisable cloud features using optical imagery (e.g. Kaydash et al., 2006; Wang and Ingersoll, 2003). This method could be used to compare against the wind speeds in the reanalyses described here, as the jets predicted by the 2D reanalysis extend into the upper atmosphere. Uncertainties in calculated velocity and cloud height make cloud tracking a difficult tool to use (Wang and Ingersoll, 2003), but the modelled differences of >30 m/s in zonal wind speeds between the 2D and 1D reanalyses may be sufficiently large that cloud tracking could provide a better idea of which reanalysis better represents southern high latitude winds.

Further in the future, orbital measurements of wind speeds would be an invaluable resource in characterising polar dynamics, including near-surface wind speeds, by allowing better constraints on modelled wind speeds via assimilation. The differences in model winds between the reanalyses discussed here extend >20 km above the surface, putting them well within the range of possible future orbital wind observations.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

This chapter first presents a brief summary of the work undertaken in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of this thesis, and the results from this work. Then, some general conclusions are drawn from the results and discussed in the context of the initial research questions posed in Chapter 1. Finally, avenues for future work are proposed, divided into the categories of work which could be feasibly done with the data and methods available at the time of writing and work which could be done with possible future observational datasets and modelling capabilities.

7.1 Summary of work presented

This section is intended as a high-level summary of the work undertaken in this thesis and the results presented. For more complete discussions of the results of this thesis, the reader is referred to the individual Conclusions sections of each results chapter (Chapters 4, 5, and 6), which provide more detailed summaries and comparisons with the existing literature.

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the radiative-dynamical impacts of suspended atmospheric dust and the cycle of dust in the atmosphere of Mars, via the assimilation of observational data into a Mars global climate model. The specific research questions (discussed in detail in the next section) focussed on the effects of the high dust loading caused
by the 2018 Global Dust Storm on surface and near-surface temperatures and on the polar vortices, and on the interannual patterns in surface dust lifting and deposition and their links to broader dynamical features and observed dust activity.

Previous modelling, observational, and assimilation work has demonstrated the crucial role of dust in martian meteorology. Dust (and enhanced loading during storms) plays a causal role in modelled and observed large-scale dynamical features such as thermal tides (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2014; Lewis and Barker, 2005), polar warming (e.g. Wilson, 1997), the solsticial pause in baroclinic planetary wave activity (e.g. Lee et al., 2018; Mulholland et al., 2016), the mean meridional circulation (e.g. Haberle et al., 1982), and the structure of the polar vortices (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2016; Mitchell et al., 2015), as well as in controlling the surface energy budget (e.g. Read et al., 2016). At the same time, the lifting and transport of dust is in turn governed by large-scale dynamics: modelled dust lifting is controlled by near-surface wind speeds (e.g. Kahre et al., 2005; Montabone et al., 2005; Newman et al., 2002a), observed dust storms are frequently associated with baroclinic wave activity (e.g. Wang, 2018; Wang et al., 2013), and lofted dust is transported by the global circulation and redeposited (e.g. Newman et al., 2005; Szwast et al., 2006). However, outstanding questions still remain regarding both the atmospheric effects of dust and the spatiotemporal structure of the dust cycle. Some of these are the ones addressed in the research questions in Chapter 1: namely the radiative-dynamical effects of Global Dust Storms, such as the 2018 event, and the interannual pattern of lifting and deposition and its links to large-scale dynamical features and observed dust storm activity.

Chapter 3 described the methods used in these thesis to investigate the research questions: the Mars global climate model, the orbital observations of temperature and dust from the Mars Climate Sounder instrument, and the data assimilation scheme used to integrate the observations into the model. There are several advantages to this method over using either model or observations by themselves. Data assimilation helps overcome the inherent
limitations of observations from a single orbiter, namely their temporal and spatial sparsity, by using the model to fill the gaps and thereby provide a complete four-dimensional atmospheric state, including variables (such as wind speeds) which are not currently retrieved from orbit. Assimilation also has advantages over running the model by itself: by incorporating real observational data, it can produce more realistic dynamics and dust distributions, especially important for analysing specific dynamical features (such as the polar vortices) and real dust storms and their effects (such as the 2018 Global Dust Storm). Data assimilation is therefore a valuable tool for studying dust in the martian atmosphere, including its atmospheric impacts and how its cycle is governed by large-scale dynamics.

This thesis aims to advance our collective knowledge regarding these questions using the method of data assimilation. This technique combines the diagnostic power and full four-dimensional coverage of a global climate model with actual observations of the state of the martian atmosphere, making it ideally suited to tackling the research questions presented. Data assimilation was used study the dynamical and radiative changes caused by a real Global Dust Storm, and to examine how lifting and deposition varied over the course of six observed martian years.

Chapter 4 presented the results of an investigation into how the 2018 Global Dust Storm affected surface and near-surface air temperatures, using the assimilated MGCM and comparing with a relatively clear martian year. Observations have indicated that the presence of a Global Dust Storm generally reduces surface temperatures on the dayside of the planet and increased them on the nightside (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2019; Smith, 2004). This observational work has some limitations, however: orbital observations from the TES and MCS instruments are constrained to two local times, while surface-based observations show the full diurnal cycle but only at specific locations. Chapter 4 showed the results of the first-model based analysis of how a Global Dust Storm affects surface temperatures, giving results over all local times, and used a realistic dust distribution from the actual 2018
event. The results show that surprisingly the 2018 storm induced a net surface warming as averaged over the entire planet, while the spatial temperature difference map showed a high degree of heterogeneity in average surface warming or cooling depending on location, with low thermal inertia regions showing net warming. Whether a particular location warmed or cooled on average was controlled by two independent factors: the magnitude of dust loading at that location, and the surface thermal inertia. The former controlled the degree of dayside cooling by blocking of incident solar radiation, and the latter of nightside warming from backscattered surface infrared emission. The independence of these factors explained the heterogeneity of the surface warming/cooling map. The persistence of the nightside warming effect over the diurnal cycle explained why surface warming was the average result, despite the maximum dayside cooling and nightside warming values being very similar. Further free-running simulations were performed at different dust loadings to test the robustness of the results, and showed a consistent slight globally-averaged surface warming over most high dust loadings. Finally, results were compared to various observational datasets, including MCS surface temperature retrievals for the time of the Global Dust Storm, and showed generally good agreement, especially in the surface warming/cooling maps.

Chapter 5 showed the results of a multi-year analysis of patterns in modelled dust lifting and deposition with the assimilated MGCM, including the year of the 2018 Global Dust Storm. Previous studies of modelled dust lifting have used free-running simulations, which tend to show reasonable agreement with the observed dust distribution of a generic martian year but are currently incapable of replicating observed dust storms (e.g. Basu et al., 2004; Chapman, 2018; Kahre et al., 2006, 2005; Mulholland et al., 2013, 2015; Newman et al., 2002a,b). By using a model assimilated with six martian years worth of actual observations, this work aimed to provide an account of how lifting and deposition vary by season and geographical location between real martian years, including with the presence of observed storms such as recurring regional storms (Kass et al., 2016) and the 2018 Global Dust Storm.
Other literature has identified and characterised specific dynamical phenomena associated with winds at the martian surface, such as thermal tides (e.g. Lewis and Barker, 2005), the Hadley circulation and its associated flows (e.g. Joshi et al., 1997, 1995), baroclinic planetary waves (e.g. Wang et al., 2013), sublimation of the seasonal CO$_2$ caps (e.g. Chow et al., 2019), and the solsticial pause in wave activity (e.g. Lewis et al., 2016; Mulholland et al., 2016); this study aimed to comprehensively relate these features to modelled dust lifting.

The results showed a very high degree of interannual similarity in both modelled lifting and deposition of dust, in both seasonality and geographical location, with the exception of the period of the 2018 Global Dust Storm. The modelled geographical variation in lifting and deposition was shown to be almost entirely seasonal, with the higher wind speeds of the perihelion season leading to higher lifting. Lifting was generally greatest at high latitudes, due to the presence of baroclinic wave activity and cap-edge sublimation. The solsticial pause in baroclinic wave activity was detectable in high-latitude lifting at both hemispheres. There were also temporally limited bands of higher lifting associated with the subtropical jet caused by the Hadley circulation. The southern seasonal cap showed extremely high modelled lifting in early southern summer, apparently linked to high wind speeds driven by the sublimation of the southern seasonal cap. Regional and global-scale dust storms introduced some variability in lifting; the latter increased lifted dust flux by >1000%, while the former had more complex effects. The magnitude of regional storms at tropical latitudes appeared to be linked to the magnitude of southern seasonal cap-edge lifting, with more intense storms correlating to decreased lifting (and vice-versa) likely due to enhanced sublimation of the cap from the boosted meridional circulation. Meanwhile the 2018 Global Dust Storm had little discernible effect on southern cap edge lifting in early southern summer, but significantly enhanced lifting at tropical latitudes (particularly over areas of high topography) and at the southern cap edge later in southern summer. By contrast, lifting decreased at northern mid-high latitudes, due to an apparent decrease in baroclinic wave activity. The results were compared
to observed dust storm records. Interannually repeatable lifting features in the perihelion season appeared to be linked to the regularity of large regional storms in that season. High latitude lifting corresponded well with frequent observed storm activity. Modelled high lifting features associated with the southern subtropical jet and southern seasonal cap sublimation (both at perihelion) appeared to correlate with an absence of dust storm activity. Comparison with records of martian surface dust cover implied that these regions may be frequently swept clean by the high-speed, regular winds, casting doubts on their adequacy as sites for dust storm formation. The modelled dust deposition correlated almost exactly with dust loading in the assimilated MGCM, but high wind speeds also had an effect in inhibiting deposition.

Finally, Chapter 6 was split into two sections, both looking at aspects of polar atmospheric dynamics. The first section presented results comparing the structure of Mars’ polar vortices during the 2018 Global Dust Storm to the same period in the previous year, in order to investigate the effects of the GDS on the vortices. Previous work has examined the effects on the northern polar vortex of a regional storm in southern autumn/winter from an assimilated dataset (Mitchell et al., 2015) and an idealised global-scale dust loading at southern summer solstice (Guzewich et al., 2016), and the effects on the southern polar vortex of the 2018 storm from MCS observations (Kleinböhl et al., 2020). This study looked at the effects in an assimilated model of the 2018 event, which was an equinoctial storm, on both vortices. The use of assimilation allowed the comparison of potential vorticity, wind speeds, and the mean meridional circulation, none of which are directly observed fields. The results showed a slightly smaller and significantly more symmetric northern polar vortex in the Global Dust Storm case, compared to the usual elliptical shape (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2015). In the south, the vortex was also significantly more symmetric and centred on-pole rather than shifted off-pole; unlike in the north, it was almost completely destroyed by heating from the storm. The natural experiment provided by the storm also allowed investigation into the annular shape of the polar vortices, particularly the northern vortex. The storm significantly disrupted the
topographic stationary wave patterns at high latitudes in both hemispheres, which correlated to the changes in vortex morphology towards a more symmetrical shape. This appeared to show that the elliptical morphology of the polar vortices is tied to the stationary topographic wave structure at high latitudes, as previously speculated by others (Rostami et al., 2018). Lastly, the effects of the storm on the diurnal cycle were also examined. The complete displacement of the southern polar vortex onto the nightside due to enhancement of the meridional circulation, proposed by Kleinböhl et al. (2020), was confirmed, and the diurnal changes in the meridional circulation were shown to also apply in a non-GDS year. A similar but much smaller effect was modelled in the north.

The second section carried on work from Chapter 5, by examining in closer detail the noted high speed jets at southern high latitudes; one over the cap itself in the aphelion season, and one at the cap edge in southern summer. Previous studies have made no mention of such features (e.g. Chapman, 2018), and analysis of other assimilated datasets shows significantly lower wind speeds at those times/locations (e.g. Montabone et al., 2014). This made them worthy of further investigation. One differing factor from previous assimilation studies is the use of the v5.2 MCS dataset, which uses 2D geometry leading to improved temperature and dust retrievals over the polar regions (Kleinböhl et al., 2017). This study first characterised the two jets, which showed high meridional and zonal flows and wind speeds which could exceed 30 m/s near the surface. This was notably higher than in an assimilated model using the 1D (v4.3) MCS data. The differing dust retrievals were ruled out as the cause for the discrepancy. The discrepancy was instead linked to the colder temperatures over the southern pole in the 2D MCS data, which when assimilated were linked to enhanced condensation onto the seasonal CO$_2$ ice cap and a more massive cap by result. This larger seasonal cap in the 2D case appeared to drive greater sublimation around perihelion, and therefore higher surface pressures and a corresponding powerful barotropic zonal jet; the resulting strong meridional flow away from the cap could be a case of Ekman flow, given the low altitude...
of the winds, which has been previously modelled to occur on Mars in the presence of CO$_2$ condensation (Ogohara and Satomura, 2010). Another result was a permanent CO$_2$ ice presence at southern high latitudes, in contrast with the 1D case; here the 2D case agreed better with observations of the cap extent (Piqueux et al., 2015). In order to verify the impact of low temperature retrievals on enhancing condensation, another experiment was conducted where sub-CO$_2$ condensation temperatures were filtered. Wind speeds in this case were closer to those in the 1D case, suggesting that runaway CO$_2$ condensation was indeed causally linked to the high wind speeds in the unfiltered 2D case. Given the lack of direct wind observations, comparisons were performed with surface pressures from the Viking landers and the Insight lander. None of the reanalyses agreed completely with surface pressure data; the 1D and 2D filtered reanalyses tended to overestimate surface pressure, while the 2D unfiltered reanalysis tended to underestimate surface pressure but showed the best agreement with Insight. However, the Viking lander data was used to tune the MGCM originally, making it a poor source for a reasonable comparison; the Insight lander provides an independent data source. Further comparisons were made using the modelled seasonal ice cap extent against MCS data; the 2D unfiltered case agreed better with the observations of a permanent CO$_2$ presence at southern high latitudes, not seen in the other reanalyses. However, the 1D and filtered 2D reanalyses captured the MCS-observed longitudinal asymmetry in southern polar ice coverage at perihelion, while the unfiltered 2D reanalysis overestimated the longitudinal extent of CO$_2$ ice coverage. The failure of any single reanalysis to agree completely with observations and previous modelling work shows that further work is needed to understand the behaviour of the southern seasonal CO$_2$ ice cap in Mars GCMs, and their link to southern high-latitude winds.
7.2 Conclusions

This section revisits the research questions originally posed in Chapter 1, and assesses the degree to which they have been addressed in the results from this thesis. More comprehensive conclusions can be found at the end of each relevant chapter; this section is intended to contextualise the broad findings of this thesis in terms of the research questions and the overall themes of the dust cycle and the radiative-dynamical impacts of atmospheric dust.

7.2.1 RQ1. How do Global Dust Storms affect Mars’ surface and near-surface temperature environment?

The 2018 Global Dust Storm had the surprising effect of causing a globally-averaged surface warming. While previous observational work had noted that Global Dust Storms cause surface cooling on the dayside and warming on the nightside, this study shows that for the 2018 GDS these two effects result in a net global warming. One advantage of this study over previous work is the fact that the assimilated MGCM is able to report surface temperatures over all local times, and is not constrained to two local times as the TES and MCS instruments are. Using two prescribed local times, one daytime and one night-time, from the assimilated MGCM shows a slight cooling from the 2018 storm, which is more in line with the previous state on knowledge based on observations alone. This demonstrates that capturing the full diurnal cycle of temperature is important for characterising the true diurnally averaged effect of the storm; in particular, nightside warming, being driven by surface emission and backscattering rather than the presence or absence of solar insolation, has a more persistent effect over local times than dayside cooling, which is highly correlated with time of day. This study also helps demonstrate the highly significant impact of dust optical properties on modelled effects. Specifically, small changes in the single-scattering albedo can cause huge differences in modelled surface temperatures. This suggests that surface temperature...
observations could potentially be useful for validating dust optical properties, in conjunction with global climate models.

Varying the global dust opacity showed that the slight warming effect is robust for CDOD of up to 11 when the spatial dust distribution is prescribed to be uniform. However, there were significant differences in temperature effects between the actual 2018 storm and the equivalent uniform opacity artificial storms. This implies that Global Dust Storm geographical structure is crucially important in determining its surface temperature effects. As average warming (\(~13\) K) occurred over low thermal inertia regions and average cooling (\(~14\) K) elsewhere, storms with higher opacities over low thermal inertia regions should result in greater globally-averaged warming, and vice-versa. This importance of storm spatial structure in governing radiative impacts shows that studies with idealised dust distributions may not always be suitable for judging the radiative and dynamical impacts of actual Global Dust Storms. The idealised distributions used here for the 2018 GDS disagreed with the globally-averaged temperature changes in the reanalysis by \(~3\) K and \(~4\) K for the surface and near-surface atmosphere respectively. It is therefore important to take storm structure into consideration; the use of data assimilation is preferable where possible, as even two similar GDS such as the 2001 and 2018 events can have different surface temperature effects depending on their opacity structure (up to a globally-averaged \(~2\) K in this case).

7.2.2 RQ2. Where and when does dust lifting occur on the martian surface, how does this vary between martian years and during a Global Dust Storm, and what dynamical processes are responsible?

While the research conducted in this thesis shows good agreement with general seasonal and geographical dust lifting trends in previous work, there are several novel results. The use of
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An assimilated MGCM for six martian years shows a high degree of interannual similarity in both geographical location and seasonality, further showing the general interannual similarity of the martian atmosphere as a whole. This trend of similarity, however, breaks down in the presence of large (regional- and global-scale) dust storms. The large regional dust storms regularly observed during the perihelion season (Kass et al., 2016) are linked to dust lifting at the southern seasonal cap edge, through their effects on the meridional circulation. More intense storms cause a boosted circulation, leading to increased transport of warmer air to high latitudes and an enhanced sublimation of the southern cap, correlating with reduced dust lifting. Noteably, while every martian year without a Global Dust Storm follows this pattern, the year of the storm does not; there is no discernible pattern in the southern seasonal cap effects induced by the storm in early southern summer, though dust lifting increases relative to other years later in the summer. This suggests that there is a tipping point in storm intensity and/or size, after which other effects can counteract the enhanced southern seasonal cap recession seen in the non-Global Dust Storm years. The storm itself also led to an increase in dust lifting over tropical high-topography regions, suggesting that when wind speeds are sufficiently increased over these areas they can overcome the low surface pressures which makes dust lifting difficult there. Lastly, the Global Dust Storm also caused reduced dust lifting at northern mid-high latitudes, low topography areas which generally have high dust lifting due to the presence of baroclinic wave activity. This suppression of baroclinic wave-related dust lifting, together with increased dust deposition in the northern hemisphere, resulted in increased net dust deposition in the northern hemisphere. The results lend credence to the theory that these events help distribute dust from the southern to northern hemisphere (e.g. Haberle, 1986).

Regions of high dust lifting were present which did not appear to correlate with any observed storm activity. Most notably, these included the region corresponding to the location of the southern subtropical jet and the region around the southern cap edge. An
explanation for this lack of storm activity is that the constant and coherent (one-directional)
flow associated with the dynamical features of the subtropical jet and sublimation flow act to
keep these regions clear of dust, preventing storm formation. Orbital data shows that these
regions do indeed have low surface dust content (e.g. Szwast et al., 2006). This suggests that
dust lifting studies which incorporate observations of dust content from remote sensing may
be the most promising avenue for future research, as in this case the simple application of the
modelled dynamics and implied assumption of an infinite dust reservoir do not agree with the
record of observed storms. However, the spatiotemporal location of high dust lifting zones
during perihelion - at northern and southern high latitudes and in the southern subtropics -
do appear to correlate with the regular presence of three large regional storms (Kass et al.,
2016). In which case, either these large regional storms must originate in the northern dust
lifting zones; or the southern dust lifting zones are capable of inciting large regional storms
but not regular smaller storms; or the general atmospheric dynamics during the perihelion
season are more important for the development and growth of large regional storms than the
presence of the described dust lifting zones.

The results in Chapter 6 focus on dust lifting around the southern seasonal cap edge. This
high dust lifting feature is a new finding, and a result of the assimilation of the 2D geometry
MCS retrievals described by Kleinböhl et al. (2017). This study shows that the barotropic
jets in the south are caused by the assimilation of this newer data, which displays colder
polar temperatures than the previous retrieval version. These colder temperatures appear
to induce greater southern CO$_2$ condensation of the MGCM, resulting in a more massive
seasonal cap and a permanent CO$_2$ ice presence at southern high latitudes. Another result is
the high wind speeds described, likely from zonal winds and meridional Ekman flow linked
to the pressure changes caused by enhanced sublimation/condensation flow. Verifying the
reality of these results is a difficult matter, and no strong conclusion can be drawn on this
account given the lack of wind observations. Results assimilating temperature data where
sub-CO$_2$ condensation temperatures are filtered show a more massive southern ice cap as in the 2D unfiltered case, but surface pressures identical to the 1D case. Comparison of the extent of the seasonal CO$_2$ cap in the assimilations to observations show better agreement in the 2D unfiltered case, which contains a permanent CO$_2$ ice presence at southern high latitudes. The 1D and filtered 2D reanalyses, though, were able to capture the MCS-observed longitudinal asymmetry of the southern seasonal cap at perihelion. Finally, comparison to previous modelling of the southern sublimation flow suggests that the 1D and 2D filtered cases provide the best fit, followed by the 2D filtered case. In conclusion, it is difficult to say for certain which assimilation provides the best representation of near-surface winds at southern high latitudes. Tentatively, the 2D unfiltered case has the best general match with Insight surface pressures, observations of the seasonal extent of the southern CO$_2$ cap, and previous modelling work, which implies that wind speeds at the southern cap could indeed be substantially higher than previously thought. Meanwhile, the 1D and 2D filtered cases agree better with Viking lander surface pressure data, and with MCS observations of the longitudinal structure of the southern CO$_2$ ice cap around perihelion. However, further comparisons are needed; the MGCM’s atmospheric mass budget is based on specific dust scenarios and the Viking Lander pressure data, meaning that a full retuning of model parameters is necessary for a proper answer on how best to assimilate MCS temperature data around the southern seasonal cap and consequently the likely reality of these high near-surface wind speed features.

7.2.3 RQ3. How do Global Dust Storms affect Mars’ polar vortices?

This is the first study to use an assimilated model of a real Global Dust Storm to investigate the impact on the polar vortices, the first study to investigate how both polar vortices were affected by the 2018 event, and the first study to investigate the effects of an equinoctial rather than solstitial (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2016) such event on both vortices. As it turns out, the
season at which the Global Dust Storm occurs appears to have a significant effect on its modelled impacts. Guzewich et al. (2016) modelled the effect of high dust loading at southern summer solstice, and found that it caused significant dynamical disruption to the northern polar vortex for tens of sols; an equally high loading at northern summer solstice caused far less disruption to the southern summer solstice. This study shows that the equinoctial dust storm of 2018 altered the morphology of the northern polar vortex, making it smaller in area and more symmetrical, but did not destroy potential vorticity to a significant extent. By contrast, the southern polar vortex was not only made more symmetrical but had much of its potential vorticity destroyed. Two factors may help provide an explanation here; first, the 2018 Global Dust Storm had a greater southern than northern latitudinal extent, reaching 70° S but only 40-50° N, allowing greater diabatic heating in the south (and therefore destruction of potential vorticity). Second, the time of year at which the storm occurred (starting at equinox) is a time at which the northern polar vortex is growing in strength as the southern vortex declines, due to the subsolar latitude moving south. This meant that in the south the storm accelerated a decline which was already in process; in the north, it was acting against the larger trend of the growth of the polar vortex.

The storm also provided a natural experiment: by causing the polar vortices to become more symmetrical, it allowed the identification and study of atmospheric processes in order to allow diagnosis of why the clear-case polar vortices are elliptical in shape. While of course many atmospheric properties were altered, the structure of high-latitude stationary planetary waves appeared to be changed in a manner equivalent to the alteration of the polar vortex morphology. This implies that the peculiar elliptical shape of Mars’ polar vortices is linked to the presence of topographic stationary wave activity, with poleward-flow features of the planetary wave structure corresponding to a latitudinally narrower polar vortex and vice versa. Lastly, these results confirm the findings of Kleinböhl et al. (2020) that the southern polar vortex was entirely shifted to the nightside of the planet during the 2018 Global Dust
Storm, by way of comparison of the meridional circulation between the storm year and the previous clear year. This study shows that this effect appears to occur in all martian years, but was significantly boosted during the 2018 event by the enhanced circulation. Some diurnal variation was also visible in the northern case, but it is difficult to draw any conclusions given the small magnitude of the changes and the lack of clear correlation with local time.

7.3 Future work

The process of conducting the work related in this thesis has revealed many avenues of potential future work. This section describes a few of these, both work which is technically possible as of the time of writing, with currently available data and modelling resources, and work which may be possible in the future contingent on planned, proposed, and possible future observational and modelling resources.

The assimilation scheme and its associated elements offer several future projects. As noted in Chapter 6 and the corresponding discussions, the choice of which version of MCS temperature data to assimilate and how the data is processed before assimilation have significant effects on modelled near-surface dynamics. The reason that a proper validation of the MGCM as it is currently tuned is impossible against Viking Lander data is that the model was originally tuned to match this data (Hourdin et al., 1995), using specific dust scenarios. There are now newer sources of both dust and pressure data than were available when the MGCM was tuned, such as the Insight lander, allowing the possiblity of a new tuning of ice albedo parameters and the atmospheric mass budget, which may be closer to the true state of the martian atmosphere. This would by no means be a modest task; the tuning of GCMs is difficult and fraught with questions of causality and model sensitivity, to name but a few (e.g. Hourdin et al., 2016). But it is currently feasible, and may be valuable.

This thesis has presented work done assimilating dust column data; as mentioned in Chapter 3, there are currently ongoing efforts to assimilate dust profile data, such as those
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directly retrieved by MCS (e.g. Navarro, 2016; Ruan, 2015), including by the author (e.g. Streeter et al., 2018). There would be two main advantages to having such a scheme. The first is in representing the radiative and dynamical effects of a realistic vertical dust distribution, which as MCS has shown differs from the monotonic distribution present in most Mars GCMs (e.g. McCleese et al., 2010); having such a distribution, with peaks in opacity at both the near-surface and at the location of detached dust layers (e.g. Heavens et al., 2011a), has been shown to have noticeable impacts on the modelled circulation (e.g. Guzewich et al., 2013b). This may be significant in determining how, for example, the polar vortices are represented in the assimilated MGCM. Once again, this is work which is technically difficult but feasible and possibly rewarding.

The TES and MCS instruments provide much of the data which has been used for assimilated studies to date due to their excellent global coverage; however, one limitation which has been mentioned in this thesis is the constrained local times of their spacecraft. Both instruments are only able to report observations at two fixed local times, excluding much of the martian diurnal cycle. The ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter is currently active and carries two spectrometer suites, NOMAD (Vandaele et al., 2015) and ACS (Korablev et al., 2015). The instruments on this spacecraft measure at variable local times, allowing it to cover the full diurnal cycle and making it an exciting source of data for assimilation, particularly if coupled with data from MCS. Data from NOMAD and ACS is now (as of writing) beginning to flow and should therefore provide valuable insights into the diurnal cycle of dust, the polar vortices, and the temperature structure, among many others.

Perhaps the most uncertain of all future possibilities are the fates of proposed space exploration missions; nonetheless, one such is discussed here. The most pertinent to the work presented in this thesis is the proposed COMPASS mission (Byrne et al., 2020). While sadly not selected in the last NASA Discovery funding round, this mission would have carried not only a higher resolution version of the MCS instrument but an instrument able to remotely
sense winds. The potential uses for orbital wind data for Mars are numerous and exciting. The availability of such data would enable constraining and validation of many key modelled martian dynamical phenomena, including but not limited to the meridional circulation, the polar jets, and even simply modelled wind speeds themselves. In addition, assimilation of wind data is possible and already regularly performed on the Earth (e.g. Yu and Mcpherson, 1984). Application of such techniques for martian data assimilation should improve our understanding of the global circulation, and may even aid in future forecasting efforts.

7.4 Final words

The results in this thesis have shown the value of data assimilation in tackling questions regarding the contemporary meteorology of Mars, and in particular the radiative-dynamical impacts of dust and the dust cycle itself. By combining a robust martian global climate model with a high-volume dataset of temperature and dust observations, data assimilation enables better understanding of what the martian climate is really like today and how dust interacts with other elements of the atmosphere.

Suspended atmospheric dust is the most important radiative driver present in the martian atmosphere, and has numerous and complex effects on dynamical processes and the energy budget. The 2018 Global Dust Storm, the most-observed such event in history, was surprisingly shown to actually warm the surface on average, due to the greenhouse-like warming effect of the high dust loading. This warming, and its highly heterogeneous distribution across the planet, has implications for surface processes in general, from wind speeds to surface ice. The surface temperature changes were tightly linked to the structure of the GDS, showing how important dust spatial distribution is for understanding its radiative and dynamical effects.

The 2018 event also had important effects on Mars’ polar vortices. These effects were not symmetric; the southern vortex was almost completely destroyed, while the northern vortex
remained coherent. Both vortices though had their morphologies significantly impacted, as the Global Dust Storm reduced their usual latitudinal asymmetry. This revealed the importance of high-latitude stationary planetary wave activity in maintaining the usual elliptical shape of the vortices. These findings are valuable additions to the existing literature on martian polar dynamics, which has before now not examined the effects of equinoctial Global Dust Storms. The time of year in which high dust loading occurs is indeed critical in determining its effects on Mars’ polar atmosphere, and equinoctial events should not regarded as having the same effects as solsticial storms.

Global Dust Storms, along with regional storms, also have impacts on the dust cycle of lifting and deposition. The 2018 Global Dust Storm altered not only the amount of lifted dust, but the locations of dust lifting. Even smaller regional storms have indirect effects on lifting at the southern seasonal cap edge via their impacts to the large-scale meridional flow. Here, the exact way in which temperature data is assimilated has a huge effect on calculated dust lifting in the southern hemisphere: this is an interesting area for future research on near-surface winds on Mars.

There still remain many mysteries around Mars and its dusty atmosphere. Data assimilation will continue to provide a valuable tool in helping to resolve these mysteries and uncover even more of them. The author hopes that our knowledge of martian meteorology continues to grow and that we may one day regard Mars as our sibling planet not only due to its similarity to our own, but because of our collective ambition and achievement in understanding and exploring its secrets.
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